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Abstract

The classical notion of relative interpretation (also known as direct syntactic model) is adapted for
multi-sorted first-order fuzzy logics. The level of generality is chosen to suit the needs of its applications
in Fuzzy Class Theory.

In formal logic, relative interpretations are a powerful tool that can be used not only for the proofs of
relative consistency, but also for direct syntactic constructions of notions of one theory in another. Here
we adapt the notion for fuzzy logic and show the analogs of keyclassical metatheorems. These results
allow using relative interpretations of fuzzy theories in essentially the same way they are used in classical
metamathematics.

Relative interpretations can be defined at varying levels ofgenerality, the price for greater generality being
more preconditions in theorems on invariance under an interpretation. The level of generality chosen here
follows the needs of the paper [3]. For relative interpretations see [9]; we follow and slightly generalize the
exposition given in [8].

Multi-sorted first-order fuzzy logic with subsumption of sorts has been introduced in [1] for the logic ŁΠ
[6, 4]. It is nevertheless obvious that the definitions and proofs of [1] work over any fuzzy logic that
axiomatically expands MTL or MTL∆ [5]. In what follows, by “fuzzy logic” we shall therefore mean
any logic that in this sense contains MTL; we shall only require that all of its propositional connectives
be extensional w.r.t. provable equivalence (otherwise some of the metatheorems below could fail). Crisp
identity is assumed in the first-order fuzzy logic under consideration; in models it is always realized as the
identity of elements and it can be axiomatized e.g. by the axioms of reflexivityx = x and intersubstitutivity
salva veritatex = y → (ϕ(x)↔ ϕ(y)) for any formulaϕ (for details see [1]).

Besides the theorems of first-order MTL that are listed in [5], we shall need a few more (meta)lemmata. The
following lemma shows that it is possible to bind only some occurrences of a term in the existentialization
of a formula:

Lemma 1 Let ϕ(x, y) be a formula andt a term substitutable for bothx and y in ϕ. Thenϕ(t, t) →
(∃x)ϕ(x, t).

Proof: Directly by existentialization onx in ϕ. QED

PhD Conference ’06 5 ICS Prague



Libor Běhounek Relative interpretations over first-orderfuzzy logic

Lemma 2 For an arbitrary termt substitutable forx in ϕ(x) it is provable that

ϕ(t) ↔ (∀x)(x = t→ ϕ(x)) (1)

ϕ(t) ↔ (∃x)(x = t & ϕ(x)) (2)

Proof: (1) Left to right: from the identity axiomϕ(t) → (x = t → ϕ(x)) by generalization onx and
shifting the quantifier. Right to left: by specification ofx to t.

(2) Left to right: ϕ(t) implies t = t & ϕ(t), which by Lemma 1 implies(∃x)(x = t & ϕ(x)). Right to
left: from the identity axiomx = t & ϕ(x)→ ϕ(t) by generalization onx and shifting the quantifier to the
antecedent. QED

Corollary 3 Any formula is equivalent to a formula in which logical functions are applied only to variables
and occur only in atomic subformulae of the formy = F (x1, . . . , xk).

Proof: Using Lemma 2, inductively decompose nested termss(t) by ϕ(s(t)) ↔ (∃x)(x = t & ϕ(s(x)))
and finally byϕ(F (x1, . . . , xk))↔ (∃y)(y = F (x1, . . . , xk) & ϕ(y)) for all F . QED

Recall from [1] that the language of a multi-sorted first-order fuzzy logic is a quintuple(S,�,P,F,A),
whereS is a non-empty set of sorts,� is a partial ordering ofS indicating the subsumption of sorts,P

andF are disjoint sets of predicate resp. function symbols, andA is an arity function that assigns a finite
sequence of sorts to each element ofP∪F (the sequence must be non-empty for elements ofF). If P ∈ P

andA(P ) = (s1, . . . , sk), thenP (t1, . . . , tk) is a well-formed atomic formula iff the termti is of sortsi

for all i = 1, . . . , k. If A(F ) = (s1, . . . , sk, sk+1), thenF (t1, . . . , tk) is a well-formed term, of sortsk+1,
iff the termti is of sortsi for all i = 1, . . . , k. For more details on multi-sorted first-order fuzzy logics see
[1, §2.2].

Definition 4 (Interpretation of a language) Let L = (S,�,P,F,A) and L′ = (S′,�′,P′,F′,A′) be
two multi-sorted first-order languages. Aninterpretation of the languageL in the languageL′ is a
(metamathematical) mapping⋆ which assigns to each sorts ∈ S a function symbolF ⋆

s ∈ F′ of arity
A′(F ⋆

s ) = (s⋆, s
⋆) for somes⋆, s

⋆ ∈ S′, to each predicate symbolP ∈ P a predicate symbolP ⋆ ∈ P′,
and to each function symbolF ∈ F a function symbolF ⋆ ∈ F′, and which satisfies the following condi-
tions:

• For all s, r ∈ S, if s � r thens⋆ � r⋆.

• For all P ∈ P, if A(P ) = (s1, . . . , sk) andA′(P ⋆) = (r1, . . . , rk) thens⋆
i � ri for all i = 1, . . . , k.

• For all F ∈ F, if A(F ) = (s1, . . . , sk+1) and A′(F ⋆) = (r1, . . . , rk+1), thens⋆
i � ri for all

i = 1, . . . , k andrk+1 � s⋆
k+1.

An interpretation⋆ of L in L′ extends by metamathematical induction on the complexity ofterms and
formulae ofL to a mapping (also denoted by⋆) which assigns to each termt of L a termt⋆ of L′ and to
each formulaϕ of L a formulaϕ⋆ of L′ as follows:

• Thei-th variablexs
i of each sorts in L is assigned the termF ⋆

s (xs⋆

i ) of sorts⋆, wherexs⋆

i is thei-th
variable of sorts⋆.

• Each termF (t1, . . . , tk) of L is assigned the termF ⋆(t⋆1, . . . , t
⋆
k).

• Each formulaP (t1, . . . , tk) of L is assigned the formulaP ⋆(t⋆1, . . . , t
⋆
k).

• Each formulax = y of L is assigned the formulax⋆ = y⋆.

PhD Conference ’06 6 ICS Prague



Libor Běhounek Relative interpretations over first-orderfuzzy logic

• For all k-ary propositional connectivesc, each formulac(ϕ1, . . . , ϕk) of L is assigned the formula
c(ϕ⋆

1, . . . , ϕ
⋆
k).

• Each formula(∀xs)ϕ resp.(∃xs)ϕ of L is assigned the formula(∀xs⋆)ϕ⋆ resp.(∃xs⋆)ϕ⋆.

Remark 5 Notice that we allow reinterpretingvariablesof sort s by functionsfrom s⋆ to s⋆. This is
necessitated by the applications in [3], where we need to interpret variables by functional terms (e.g., when
identifyingx with the pair〈x, 0〉). A straightforward interpretation of a sorts by another sortr is covered
by this definition, taking the identity function on sorts⋆ for F ⋆

s ands⋆ = s⋆ = r.

Remark 6 In Definition 4, the logical symbols (except for variables) are left unaffected by the transla-
tion ⋆. The notion of interpretation can be defined more generally to include also the specification of the
translations of[(∀x)ϕ]⋆, [(∃x)ϕ]⋆, (x = y)⋆, and[c(ϕ1, . . . , ϕk)]⋆ for each propositional connectivec. In
Definition 9 we would then require the provability of the interpreted logical axioms and rules.

Notice that in the latter case, the background logic of the interpreted language or theory may be allowed
to differ from the background logic of the original languageor theory. For empty theories, we then get an
interpretation of one logic in another. An example of such kind is the interpretation of the logicPC(∗) of a
particular ŁΠ-representable t-norm∗ in ŁΠ, which takes→ of PC(∗) to→∗ of ŁΠ, & of PC(∗) to &∗ of
ŁΠ, etc. By a recent result (oral presentation by Marchioni andMontagna at IPMU’06), the interpretation
is faithful, i.e.,PC(∗) ⊢ ϕ iff Ł Π ⊢ ϕ∗, for any formulaϕ of PC(∗). Another example of this kind are
Gödel-style interpretations, e.g., the¬¬-interpretation of classical logic in SMTL (or stronger) orthe∆-
interpretation of classical logic in MTL∆ (or stronger). (Notice that Gödel-style interpretationsrequire a
further generalization of the rule for the interpretation of atomic formulae.) In this paper, however, we shall
only use interpretations which leave the logical symbols absolute, and thus do not change the underlying
logic.

Definition 7 (Absolute and invariant notions) Let ⋆ be an interpretation of the languageL in the lan-
guageL′ and letT′ be a theory in the languageL′. Let ϕ(x1, . . . , xk) be a formula ofL and let all
non-logical symbols ofϕ belong toL′ as well. Then the formulaϕ is calledabsolute(in the theoryT′

w.r.t. the interpretation⋆) iff T′ ⊢ ϕ(x⋆
1, . . . , x

⋆
k) ↔ ϕ⋆. Similarly, a predicateP or a functorF is called

absolute, if the formulaP (x1, . . . , xk) resp.y = F (x1, . . . , xk) is absolute.

Let furthermoreL′ contain the sorts of all variables that occur inϕ. Then we will callϕ invariant(in the
theoryT′ w.r.t. the interpretation⋆) iff T′ ⊢ ϕ ↔ ϕ⋆. A predicateP or a functorF is called invariant, if
the formulaP (x1, . . . , xk) resp.y = F (x1, . . . , xk) is invariant.

Observation 8 If ϕ is both absolute and invariant w.r.t.⋆ in T′, thenT′ ⊢ ϕ(x⋆
1, . . . , x

⋆
k) ↔ ϕ(x1,

. . . , xk).

Definition 9 (Interpretation of a theory) Let T be a theory in the languageL and T′ a theory in the
languageL′. An interpretation⋆ of L in L′ is called aninterpretation of the theoryT in the theoryT′ iff
T′ ⊢ ϕ⋆ for each formulaϕ which is a logical axiom of identity or an axiom of the theoryT.

The requirement in Definition 9 that the interpreted identity axioms be provable is automatically satisfied if
all functionsF ⋆

s together are injective:

Lemma 10 Let ⋆ be an interpretation of the languageL in the languageL′ and letT′ be a theory in the
languageL′. If T′ ⊢ F ⋆

s (xs⋆) = F ⋆
t (yt⋆)→ xs⋆ = yt⋆ for all sortss, t in L, then the interpreted axioms

of identity are provable inT′.

Proof: The axiom of reflexivityx = x translates intox⋆ = x⋆, which is an instance of the reflexivity
axiom of identity inT′. The intersubstitutivity axiomx = y → [ϕ(x) ↔ ϕ(y)] translates into the formula
of the form

F ⋆
s (xs⋆) = F ⋆

t (yt⋆)→ [ψ(xs⋆)↔ ψ(yt⋆)]

PhD Conference ’06 7 ICS Prague
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which is provable inT′ by the assumption of the lemma and the instance forψ of the intersubstitutivity
axiom ofT′. QED

The usual theorems on interpretations known from classicallogic remain valid for interpretations over fuzzy
logics as well. The following theorems give examples of suchresults.

Observation 11 A composition of two interpretations (between languages ortheories) is an interpretation
(between languages or theories, respectively).

Since the composition is obviously associative and the identical mapping is always an interpretation of a
theory in itself, the languages or theories over a fuzzy logic form a category just like in classical logic,
allowing categorial constructions on fuzzy theories.

Theorem 12 Let ⋆ be an interpretation of the theoryT in the theoryT′. Then for any formulaϕ in the
language ofT, if T ⊢ ϕ thenT′ ⊢ ϕ⋆.

Proof: By induction on the proof ofϕ: by the requirement of Definition 9, the interpreted axioms of T and
those of identity are provable inT′, and all other logical axioms and rules are translated by⋆ again into the
instances of logical axioms and rules (observe that the termt⋆ is substitutable forxs⋆ iff t is substitutable
for xs). QED

Definition 13 (Faithful interpretations) The interpretation⋆ of the theoryT in the theoryT′ is faithful
iff for all formulaeϕ in the language ofT it holds thatT ⊢ ϕ iff T′ ⊢ ϕ⋆.

A faithful interpretation⋆ of T in itself such thatϕ⋆⋆ ≡ ϕ is called aduality.

Example 14 (Identical interpretation) If the theoryT′ in the languageL′ extends the theoryT in the
languageL, then the identical interpretation ofL in L′ (i.e.,x⋆ = x, P ⋆ = P , andF ⋆ = F for all sorts
and symbols) interpretsT in T′. The interpretation is faithful iffT′ extendsT conservatively.

The following lemma gives a method how to prove the faithfulness of an interpretation in some cases.

Lemma 15 Let⋆ interpretT in its extensionT′ and lets⋆ = s for all sorts inT. Let furthermore

T′ ⊢ P ⋆(F ⋆
s1

(xs1
1 ), . . . , F ⋆

sk
(xsk

k ))↔ P (xs1
1 , . . . , x

sk

k ) (3)

T′ ⊢ F ⋆
s (ys) = F ⋆(F ⋆

s1
(xs1

1 ), . . . , F ⋆
sk

(xsk

k ))↔ ys = F (xs1
1 , . . . , x

sk

k ) (4)

for all function symbolsF and predicate symbolsP in the language ofT (including the identity predicate).

ThenT′ ⊢ ϕ⋆ ↔ ϕ for all formulaeϕ in the language ofT (i.e., all notions in the language ofT are
invariant under⋆).

If furthermoreT′ extendsT conservatively, then⋆ is faithful.

Proof: The first claim is proved straightforwardly by induction on the subformulae ofϕ. By (3), (4)
and Corollary 3 we can assume thatT′ ⊢ ψ⋆ ↔ ψ holds for all atomic subformulaeψ in ϕ. Proposi-
tional combinations preserve the propertyT′ ⊢ ψ⋆ ↔ ψ, since our definition of interpretation leaves all
propositional connectives absolute and in the logics underconsideration all connectives are extensional
w.r.t. provable equivalence. Forψ ≡ (∀xs)χ, sinces⋆ = s, its translationψ⋆ is (∀xs)χ⋆, and thus
T′ ⊢ (∀xs)χ⋆ ↔ (∀xs)χ follows from the induction hypothesisT′ ⊢ χ⋆ ↔ χ by the rules of MTL
(similarly for ∃).

The claim of faithfulness under conservativity:T′ ⊢ ϕ⋆ ↔ ϕ entails (T′ ⊢ ϕ⋆ iff T′ ⊢ ϕ), and by
conservativityT′ ⊢ ϕ iff T ⊢ ϕ; thusT′ ⊢ ϕ⋆ iff T ⊢ ϕ. QED

PhD Conference ’06 8 ICS Prague
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Remark 16 Definition 4 requires that all sorts and symbols occurring inthe definitions ofx⋆, P ⋆, andF ⋆

be present in the languageL′. Following the usual mathematical practice, we shall not distinguish between
a theory and its extensions by conservative definitions. Thus we shall allow givingx⋆, P ⋆, andF ⋆ by
the defining formulae or terms for the needed predicates, functors, and sorts, provided the definitions are
conservative.

For the conservative introduction of predicate and function symbols see [7]: the definition of a predicate
symbol by an axiomP (x1, . . . , xk) ↔ ϕ(x1, . . . , xk) is conservative and eliminable for any formulaϕ,
while the introduction of a function symbolF (x1, . . . , xk) by an axiomϕ(x1, . . . , xk, F (x1, . . . , xk)) is
conservative on condition that(∃xk+1)ϕ(x1, . . . , xk, xk+1) is provable in the theory; the definition is elim-
inable if the uniqueness of suchxk+1 is provable in the theory. (In multi-sorted languages, the obvious
conditions on the sorts of the arguments must be ensured.)

For the definition of sorts, it is easy (but tedious) to check that a sorts subsumed in a sortt can be introduced
by an axiom(∃xs)(xt = xs)↔ ϕ(xt), which is conservative if the theory proves that(∃xt)ϕ(xt) and that
ϕ is crisp; if it is further required thats � s′ for any sorts′, the conservativity is ensured if the theory
further provesϕ(xt)→ (∃xs′

)(xt = xs′

).

The apparatus of relative interpretations is widely applicable in all sorts of formal fuzzy theories. Since
Fuzzy Class Theory FCT of [1] is proposed in [2] as a foundational theory for fuzzy mathematics, relative
interpretations of various fragments of FCT in itself are ofspecial importance. In Example 17 I give an
incomplete list of such interpretations (the details will be given in a separate paper). Some of them (e.g.,
the upper shift or the relativization) prove important (even if often intuitively obvious) metamathematical
properties of FCT, while others codify constructions whicheither obviate some of the syntactic restrictions
of FCT (e.g., the singleton shift), or can be useful in various areas of fuzzy mathematics formalized in FCT
(e.g., the “×{0}” interpretation, employed in [3]).

Example 17 The following constructions are important interpretations of FCT (or some of its fragments)
in FCT:

• Identical interpretations.Propositional fuzzy logic, classical theory of the identity of individuals,
the classical theory of identity of tuples, the theory of fuzzy classes, the theory of fuzzy relations,
and monadic Henkin-style higher-order fuzzy logic are all fragments ofFCT given by a suitable
restriction of the language (admitting only some sorts of variables). It can be shown that they can be
axiomatized by the axioms ofFCT restricted to the same language with an additional axiom stating
that the sorts for tuples do not exhaust the universal sort ofthe same order.FCTextends these theories
conservatively, and thus the identical interpretations ofthe respective fragments represent all of the
above theories faithfully inFCT.

• Upward shift.The translation♯ that consists in raising the order of all variables by1 is an interpre-
tation of FCT in itself (since the axioms ofFCT are invariant under♯). All definitions and theorems
of FCT can thus be propagated to all higher orders by iteration of♯.

• Relativization. Restricting all quantifiers to acrisp class (resp. its iterated crisp powers in higher
orders) is an interpretation ofFCT in itself. The domain of discourse thus can be arbitrarily chosen
from some basic universe (as long as it is crisp).

• Singleton shift. FCTdoes not allow classes to contain elements of different orders (e.g.,{x,X}).
Nevertheless, they can be simulated by means of faithful interpretations. It can be shown that the
interpretation{·} (“singleton shift”) which mapsx to {x} is a faithful interpretation of the theory
of identity (which exhausts the relevant features of atomicelements) in the theory of fuzzy classes.
The mixed class{x,X} thus can be “encoded” by the class{x{·}, X} = {{x}, X}. (Further
adjustments can be made in order to make the backward translation one-to-one and make it work
at all levels of the type hierarchy.) Thus by this interpretation, mixed classes of arbitrary orders are
available inFCT.

PhD Conference ’06 9 ICS Prague
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• Transposition.Switching all pairs〈x, y〉 to 〈y, x〉 is a duality inFCT. Dual forms of the theorems on
fuzzy relations thus need not be proved (e.g.,dom(A×B) = A, follows fromrng(A×B) = B).

• Relational representation of classes.Fuzzy classes can be represented among fuzzy relations by
identifying atomic elementsx with pairs 〈x, 0〉 (for a fixed element0); any fuzzy classA is then
identified with the fuzzy relationA× {0}. This interpretation is employed in [3] for proving hosts of
theorems on fuzzy relations and classes at once.

Remark 18 The interpretations of Example 17 often state an “isomorphism” of some structures in FCT.
The need of using interpretations arises primarily from thefact that the notion of isomorphism (not even a
bijection) has not yet been developed inside FCT. (Since allnotions in FCT are in general fuzzy, this notion
would need a careful analysis.) Nevertheless, since FCT is aformal syntactic theory, the metamathematical
apparatus of interpretations is very suitable for such tasks, and the “syntactic isomorphisms” obtained by
the method of interpretation are usually easier to prove than they would be inside the theory.
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Abstrakt

Článek se zabývá možnostı́ efektivnı́ho návrhu webových stránek pro vizualizaci dat v relačnı́ch
databázı́ch s využitı́m teorie formálnı́ch jazyků a pˇrekladů. Jazyk závorkových výrazů libovolné hloubky
vnořenı́ patřı́ mezi bezkontextové jazyky. Jestliže omezı́me hloubku vnořenı́ závorek zvolenou konstan-
tou, lze pro takový jazyk sestrojit regulárnı́ gramatiku, která jej generuje. Generovánı́ věty regulárnı́ho
jazyka pomocı́ pravidel pravé regulárnı́ gramatiky se vyznačuje ”koncovou rekurzı́” tj. větná forma
obsahuje nejvýše jediný neterminálnı́ symbol, kterýje zároveň symbolem větné formy nejvı́ce vpravo.
Výběr pravidla pro expanzi neterminálu je možné řı́dit informacemi zı́skanými z relačnı́ databáze. Kon-
covou rekurzi lze snadno vyjádřit pomocı́ iterace. V dostatečně dlouhých větách všech bezkontextových
jazyků lze na určitých mı́stech zopakovat podřetězecdané věty tak, aby zı́skaná věta patřila do jazyka.
Kontextové jazyky podobnou vlastnost obecně nemajı́, nicméně i tam můžeme v izolovaných přı́padech
zopakovat na určitých mı́stech části věty s identick´ym výsledkem. Pro zı́skávánı́ dat z relačnı́ch databázı́
je možné definovat množinu SQL dotazů uspořádanou do stromu pomocı́ ”master-detail” referenčnı́ch
vztahů. Na přı́kladu jazyka HTML ve spojenı́ se závorkovou strukturou reprezentujı́cı́ strom dotazů
konečné výšky je demonstrována možnost dynamického generovánı́ www stránek výhradně na základě
deklarativnı́ konfigurace s vyloučenı́m programátorsk´e práce.

1. Úvod

Současný rychlý rozvoj internetu klade zvýšené nároky na tvůrce webových stránek. Dnes již nenı́ možné
spoléhat se pouze na statický webový obsah. Návrh www stránek v běžně užı́vaných systémech dynam-
ického generovánı́ stránek (php, asp, jsp, Java-servlet apod.) však může úspěšně provádět jen odbornı́k
alespoň zhruba znalý problematiky imperativnı́ho a objektového programovánı́. V této práci představujeme
jeden ze způsobů, jak umožnit visualizaci dat z relačn´ı databáze pomocı́ dynamického generovánı́ www
stránek výhradně na základě deklarativnı́ konfigurace s možnostı́ dodatečně upravovat grafickou úpravu
generovaných stránek s vyloučenı́m programátorské práce. Dynamické generovánı́ HTML stránek můžeme
považovat za speciálnı́ přı́pad generovánı́ řetězců složených se symbolů alfanumerické abecedy. Zaměˇrenı́
této práce proto nenı́ omezeno čistě jen na generován´ı HTML stránek, naopak s výjimkou konkrétnı́ch
přı́kladů v HTML jsou všechny závěry práce aplikovatelné i na generovánı́ xml nebo rtf dokumentů.
Prezentaci dat v podobě rtf dokumentu v kombinaci s širocerozšı́řeným editorem rtf dokumentů (Microsoft
Word) lze též s výhodou využı́t jako alternativnı́ systém tisku uživatelsky modifikovatelných tiskových ses-
tav. Základnı́m principem postupu prezentovaného v této práci je obohacenı́ HTML (resp. rtf atd.) doku-
mentu o závorkovou strukturu reprezentujı́cı́ algoritmus zı́skávánı́ dat z relačnı́ databáze. S výhodou též
využı́váme vlastnostı́ jazyka HTML resp. rtf, zejména se jedná o možnost 0..n krát zopakovat ve vybraných
větách jazyka určité podřetězce dané věty tak, ževýsledná posloupnost symbolů zůstává větou jazyka.
Dynamické generovánı́ dokumentů na základě uvedeného principu je možné výrazně zefektivnit, pakliže
provedeme předzpracovánı́ dokumentu. Předzpracovánı́ dokumentu je možné provést s využitı́m teorie
formálnı́ch překladů. Výsledkem předzpracovánı́ je binárnı́ vnitřnı́ forma, která je vhodnějšı́ pro opakované
generovánı́ dokumentu. Práce využı́vá výsledky teorie relačnı́ch databázı́ [1, 5] a teorie formálnı́ch jazyků a
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překladů [1, 2, 3]. Zápis gramatiky resp. grafické vyjádřenı́ konečných automatů je uvedeno v notaci podle
[1, 2]. Přehled základnı́ch pojmů je uveden v [1, 2, 3].

2. Strom dotazů

Pro účely této práce definujeme strom dotazů nad množinou relacı́ takto:

Definition 1 N

ecȟt R je množina relacı́. Strom dotazů budiž orientovaný stromový graf ve kterém platı́:

1. Hrany jsou orientovány ve směru od rodičovského uzluk potomkům.

2. Každý uzel stromu je ohodnocen jedinou relacı́r ∈ R.

3. Každá hrana směřujı́cı́ od předka ui ohodnoceného relacı́ri = 〈Ai, Di, Ti〉 k potomkoviuj ohod-
nocenému relacı́rj = 〈Aj , Dj , Tj〉je ohodnocena funkcı́fj : Ti × Tj −→ {0, 1}. V souladu s
rozšı́řenou definicı́ operace selekce v relačnı́ algebˇre podle[5], je funkcef tvořena logickým výrazem
sestrojeným z logických spojek a porovnánı́ hodnot atributů.

Stromový graf se vyznačuje m.j. tı́m, že počet jeho hranje vždy o jedna menšı́ než počet uzlů a že od
rodičovského uzlu k některému z přı́mých potomků vede vždy jen jedna jediná hrana. Můžeme proto
označit uzly, hrany a jim přiřazené relace resp. funkcepomocı́ celých čı́sel takto:

• Uzly jsou označeny jednoznačně celými čı́sly1..n, kden je počet uzlů grafu.

• Kořen stromu je označen čı́slem1.

• Hranah, která vede od rodiče ui k potomkovi uj je označena čı́slemj.

• Symbolem ri označı́me relaci, kterou je ohodnocen uzel ui.

• Symbolem fj označı́me funkci, kterou je ohodnocena hrana stromu hj .

• Funkce fj, kterou je ohodnocena hrana stromu hj směřujı́cı́ od předka ui k potomkovi uj , určuje pro
každou kombinaci prvků z relace ri a rj jejich obsahovou souvislost.

• Vstupem funkce je vždy jeden prvek z relace ri a jeden prvek z relace rj.

• Výstupem funkce je čı́slo0, pakliže vstupujı́cı́ prvky obsahově nesouvisı́. V opaˇcném přı́padě funkce
vrátı́ čı́slo1.

2.1. Traverzov́anı́ stromu dotazu

Strom dotazů umožňuje zorganizovat pořadı́ zpracovánı́ prvků relacı́, kterými jsou ohodnoceny uzly stromu.
Předpokládejme, že v průběhu traverzovánı́ je stromdotazů neměnný, tj. má konstantnı́ množinu uzlů,
množinu hran i incidenčnı́ zobrazenı́. Traverzovánı́ stromu a zpracovánı́ prvků relacı́ nechť probı́há takto:

Pro každý prvekt relace ri, omezené selekcı́ na podmı́nkufi = 1, se navštı́vı́ všichni přı́mı́ následnı́ci uzlu
ui ve stanoveném neměnném pořadı́. Návštěva přı́mého potomka uj je spojena s přechodem po hraně hj ve
směru jejı́ orientace a s provedenı́m selekce na relaci rj podle podmı́nky definované takto:fj(t, x) = 1.

Prvekt ∈ Ti představuje aktuálně zpracovávaný prvekz relace předka a je konstantnı́ v průběhu prováděnı́
selekce, symbolx označuje po řadě jednotlivé prvky relace rj , tj. platı́x ∈ Tj . Pakliže je relace zı́skaná se-
lekcı́ prázdná, provede se návrat do rodičovského uzlu. V opačném přı́padě se postup rekurzivně zopakuje.
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V přı́padě kořene u1 se postupuje obdobně s tı́m rozdı́lem, že neproběhne selekce na relaci r1 a po ukončenı́
probı́rky všech prvků relace r1 algoritmus skončı́.

Uvedený postup umožňuje zpracovat (např.vypsat) všechny prvky relacı́ přiřazených následnı́kům (“detail”)
obsahově souvisejı́cı́ s právě zpracovávaným prvkemrelace přiřazené rodičovskému uzlu (“master”). Až
poté dojde ke zpracovánı́ dalšı́ho prvku relace přiřazené rodičovskému uzlu. V okamžiku provedenı́ selekce
je jisté, že relace na úrovni rodičovského uzlu nenı́ prázdná, tj. selekčnı́ kritérium má zajištěny korektnı́
vstupnı́ hodnoty.

2.2. Vyjádřenı́ stromu dotazů pomocı́ jazyka źavorkových výrazů

Pro vyjádřenı́ stromu dotazů pomocı́ jazyka závorkov´ych výrazů můžeme využı́t atributované termináln´ı
symboly otevı́racı́ a uzavı́racı́ závorky a syntaxi jazyka formálně vyjádřit pomocı́ atributové gramatiky.
Atributová gramatika je čtveřiceAG=(G,A,V,F), kde G=(N,T,P,S)je základnı́ gramatika atributové gra-
matiky,A je množina atributů,V je zobrazenı́ přiřazujı́cı́ každému symbolu zN

⋃
T množinu jeho atributů,

F je množina sémantických pravidel [2].

Předpokládejme, že strom dotazů obsahuje vždy alespoň jeden uzel. Pak můžeme sestrojit atributovou
gramatiku takto:

1. Základnı́ gramatika G = (N, T, P, S)
T = {[, ]}
N = {S,Z}
P = {S −→ [Z,Z −→ SZ,Z −→]}

2. Množina atributů
A = {node number}

3. Zobrazenı́ V
V = {([, {node number}), (], {node number}), (S, {}), (Z, {})}

4. Množina F - prázdná
F = {}

Převod stromu dotazů na větu uvedeného jazyka provedeme rekurzivnı́m průchodem přes uzly stromu. Při
prvnı́ návštěvě uzlu zapisujeme otevı́racı́ závorkus atributem nastaveným na čı́slo uzlu, pak rekurzivně
projdeme potomky a před návratem k rodiči zapı́šeme uzavı́rajı́cı́ závorku s atributem nastaveným na čı́slo
uzlu. Takto zı́skaný výraz označme pro účely tohoto textu symbolem “VSD”. Uvedené vyjádřenı́ stromu
dotazů nenı́ jednoznačné v tom smyslu, že pro kompletn´ı zpětný převod je třeba ještě doplnit převodnı́
zobrazenı́, které na základě čı́sla uzlu určı́ uzlu pˇrı́slušejı́cı́ relaci a hraně (přicházejı́cı́ od rodiče) přiřadı́
přı́slušejı́cı́ funkci. Dále je pro tvarVSD výrazu podstatné pořadı́ procházenı́ potomků. Neméně důležitý
je převod zadaného řetězce na strom dotazů resp. kontrola zadaného atributovaného řetězce a zjištěnı́, zda
odpovı́dá zadanému stromu dotazů. Tento úkol řešı́ lexikálnı́ a syntaktická analýza. Snadno ověřı́me, že
základnı́ gramatika námi sestrojené atributové gramatiky je bezkontextová a navı́c LL(1). Proto můžeme
snadno sestrojit deterministický syntaktický analyzátor pomocı́ techniky rekurzivnı́ho sestupu [1, 2].

3. Jazyk źavorkových výrazů

Zabývejme se nynı́ izolovaně jazykem závorkových výrazůL, který je obecně bezkontextový. Vyznačuje
se existencı́ dvou symbolů v abecedě – levé a pravé závorky. V každé větě jazyka je celkově stejný počet
pravých a levých závorek a navı́c v libovolném prefixu vˇety je počet levých závorek většı́ nebo roven počtu
pravých závorek. Jazyk závorek je např. generován gramatikouG = (N,T, P, S)

• T = {[, ]}
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• N = {S,Z}

• P = {S −→ ε, S −→ ZS,Z −→ [S]}

Uvedená gramatikaG generuje nekonečný jazykL(G) = L.

Symbolemh(s) označme maximálnı́ hloubku vnořenı́ závorek ve větěs ∈ L(G), přičemž hloubku vnořenı́
závorky definujeme obvyklým rekurzivnı́m předpisemh = h parent+1 hloubka závorky nikde nevnořené
je 1,h(ε) = 0. Hloubka vnořenı́ závorek je v každé izolované větěomezena, neboť věta jazyka má vždy
konečný počet symbolů. Pro libovolné celé čı́slon ∈ N však vždy existuje větas ∈ L(G), taková že
h(s) = n.

Zabývejme se nynı́ jazykem{L2 = s : s ∈ L ∧ h(s) ≤ k }, kdek ∈ N e zvolená konstanta. JazykL2
je tvořen podmnožinou řetězců jazykaL, kde je maximálnı́ hloubka vnořenı́ závorekh(s) všech řetězců
s ∈ L2 omezena zvolenou konstantouk ∈ N . Jazyk L2 patřı́ mezi regulárnı́ jazyky a můžeme pro něj
sestrojit konečný automat, který jej přijı́má, resp.regulárnı́ gramatiku, která jej generuje.

I v přı́padě, že povolı́me vı́ce typů závorek, tj. uvaˇzujeme vı́ce než jednu levou závorku a ke každé levé
závorce přiřadı́me jı́ odpovı́dajı́cı́ pravou závorku, dostaneme při konstantou omezené hloubce vnořenı́
regulárnı́ jazyk popsatelný např. konečným automatem.

Vzpomeňme nynı́ na atributovaný závorkový výrazVSD z kapitoly 2.2, který jsme použili jako jednu
z možnostı́ pro vyjádřenı́ stromu dotazů. Jelikož mákonečnou hloubku, má smysl zabývat se sestro-
jenı́m konečného automatu resp. regulárnı́ gramatiky generujı́cı́ jazyk, jehož věty jsou odvozeny odVSD
výrazu konečným (i nulovým) počtem opakovánı́ závorky na daném mı́stě v těsném sousedstvı́ s ostatnı́mi
výskyty. Atribut “nodenumber” považujme nynı́ za typové označenı́ závorek. Hledaný jazyk je tvořen
řetězci nad abecedouA = {“[1′′, “1]′′, “[2′′, “2]′′. . .“[n′′, “n]′′}, kde hodnoty atributu se staly součástı́
symbolu abecedy. Dále požadujeme, aby závorku přı́slušejı́cı́ uzlu uj (vyskytuje se ve výrazu jen jednou)
bylo možno libovolně-krát zopakovat na daném mı́stě vrámci závorky přı́slušejı́cı́ rodiči uzlu uj.

Konečný automat přijı́majı́cı́ uvedený jazyk sestrojı́me na základě znalosti struktury stromu dotazů a
požadovaného řazenı́ potomků uzlů stromu, obojı́ můžeme jednoznačně určit zVSD. Požadovaný deter-
ministický konečný automat MSD=(Q, T, δ, q 0, F ) sestrojı́me takto:

1. Množina vnitřnı́ch stavů Q:
Q = {q 0, q left 1, q right 1, . . . .., q left n, q right n}
Každému uzlu stromu dotazů přı́slušejı́ dva stavy – “left” a “righ”. Navı́c je zde stav q0, který je
počátečnı́m stavem automatu.

2. Vstupnı́ abeceda T:
T = A = {“[1′′, “1]′′, “[2′′, “2]′′. . .“[n′′, “n]′′}

3. Přechodové zobrazenı́δ:
δ(q 0, “[1′′) = q left 1
δ(q left i, “i]′′) = q right i pro i ∈ 1..n
δ(q right i, “[i′′) = q left i pro i ∈ 1..n
δ(q left i, “[j′′) = q left j, je- li uzeluj přı́mým potomkem uzluui

δ(q right j, “i]′′) = q right i je- li uzeluj přı́mým potomkem uzluui

Nakonec vyřešı́me přechody mezi potomky stejného rodiče: Potomky jednoho rodiče seřadı́me v
pořadı́ podle výskytu veVSD výrazu a z pravého stavu předchůdce vedeme přechod do levého stavu
všech následnı́ků, přechod spojı́me se čtenı́m symbolu levé závorky s čı́slem přı́slušného následnı́ka
“[descendantnumber”.

4. Počátečnı́ stav je q0
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5. Množina koncových stavů F:
F = {q 0, q prava 1}
Koncové stavy představujı́ uzavřenı́ závorky přı́slušejı́cı́ kořeni stromu dotazů resp. přijetı́ prázdného
řetězec znamenajı́cı́ nulový výskyt závorky přiřazené kořeni stromu dotazů.

Výraz VSD označujı́cı́ strom dotazů můžeme tedy převést na konečný automat a posléze na regulárnı́ gra-
matiku generujı́cı́ jazyk požadovaných vlastnostı́.
S výhodou nynı́ užijeme skutečnosti, že atributovanýzávorkový výrazVSD nepopisuje strom dotazů jed-
noznačně. Může existovat vı́ce stromů dotazů se stejným vyjádřenı́m pomocı́VSD výrazu - stromy se
shodnýmVSD výrazem se mohou lišit v přiřazenı́ relacı́ uzlům nebov definici funkcı́ přiřazených hranám.
Zkusme nynı́ sestrojit algoritmus pro generovánı́ vět jazykaL(MSD) , vznik věty jazyka bude při tom řı́zen
informacemi zı́skanými z traversovánı́ stromu dotazů.Na základě znalostiMSD automatu sestrojı́me ne-
jprve pravou regulárnı́ gramatiku postupem uvedeným v [1]. Gramatika takto sestavená velice názorně
kopı́ruje strukturu zdrojového konečného automatu.

Generovánı́ věty v pravé regulárnı́ gramatice probı́há jako posloupnost přı́mých derivacı́ z počátečnı́ho
symbolu gramatiky. Přı́má derivace v pravé regulárnı́gramatice znamená nahrazenı́ jediného neterminálu
X větné formy pravou stranou pravidla, jehož levou stranu tvořı́ právě neterminál X. Pravidel se stejným
neterminálem na levé straně může být v pravé regulárnı́ gramatice několik, proto je třeba umět se při gen-
erovánı́ věty rozhodnout pro jedno určité pravidlo.

Při expanzi neterminálů vytvořeným z “levých” stav˚u (q left i), jsou na výběr pravé strany obsahujı́cı́ po
řadě neterminály vytvořené z “levých” stavů potomků uzluui a “pravého” stavu uzluui. Analogicky při
expanzi neterminálů vytvořeným z“pravých” stavů(q right i), jsou na výběr pravé strany obsahujı́cı́ po
řadě neterminály vytvořené z “levı́ch” stavů následnı́ků uzluui v “sourozenecké řadě”, “levého” stavu uzlu
ui a “pravého” stavu rodičovského uzlu.

Výběrovým kritériem budiž existence resp. neexistence dosud nezpracovaných prvků v relaci přı́slušejı́c´ı
některému ze zainteresovaných uzlů. Konkrétnı́ postup budiž tento:

Při expanzi netermináluq left i e již znám právě zpracovávaný prvekt relaceri. Proto je možné určit
selekci na realce potomků uzlu ui.

Přı́slušné pravé strany pravidel představujı́ přechod ke generovánı́ obsahu na základě potomků uzluui resp.
přechod na dalšı́ prvek relaceri. Pravidlo obsahujı́cı́ na pravé straně neterminálq left j se užije v přı́padě,
že výsledek selekce na relaciui nenı́ prázdná relace. V opačném přı́padě se provede přechod na dalšı́
pravidlo v pořadı́ určenémVSD výrazem a testovánı́ probı́há stejně. Při expanzi netermináluq right i e
nejprve označı́ prvekt za zpracovaný a testuje existence dalšı́ho dosud nezpracovaného prvku v relaciri.
Pakliže takový prvek existuje, použije se pravidlo qright i −→ “[i”q left i, jinak se ve známém pořadı́
zkoumajı́ pravidla vedoucı́ k levým závorkám sourozenců, pravidlo vedoucı́ k pravé závorce předka se užije
v přı́padě, že ostatnı́ možnosti nelze užı́t.

Snadno zjistı́me, že při řı́zenı́ expanze neterminál˚u výše navrženým způsobem kopı́ruje generovánı́ věty
jazykaL(MSD) traverzovánı́ stromu dotazů. Operačnı́ složitost je tedy dána nároky na traverzovánı́ plus
nároky na generovánı́ věty.VSD výraz při tom m.j. určuje pořadı́ procházenı́ potomk˚u resp. pořadı́ kontroly
použitelnosti pravidel pro expanzi přı́slušného neterminálu. Pakliže takto navrženému algoritmu necháme
zpracovat jiný strom dotazů pro danýVSD výraz, vygeneruje algoritmus obecně jinou větu jazykaL(MSD) .
Pořadı́ prováděnı́ kontrol a expanzı́ je neměnné pro všechny povolené vstupnı́ stromy dotazů. Proto je
můžeme s výhodou zakódovat např. do posloupnosti operacı́, která se provede v okamžiku generovánı́
výstupu.

Na závěr prozkoumejme ještě možnost umı́stit mezi závorky vstupnı́hoVSD výrazu nějaké pro vlastnı́ gen-
erovánı́ “balastnı́” symboly. Závorku pak zopakujeme nadaném mı́stě včetně jejı́ho obsahu.ÚpravaMSD
automatu je relativně jednoduchá – přibudou lineárnı́úseky stavů a přechodů generujı́cı́ dané konstantnı́
řetězce výplňových symbolů,MSD automat zůstane deterministický. Algoritmus generovánı́ vět jazyka
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L(MSD) zůstane též v podstatě nezměněn, žádné dodatečné rozhodovánı́ nenı́ potřeba.

3.1. Grafické formátovánı́ informacı́

Nynı́ se zaměřı́me blı́že na řetězce terminálnı́ch symbolů umı́stěných mezi závorkami VSD výrazu. V
dostatečně dlouhých větách všech bezkontextovýchjazyků lze na určitých mı́stech zopakovat podřetězec
dané věty tak, aby zı́skaná věta patřila do jazyka [3].Kontextové jazyky podobnou vlastnost obecně nemajı́,
nicméně i tam můžeme v izolovaných přı́padech zopakovat na určitých mı́stech části věty s identickým
výsledkem. Na problematiku můžeme nahlédnout i z druh´e strany, tj. existuje možnost vložit atributované
závorkyVSD výrazu do věty jiného jazyka tak, aby repetice obsahu závorky na daném mı́stě a následné
vypuštěnı́VSD závorek neporušilo přı́slušnost věty k jazyku. Toho můžeme s výhodou využı́t např. ve
spojenı́ s jazykem HTML takto:

1. HTML dokument obohatı́me o atributované závorky.

2. Pomocı́ stromu dotazu modifikujeme generovánı́ vstupn´ı věty.

3. Z výstupné věty odstranı́me atributované závorky,čı́mž se z nı́ stane opět věta jazyka HTML.

Jediné úskalı́ postupu je v bodu 1. – rozmı́stěnı́ atributovaných závorek po původnı́ větě jazyka nemůže být
zcela libovolné. Rozmı́stovánı́ závorek po původnı́ větě jazyka však může být přenecháno k tomu určenému
editoru. Jako přı́klad již existujı́cı́ implementace uveďme jazyk RTF a editor Microsoft Word – Microsoft
Word obsahuje funkci “Vložit záložku”, která vložı́ atributovanou pravou a levou závorku požadovaných
vlastnostı́. Úplně postačuje funkce umožňujı́cı́ korektnı́ vloženı́ izolovaných závorek, vzájemný vztah
závorek se vyřešı́ v rámci předzpracovánı́ dokumentu.

4. Realizace geneŕatoru dokumentů

Doposud jsme probrali jen základnı́ “motor” generátoru dokumentů. Od reálného exportnı́ho systému
požadujeme ještě výstup hodnot atributů prvků relacı́ do výsledného textu. V průběhu traverzovánı́ stromu
dotazů jsou při průchodu uzluui známy a konstantnı́ aktuálně zpracovávané prvky relacı́ všech předchůdců
uzluui až ke kořeni stromu. Je proto přirozené umožnit zápishodnot atributů prvkut relaceri v rámci celé
závorky přı́slušejı́cı́ uzluui veVSD výrazu. Definujme nynı́ pojem “SCH (SD)”.

Definition 2 S

chémaSCH(SD) stromu dotazůSD je stromový graf se stejnou množinou uzlůa hrana se shodným in-
cidenčnı́m zobrazenı́m jako zdrojový strom dotazůSD. Uzly schématu jsou ohodnoceny schématy relacı́,
hrany schématu nejsou ohodnoceny.

Na základě znalosti schématu stromu dotazů je možné určit všechny možné tvaryVSD výrazu a ověřit
rozmı́stěnı́ atributů mezi závorkamiVSD výrazu. Kompletnı́ atributová gramatika definujı́cı́ syntaxi
rozeznávanou syntaktickým analyzátorem vznikne jednoduchým rozšı́řenı́m gramatiky proVSD výraz o
atributovaný symbola“atributu relace” a atributovaný symbolp“vmezeřený text”. Na jejı́m základě lze
sestrojit syntaktický analyzátor a prekladač vstupnı́ho textu do vhodné binárnı́ vnitřnı́ formy jak je uve-
deno např. [2]. Schéma stromu dotazů musı́ být zadáno spolu se vstupnı́m textem. Překladač jej využije
při ověřenı́ umı́stěnı́ symbolů značı́cı́ch atributy relacı́ v rámci přı́slušných závorek atd. Interpret vnitřnı́
formy (vlastnı́ generátor dokumentů) je možné realizovat s využitı́m poznatků z kapitoly 2 a 3 tohoto textu,
hodnoty atributů je třeba v okamžiku zápisu konvertovat do textové podoby.
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4.1. P̌rı́klad užitı́ ve spojenı́ s jazykem HTML

Předpokládejme, že máme k dispozici implementovanýpřekladač a implementovaný interpret vnitřnı́ formy.
Lexikálnı́ analyzátor v překladači nechť předpokládá zápis atributovaných závorek pomocı́lexikálnı́ch el-
ementů ve tvaru<%BS_nodeid%> pro otevı́racı́ závorku a<%BE_nodeid%> pro uzavı́racı́ závorku.
Zápis označenı́ atributů se předpokládá ve tvaru<%variableid%> . Předpokládejme nynı́, že chceme
zobrazit izolovanou tabulku v určitém grafickém formátovánı́, data zı́skáme z relačnı́ databáze v podobě
jediné relace – strom dotazů má pouze kořenový uzel.

Example 1 V

zorový dokument obohacený o závorky a atributy bude vypadat např. takto:

<html><body> <table>
<tr><td>First name</td><td>Last name</td></tr>
<%BS_1%>
<tr><td><%txtfirstname%></td><td><%txtlastname%></t d></tr>
<%BE_1%>

</table> </body></html>

Přı́padná změna resp. doplněnı́ formátovánı́ může probı́hat bez zásahu programátora s např. pomocı́
vhodného HTML editoru.

Example 2 V

ýsledný dokument bez závorek a s nahrazenými atributy bude vypadat např. takto:

<html> <body> <table>
<tr><td>First name</td><td>Last name</td></tr>
<tr><td>Zuzana</td><td>Capekova</td></tr>

<tr><td>Iva</td><td>Zlamalova</td></tr> </table> </bo dy></html>

5. Závěr

Použitı́ uvedeného postupu nenı́ omezeno jen na HTML jazyk. Postup lze aplikovat i ve spojenı́ s jazykem
xml, rtf apod. Editace vzhledu dokumentů může být přenechána zcela neškoleným uživatelům. Např. v
přı́padě jazyka rtf je možné pro změnu vzhledu dokumentu přı́mo použı́t aplikaci MS Word (funkce ”vložit
záložku” vytvořı́ závorky požadovaných vlastnost´ı), v důsledku čehož nenı́ nutné uživatele přeškolovat na
specifická vývojová prostředı́, návrháře reportůapod. Předzpracovánı́ vzorového dokumentu do vhodné
binárnı́ vnitřnı́ formy navı́c zvyšuje efektivitu metody a minimalizuje výpočetnı́ i paměťové nároky na
generovánı́ dokumentu.
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Abstract

The aim of this paper is to present an overview of the methods used in survival analysis and especially
modeling survival data. Since the topic of my future Ph.D. thesis isStatistical models for correlated
survival datawe introduce the use of frailties as an equivalent of random effects in common statistical
modeling together with its connection to correlation. Frailty model, how model with frailties is called,
uses frailties as a parameter for individuals. Those who aremost frail will experience an event earlier
than others.

Keywords: survival analysis, frailty models

1. Introduction

Survival analysis is analysis of time to the occurrence of anevent. Examples of such data arise in many
diverse fields, such as medicine, biology, public health, epidemiology, engineering, economics, and demog-
raphy. In epidemiology the event is not always a death, but itcan be, for example, a first occurrence of
relapse, duration of response to treatment, time to development of a disease, duration of stay in hospital,
and duration of a seizure. Survival analysis attempts to answer questions such as: what is the fraction of
a population which will survive past a certain time? Of thosethat survive, at what rate will they die or
fail? Can multiple causes of death or failure be taken into account? How do particular circumstances or
characteristics increase or decrease the probability of survival?

Analysis of survival data is very often complicated by the issue of censoring, where the event is known
only to not have occurred during a certain period of time and by truncation, where the individuals enter the
study only if they survive a sufficient length of time or individuals are included in the study only if the event
has occurred by a given time. These two issues play a very important role in estimating model parameters
and in modeling survival data. The theoretical basis for theanalysis of survival data has been solidified by
connecting it to the study of counting processes and martingale theory [6]. This theory, among many other
benefits, substantially helped with accounting for censoring.

In this paper, we start with an introduction to the key concepts in survival analysis: the hazard, survival,
and cumulative hazard functions. Then we turn to regressions models with emphasis on frailty model as an
extension of the Cox proportional hazards model. The frailty model may be also called the shared frailty
models because the frailty may be parameter shared among members of one group or family. We also
discuss some models used in multivariate survival data and show the universality of the concept of frailties.

2. Basic concepts

Random variables analyzed in survival analysis are called the failure timesT and they are always non-
negativeT ≥ 0. T can either be discrete (taking a finite set of values, e.g.a1, a2, . . . , an) or continuous
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(defined on[0,∞)).

The concept used in describing time-to-event phenomena is the survival function, the probability of an
individual surviving beyond timet. It is defined as

S(t) = P(T > t).

Survival function is non-increasing function with a value of 1 at the origin and0 at infinity. WhenT is
a continuous random variable thenS(t) is a non-increasing continuous function. When T is a continuous
variable, the survival function is a complement of the cumulative distribution function,S(t) = 1 − F (t),
whereF (t) = 1− P (T ≤ t). The survival function is the integral of the probability density functionf(x).
Then

S(t) = 1− F (t) = 1− P (T ≤ t) =

∫ ∞

t

f(x)dx, (1)

and

f(x) = −
dS(x)

dx
.

Fundamental in survival analysis is the hazard function. Itis also known as the conditional failure rate
in reliability, the force of mortality in demography, the intensity function in stochastic processes, the age-
specific failure rate in epidemiology or simply as the hazardrate. The hazard rate is defined by

h(t) = lim
∆t→0

P(T ∈ [t, t+ ∆t)|T ≥ t)

∆t
=

= lim
∆t→0

P(T ∈ [t, t+ ∆t))

∆t · P(T ≥ t)
=

= lim
∆t→0

F (t+ ∆t)− F (t)

∆t · S(t)
=
F ′(t)

S(t)
. (2)

Then

h(t) =
F ′(t)

S(t)
=

(1− S(t))′

S(t)
=
−S′(t)

S(t)
= − ln′ (S(t)) . (3)

A related quantity is the cumulative hazard function, defined by

H(t) =

t∫

y=0

h(y)dy = − lnS(t) + lnS(0) = − ln (S(t)) . (4)

Then

S(t) = e−H(t).

3. Modeling survival data

A problem frequently encountered in analyzing survival data is that of adjusting the survival function to
account for concomitant information (sometimes referred to as covariates, explanatory variables or inde-
pendent variables).

A popular concept for modeling the relationship of covariates to a survival outcomes is represented by
the Cox proportional hazards model. LetXij be the covariate of theith person, wherei = 1, . . . , n and
j = 1, . . . , p. The set of covariates then, like in linear regression, forms ann× p matrix andXi is used to
denote the covariate vector for subjecti (theith row of the matrix).
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The Cox model specifies the hazard for individuali as

hi(t) = h0(t) · e
Xiβ , (5)

whereh0 is unspecified nonnegative function of time called the baseline hazard, andβ isp×1 column vector
of coefficients. Event rates cannot be negative (observed deaths cannot unhappen), and the exponential thus
plays the an important role in ensuring that the final estimates are a physical possibility.

Because the hazard ratio for two subjects with fixed covariate vectorsXi andXj ,

hi(t)

hj(t)
=
h0(t) · eXiβ

h0(t) · eXjβ
=
eXiβ

eXjβ
= e[Xi−Xj ]β (6)

is constant over time, the model is also known as the proportional hazards model. Estimations ofβ is based
on the partial likelihood function introduced by Cox. Commonly used algorithm for finding approximations
to the roots of real-valued function is the Newton-Raphson algorithm. The idea of the method is that one
starts with a value which is reasonably close to the true root, then replaces the function by its tangent and
computes the root of this tangent. This root of the tangent will typically be a better approximation to the
function’s root. The procedure is iterative and compares thenth guess withn + 1th, with the initial value
usually set to0. This algorithm is robust for the Cox partial likelihood. Convergence problem are very rare
and easily addressed by simple methods such as step-halving.

3.1. The concept of frailty

In the last several years there has been active research in the area of survival models involving random
effects. In this setting, a random effect is a continuous variable, that describes excess of risk or frailty for
distinct categories, such as individuals or families. The idea is that individuals are characterized by frailty
parameter that reflects their state of health. Those who are most frail will die earlier than the others.

Frailty models are also used in making adjustments for overdispersion in survival studies. Here, the frailty
represents the total effect on survival of the covariates not measured when collecting information on indi-
vidual subjects. If these effects are ignored, the resulting survival estimates may be misleading. Corrections
for overdispersion allow for adjustments for other important effects that were unaccounted for in the study.

Computationally, frailty parameters are usually viewed asunobserved covariates. This leads to the use
of EM (expectation-maximization) algorithm as an estimation tool. EM algorithm is an algorithm for
obtaining maximum likelihood estimates of parameters in probabilistic models, where the model depends on
unobserved latent variables. EM alternates between performing an expectation (E) step, which computes an
expectation of the likelihood by including the latent variables as if they were observed, and a maximization
(M) step, which computes the maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters by maximizing the expected
likelihood obtained at the E step. The parameters obtained at the M step are then used to begin another
E step, and the process is repeated. However, the algorithm is slow, proper variance estimates require
further computation, and no implementation appears in any of the more widely available packages. The
computation can be approached instead as a penalized Cox model.

The most common model used is a shared frailty model. As we will see, it is an extension of the proportional
hazards. Assume that each subjecti, i = 1, . . . , n, is a member of a single groupj, j = 1, . . . , q. Then we
write the proportional hazards model

hi(t) = h0(t) · e
(Xiβ+Ziω), (7)

whereXi andZi are theith rows of covariate matricesXn×p andZn×p respectively.X andβ correspond
to p fixed effects in the model,ω is a vector containing theq unknown random effects or frailties, andZ is
a design matrix –Zij equals1 if subjecti is a member of familyj, 0 otherwise.

For subjecti, which is a member of thejth family the proportional hazards model can be also writtenas

hi(j)(t) = h0(t) · wj · e
Xiβ , (8)
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where thewj is the frailty parameter for familyj. This can be easily rewritten in the form of equation 7,
with i ranging over all subjects,

wj = eωj ,

andZ a matrix of indicator variables such thatZij = 1 if subjecti is a member of familyj and0 otherwise.
In this model, each individual can belong to only one family.The frailty parameterwj has multiplicative
effect on the hazard rates.

According to a penalty function and the choice of a design matrix we distinguish between gamma frailty
model and Gaussian random effects model. The advantage of frailty having either of these two distributions
is that the shared frailty model can be written exactly as a penalized likelihood and further estimation can
be done more easily. Additional assumptions are discussed below.

Penalty function

p(ω) = (1/ω) ·
∑

(ωi − e
ωi)

and the design matrixZ as defined for shared frailty model gives us the equivalence with gamma frailty
model. Theωis are distributed as the logs of iid (independent identically distributed) random variables and
the tuning parameterθ is their variance. For this frailty distribution, the correlation of subject within groups
is θ/(2 + θ).

Penalty function

p(ω) = (1/2ω) ·
∑

ω2
i

and general design matrixZ gives the Gaussian random effects model. The tuning parameter θ of the
penalty function is the variance of theωis.

The fact that both penalties are the log-likelihoods for a random sample ofω1, . . . , ωn from the appropriate
distribution raises the question whether other frailty distributions can be accommodated within penalized
framework. From the viewpoint of the penalized fitting procedureθ is as nuisance or ”tuning” parameter of
the computation.

The variance can be a fixed parameter set by the user, either set directly or chosen indirectly by specifying
the degrees of freedom for the random effects term. Next option is to seek an overall best variance by
minimizing the AIC (Akaike’s Information Criterion) or corrected AIC. The idea behind the AIC is to
examine the complexity of the model together with goodness of its fit to the sample data, and to produce
a measure which balances between the two. The formula for computing AIC involves the likelihood and
number of parameters of examined model. The corrected AIC uses much larger penalty as the number of
parameters approaches the sample sizen. This leads to models which are a bit more conservative in the
amount of model parameters.

For the gamma frailty, the profile likelihood forθ can be used. This gives a global solution that is identical
[6] to the EM algorithm for a shared gamma frailty model. Whena Gaussian distribution of the frailty
is chosen, the varianceθ of the random effect can be chosen based on an approximate REML (restricted
maximum likelihood) equation. Restricted maximum likelihood serves to estimate the variance of any
distribution and is also based on the likelihood principle.

3.2. Shared Gamma frailty models

As it was said, the most commonly used estimation procedure in frailty models is the EM algorithm. It
gives discrete estimator of the distribution and does not allow direct estimation of the hazard function.
Rondeaou et al. [2] present how to use maximum penalized likelihood estimation in estimating continuous
hazard function in a shared gamma-frailty model with right-censored and left-truncated data. Instead of
penalizing the frailties [6] the hazard function is penalized.

Let us consider the model in which the hazard function will partly depend on an unobservable random
variable thought to act multiplicatively on the hazard and allow for stratum-specific baseline hazards. For
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thejth individual(j = 1, . . . , nih) of thehth stratum(h = 1, . . . ,K) and theith group(i = 1, . . . , G),
let Tihj denote the survival times under study. We also assume the independence of survival times and
left-truncation times. The censoring times are assumed independent of the failure times and of the frailties
Zi.

Then the hazard function conditional on the frailty is

hihj(t|Zi) = Zi · h0h(t) · eXihjβ, (9)

whereh0h(t) is the baseline hazard function for stratumh; Xihj = (X1ihj , X2ihj , . . . , Xpihj) denotes the
covariate row vector for thejth individual of stratumh and groupi, andβ is the corresponding vector of
regression parameters.

Conditionally on the frailtyZi, the failure timesTih1, Tih2, . . . , Tihnih
are assumed to be independent. It

is also assumed that theZi’s are independently and identically distributed from a gamma distribution with
mean1 and unknown varianceθ. The probability density function is then

g(z) =
z(1/θ−1) · e−z/θ

Γ(1/θ) · θ1/θ
. (10)

Large values ofθ signify a closer positive relationship between the subjects of the same group and greater
heterogeneity among the groups.

Instead of the use of the Cox partial likelihood the full likelihood obtained by integrating out the frailty
Zi from the joint likelihood is presented. Because of allowance for left-truncated data the likelihood is
expressed conditional on involved failure times. Rondeau et al. [2] give the exact formula of the full
log-likelihood which can be directly maximized to obtain the estimates ofβ, θ and the baseline hazard
function h0(t), which is assumed to be smooth. Maximum penalized estimators (MPnLE) ofh0(t), β
andθ are then obtained by maximizing function consisting of the full log-likelihood and the penalty. The
penalty has large values for rough functions and contains also smoothing parameter specific for particular
stratum. The idea is that the penalty is for large values of the smoothing parameter forced toward zero
and if the smoothing parameter is small, then the main contribution to penalized likelihood will be the full
log-likelihood mentioned above.

Rondeau et al. also show the way how to obtain estimators of the baseline hazard function. It is an ap-
proximation obtained by using splines. Splines are polynomial functions which are combined linearly to
give the interpolation of a function. In addition, confidence bands for the baseline hazard estimators can
be given using the variance estimates. The choice of smoothing parameter can be done heuristically by
plotting several curves and by choosing that which seems most realistic.

3.3. Nested Gamma frailty models

The frailty model is a random effect survival model, which allows for unobserved heterogeneity or for sta-
tistical dependence between observed survival data. The nested frailty model accounts for the hierarchical
clustering of the data by including two nested random effects. They substitute the frailtyZi from equa-
tion 9, only the structure is a bit more complicated by the fact that one frailty is nested into another one
which refers to higher hierarchical level. Thus nested frailty models are particularly appropriate when data
are clustered at several hierarchical levels and it does notmatter if the situation arised naturally or by design
of the study. In such cases it is important to estimate the parameters of interest as accurately as possible
by taking into account the hierarchical structure of the data. Rondeau et. al [3]. present a maximum pe-
nalized likelihood estimation (MPnLE) to estimate non-parametrically a continuous hazard function in a
nested gamma-frailty model with right-censored and left-truncated data. The estimators for the regression
coefficients and the variance components of the random effects are obtained simultaneously.

To demonstrate the MPnLE method and the nested frailty modeltwo examples were given [3]. One was for
modeling the effect of particulate air pollution on mortality in different areas with two levels of geographical
regrouping. The other application concerned recurrent infection times of patients from different hospitals.
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Simulation study was performed and it proved that the semi-parametric approach yields satisfactory results.
Using a shared frailty model instead of nested frailty modelwith two levels of regrouping leads to inaccurate
estimates, with an overestimation of the variance of the random effects. Next, even when the frailty effects
are fairly small in magnitude, they are important since theyalter the results in a systematic pattern.

Let us consider a multilevel proportional hazards model with two sets of nested random effects that act
multiplicatively on the hazard, so that a large value of these variables increases the hazard. There are
several types of models for expressing how the hazard function depends on the explanatory variables. The
most popular model when analyzing epidemiological survival data is the proportional hazards model even
if some other models as additive or accelerated failure timecan be used. Proportional hazards models are
semi-parametric and fairly flexible and their covariates can be time-dependent. We treat the case of a cohort
with G independent clusters(i = 1, . . . , G). Within the ith cluster, there areJi correlated sub-clusters
(j = 1, . . . , Ji). We treat the case of right-censored and left-truncated data.Tijk denotes the survival times
under study for subjectk (k = 1, . . . ,Kij) from subgroupj, and groupi. We also assume the independence
of survival timesTijk and left-truncation times.

Then we define two random effectsvi andwij and assume that the cluster-level random effectsvi and the
sub-cluster random effectswij are independent and gamma-distributed random effects(Γ(1/α; 1/α)) and
(Γ(1/η; 1/η)) with E(vi) = 1, var(vi) = α andE(wij) = 1, var(wij) = η.

For identifiability, they have a mean equal to1 at birth (i.e. at durationtijk = 0). If the variance is null,
then observations from the same group are independent. A larger variance implies greater heterogeneity in
frailty across groups and a greater correlation of the survival times for individuals belonging to the same
group. Mainly for reasons of mathematical convenience, thefrailty terms are often assumed to follow a
gamma distribution. Gamma distribution is chosen because of its correspondence to shared frailty model
and the possibility to express the shared frailty model as penalized likelihood. To construct the likelihood
function, apart from the usual assumption of independent censoring, the censoring must be non-informative
for vi andwij .

The hazard function conditional on the two frailtiesvi andwij , for individual(i, j, k) is

hijk(t|vi, wij) = vi · wij · h0(t) · e
Xijkβ , (11)

whereh0(t) is the baseline hazard function;Xijk = (X1ijk, . . . , Xpijk) denotes the covariate row vector
for the kth individual, with p the number of covariates, andβ is the corresponding vector of regression
parameters.

Rondeau et al. estimated the baseline hazard function in a nested frailty model non-parametrically using
a penalized full likelihood assuming both left-truncated and right-censored survival data. This makes it
possible to estimate simultaneously the regression coefficients, the variance component parameters and es-
pecially a smooth hazard function, which cannot be correctly estimated using conventional non-parametric
methods.

A major advantage of nested frailty models is their ability to analyze data that are also correlated at several
different hierarchical levels. The eventual hierarchicalstructure of the data needs to be taken into account in
survival analysis to obtain accurate inferences. Ignoringrandom cluster effects may result in overlooking the
importance of certain cluster effects and calls into question the validity of traditional statistical techniques
such as the shared frailty model. The nested frailty model proved helpful in diagnosing the source of
correlation in data. This method can be easily extended to bivariate frailty models, making it possible to
treat two events simultaneously per subject.

3.4. Multivariate survival data

The shared frailty model can also be viewed as a specific kind of the common risk model. The frailty is
the term that describes the common risk, acting as a factor onthe hazard function. In most settings the
common risks are assumed random and therefore we can speak about mixture model. Given the frailties the
observations are assumed independent. This is then called conditional independence.
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The bivariate survival function can be defined asS(t1, t2) = P (T1 > t1, T2 > t2) and in the multivariate
case obviouslyS(t1, t2, . . . , tn) = P (T1 > t1, T2 > t2, . . . , Tn > tn). P. Hougaard [7] shows also the
forms of the bivariate survival function by assuming certain distributions of the frailty. It is also shown
that the dependence can be assessed by by the rank-based correlation-type measures like Kendall’sτ or
Spearman’sρ and these measures depend only on the frailty distribution.That is, they are independent of
the hazard function.

In many cases, we may need extensions of the common risk models discussed above and, similarly, more
models with varying degrees of dependence. The general frailty approach can be used to create a random
treatment by group interaction or other models with severalsources of variation. Nested model discussed
by Rondeau et al. may be seen as special univariate case of multivariate models discussed in [7]. It was
already mentioned above that the two levels in nested model can be extended. This situation can arise in the
field of genetics where there are several sources of variation present. For twins the question may be whether
the dependence is the same for monozygotic and dizygotic twins. P. Hougaard shows also an example of the
nested trivariate parallel data model, which is a model thatwould be applicable for a sibling group where
individuals 1 and 2 are twins and individual 3 is a single birth. Survival times of the first two siblingsT1,
T2 may be strongly dependent.T3 may show more modest dependence. This scenario can be accomplished
by three frailties. In general, each frailty may have different distribution. P. Hougaard proposes the use of
semi-parametric estimate. That requires extension for a program for the shared frailty models and seems to
be complicated.

So far we discussed multiplicative frailty models but additive models are plausible too, mainly because the
multiplicative models are not able to handle all dependencestructures. Therefore, the additive models seem
to be more operational. The disadvantage of the additive model is that more parameters are needed to define
the models where the parameters cannot be identified from subsets of the data.

Frailty can be also modeled as stochastic process. P. Hougaard discusses independent increments frailty
models, piecewise gamma model, moving average model, hidden cause of death model and the Woodbury-
Manton model. All these models apply when there is a instantaneous and/or short-term frailty. The ideas are
given, however the mathematical complexity of these modelsis a major problem. Instantaneous dependence
has a mathematical appeal allowing for many theoretical evaluations. It is obtained by using a frailty varying
randomly over time, where the hazard is described by the independent increments of the process. Short-
term dependence models seem to be a more relevant extension of the frailty model and from mathematical
point of view, there seems to be a lot of potential. The key problem is the computational burden. Models
with with time-varying frailties seem particularly important for recurrent events data, but most such model
treat only additive piecewise constant frailties and with alimited number of intervals. [7]

4. Conclusion

Short overview of frailty models used in survival analysis was given together with discussion and references
to available literature. Discussion concerning censoring, truncation, estimation of parameters using the
likelihood, partial likelihood and other methods togetherwith numerical procedures exceeds the scope of
this paper and thus were only slightly mentioned. The use andrising popularity of frailty models used in
analysis of correlated censored and possibly truncated data is relatively new and active research in this field
is taking place. In section about multivariate survival data there is a bit of a discussion about correlation
and conditional independence. In my prospective Ph.D. thesis I would like to focus on statistical aspects of
models involving frailty parameters and this paper was in myopinion a good start to accomplish that goal.
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Abstract

In this contribution we analyze numerical behavior of some iterative methods used for solving large-
scale saddle point problems. Two representatives of such methods are the Schur complement reduction
method and the null-space projection method. They are both based on the transformation of the original
problem to the reduced form which is solved iteratively (e.g. by the steepest descent or the conjugate
gradient methods etc.) giving one block component of the solution vector. The remaining unknowns
are solved by back substitution from the original system. Depending on the actual implementation, we
estimate the maximum attainable accuracy of the computed approximate solution.

1. Introduction

We consider the saddle point system with the2× 2 block structure

A

(
x
y

)
≡

(
A B
BT 0

)(
x
y

)
=

(
f
0

)
, (1)

where the blockA ∈ Rn×n is symmetric positive definite, the blockB ∈ Rn×m (m ≤ n) has rank
m. There is a large selection of solution techniques used to solve the systems (1) including direct and/or
stationary or (preconditioned) Krylov subspace iterativemethods. We refer to the survey of such methods
and applications [1].

We concentrate here on the numerical behavior of two main segregated solution approaches. They are
based on the transformation of the original saddle point system to the reduced one of a smaller dimen-
sion. When this system is solved (i.e. the componentx or y), the remaining component is obtained by a
back-substitution resulting to the another reduced system. Here we analyze iterative methods with short re-
currences (e.g. one-step stationary methods, conjugate gradient method etc.) applied to the reduced systems
which produce simultaneously the sequence of approximationsxk andyk to the vectorsx andy.

In the following sections, we present estimates on the attainable accuracy for the Schur complement method
and the null-space projection method followed by illustration of these results on a numerical example. For
details, we refer to the paper [7].

Our analysis is based on the work of Anne Greenbaum publishedin [2]. She exploited the well-known
phenomenon that the updated residuals (e.g. in the conjugate gradients method) converge far below the
machine precision (denoted byu here) fork large enough. When this is true, we can (approximately)
bound the norm of the true residual by the norm of the difference between the true and updated one and
thus to estimate the maximum attainable accuracy of certainiterative methods.
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2. Schur complement reduction method

The Schur complement reduction method is based on the solution of the Schur complement system

BTA−1By = BTA−1f (2)

whereBTA−1B is the negative Schur complement ofA in the (whole) saddle point matrixA. This system
is symmetric positive definite and it is solved by an iterative method which produces the sequence of ap-
proximationsyk to the solution componenty. The corresponding approximationxk to the vectorx is then
obtained by the substitution ofyk into the first equation of (1), i.e.

xk = A−1(f −Byk).

The algorithms of the Schur complement reduction method aresummarized in Figure 1. The iterative
method to solve the Schur complement system (2) is characterized by Step 3, where we compute the di-
rection vectorp(y)

k and the step-lengthαk (e.g. p(y)
k = r

(y)
k , αk = r

(y)
k

T r
(y)
k /p

(y)
k

TBTA−1Bp
(y)
k =

r
(y)
k

T r
(y)
k /p

(x)
k

TAp
(x)
k for the steepest descent method). We consider three different schemes for the com-

putation ofxk+1 in Step 7 which were used in many applications, e.g. in the context of the Uzawa method,
two-level pressure correction algorithm etc., see [3, 4, 5,6].

1. choose an initial guessy0 (e.g.y0 = 0), solveAx0 = f −By0, computer(y)
0 = −BTx0

2. fork = 0, 1, 2, . . .

3. computeαk andp(y)
k

4. solveAp(x)
k = −Bp

(y)
k

5. updateyk+1 = yk + αkp
(y)
k

6. updater(y)
k+1 = r

(y)
k − αkB

T p
(x)
k

7. computexk+1:

(a) updatexk+1 = xk + αkp
(x)
k

(b) solveAxk+1 = f −Byk+1

(c) solveAuk+1 = f −Axk −Byk+1, updatexk+1 = xk + uk

8. end

Figure 1: Schur complement reduction method: three schemes for computing xk+1, (a) generic update, (b) direct
substitution, (c) corrected direct substitution.

In the initial step (Step 1) of the algorithm and in Steps 4 and7 of the iteration loop, we need to solve
the system with the matrix blockA. Thus the success of the Schur complement reduction method relies
on the availability of a good approximation to the solution of the system with the matrixA. The analysis
is based on the assumption that such a system is solved with the backward error equal toτ > 0, i.e. the
computed solution̄v of the systemAv = f is an exact solution of the perturbed system(A + ∆A)v = f
with ‖∆A‖ ≤ τ‖A‖, whereτκ(A) ≪ 1 (ensuring the nonsingularity of the perturbed system). Forthe
solution of a system withA, we use either the direct method (based on the Choleski factorization where
τ = O(u)) or the iterative method (the conjugate gradient method) with the stopping criterion based on the
backward error.

2.1. Behavior in finite precision arithmetic

Here we recall results on the maximum attainable accuracy ofthe iteratesxk andyk (we denote by bars the
computed quantities). When the residualr

(y)
k converges far below the machine precision (r

(y)
k ≃ 0), the
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residual of the system (2) satisfies

‖BTA−1f −BTA−1Byk‖ .
O(τ)κ(A)

1− τκ(A)
‖A−1‖‖B‖(‖f‖+ ‖B‖Y k), (3)

whereY k ≡ max{‖yi‖ | i = 0, 1, . . . , k} is the maximum over the norms of the iteratesyi from the initial
guess to the iterate in the stepk. Hereα ≃ β means that|α − β| ≪ u andα . β means thatα ≤ β̃
whereβ̃ ≃ β. The estimate (3) shows, that the true Schur complement residual of (2) is proportional to the
parameterτ (the backward error of the inner systems withA) and it also depends onY k. The dependence on
Y k, which can affect the attainable accuracy especially in thecase of an irregular convergence of iterates for
nonsymmetric problems, was also observed by Greenbaum in [2]. When the matrixBTA−1B is symmetric
positive definite, the convergence of iteratesyk is monotonic (at least in the exact arithmetic). When we
choosey0 = 0, we can usually replaceY k by y which is the computed solution of (1).

In following paragraphs, we give bounds on the maximum attainable accuracy in terms of the norms of the
residualsf −Axk −Byk and−BTxk.

Generic updatexk+1 = xk + αkp
(x)
k : The norms of the residuals of (1) satisfy

‖f −Axk −Byk‖ ≤ O(τ)(‖f‖ + ‖A‖Xk + ‖B‖Y k),

‖ −BTxk‖ . O(u)‖A−1‖‖B‖(‖f‖+ ‖A‖Xk + ‖B‖Y k)
(4a)

for large enoughk, whereXk ≡ max({‖x0‖, ‖αip
(x)
i ‖ | i = 0, 1, . . . , k − 1}). This update is “optimal”,

since it needs only one solution of the system withA per iteration step and produces thex which belongs to
the null-space ofBT to the working precision. However, there is a growth of the norm of f −Axk −Byk

during the accumulation of the residuals of systems solved in Step 4 of the algorithm.

Direct substitution xk+1 = A−1(f −Byk+1): The norms of the residuals of (1) satisfy

‖f −Axk −Byk‖ ≤ O(τ)(‖f‖ + ‖A‖‖xk‖+ ‖B‖‖yk‖),

‖ −BTxk‖ . O(τ)‖A−1‖‖B‖(‖f‖+ ‖A‖Xk + ‖B‖Y k)
(4b)

for large enoughk, whereXk ≡ max({‖x0‖, ‖xk‖, ‖αip
(x)
i ‖ | i = 0, 1, . . . , k − 1}). The use of the

direct substitution scheme is suitable when the iteratesxk are not needed during the iteration loop and it is
sufficient to compute it at the end.

Corrected direct substitution xk+1 = xk + A−1(f − Axk − Byk+1): The norms of the residuals
of (1) satisfy

‖f −Axk −Byk‖ . O(u)(‖f‖+ ‖A‖Xk + ‖B‖Y k),

‖ −BTxk‖ . O(τ)‖A−1‖‖B‖(‖f‖+ ‖A‖Xk + ‖B‖Y k)
(4c)

for large enoughk, whereXk ≡ max({‖x0‖, ‖xk‖, ‖αip
(x)
i ‖ | i = 0, 1, . . . , k − 1}). The bound for the

norm off−Axk−Byk holds starting with somek0 and relies on the additional assumption that the iterates
yk begin to stagnate fork ≥ k0. It is similar to the residual update for the systemAxk = f − Byk and
produces the accuratexk for the computedyk as indicated by the estimate.

Error estimates: Even though the residual estimates can differ depending on the formula for the com-
putation ofxk+1, the norms of the errorsx− xk andy− yk are of the same magnitude which is confirmed
by the following bound:

‖x− xk‖A ≤ ξ1‖f −Axk −Byk‖+ ξ2‖B
TA−1f −BTA−1Byk‖,

‖y − yk‖BT A−1B ≤ ξ2‖B
TA−1f −BTA−1Byk‖

with ξ1 ≡ σ−1
min(A) andξ2 ≡ σ−1

min(BTA−1B). Both bounds have the residual of the Schur complement
system on the right-hand sides, which is proportional toτ independently on the formula forxk+1.
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Backward error estimate for the generic update: We can also state the following backward error
estimate. For large enoughk (whenr(y)

k ≃ 0), the iteratesxk andyk are solutions of the perturbed system

(
A+ ∆Ak B
BT 0

)(
xk

yk

)
≃

(
f + ∆fk

∆gk

)
, (5a)

where

‖∆Ak‖ ≤ γk‖A‖, γk ≡ τ

(
‖x0‖+

k−1∑

i=0

‖αip
(x)
i ‖

)∥∥∥∥∥x0 +
k−1∑

i=0

αip
(x)
i

∥∥∥∥∥

−1

(5b)

and

‖∆fk‖ ≤
O(u)κ(A)

1− γkκ(A)
(‖f‖+ ‖B‖Y k), ‖∆gk‖ ≤

O(u)κ(A)

1− γkκ(A)
‖A−1‖‖B‖(‖f‖+ ‖B‖Y k). (5c)

Equations (5) suggest that the computed solution is the solution of the perturbed system where the pertur-
bation in the system matrix is proportional toτ and the perturbation in the right-hand side is proportionalto
u. The coefficientγk is generally greater or equal toτ , but starts to stagnate at some moderate level when
the maximum attainable accuracy is achieved.

3. Null-space projection method

The second equation of (1) implies that the componentx of the solution vector belongs to the null-space of
the matrixBT , i.e. x is determined by its components inN(BT ) (N denotes the null-space of a matrix).
Projecting the first equation of (1) ontoN(BT ) gives

(I −Π)A(I −Π)x = (I − Π)f, (6)

whereΠ = BT (BTB)−1B is the orthogonal projector onto the range ofB. This system is symmetric
positive semidefinite and it can be solved by an iterative method which produces the sequence of iteratesxk

approximating the solution componentx. The corresponding iterateyk can be found by solving the least
squares problem

yk = arg min
w∈Rm

‖f −Axk −Bw‖.

The algorithms of the null-space projection method are shown in Figure 2. In Step 3, we use the general
two-term iterative method determined by the choice of the direction vectorp(x)

k and the step-lengthαk.
Since we solve the projected system (6), the direction vectors must be restricted toN(BT ). We consider
four mathematically equivalent formulas foryk+1 in Step 7. The only update which is used in practice (and
which we know about), is the generic update (see e.g. [8, 9]),but we include also schemes analogous to the
case of the Schur complement reduction method.

In Steps 1, 4 and 7, the least squares problems (denoted by “≈”) with the matrixB need to be solved. Since
we are not able to solve such systems exactly in practice, we suppose that the computed solutionw̄ of the
least squares problemBw ≈ g is the exact solution of the perturbed problem(B + ∆B)w̄ ≈ g + ∆g with
max{‖∆B‖/‖B‖, ‖∆g‖/‖g‖} ≤ τ whereτ > 0 is the backward error of the computed solution and it
satisfies inequalityτκ(B) ≪ 1 ensuring thatB + ∆B has a full rank. For the solution ofBw ≈ g, we
use the Householder QR decomposition givingτ = O(u) or the CGLS method with the stopping criterion
based on the backward error.

3.1. Behavior in finite precision arithmetic

Here we will analyze the maximum attainable accuracy of the computed approximationsxk andyk. In the
previous section, the updated residualr

(y)
k was an approximation to the residual of the Schur complement

system. Now the projection of the updated resiual(I − Π)rx
k is an approximation to the projected residual
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1. choose an initial guessx0 ∈ N(BT ) (e.g. x0 = 0), solveBy0 ≈ f − Ax0, computer(x)
0 =

f −Ax0 −By0

2. fork = 0, 1, 2, . . .

3. computeαk andp(x)
k ∈ N(BT )

4. solveBp(y)
k ≈ r

(x)
k − αkAp

(x)
k

5. updatexk+1 = xk + αkp
(x)
k

6. updater(x)
k+1 = r

(x)
k − αkAp

(x)
k −Bp

(y)
k

7. computeyk+1:

(a) updateyk+1 = yk + p
(y)
k

(b) solveByk+1 ≈ f −Axk+1

(c) solveBvk ≈ −Ap
(x)
k , updateyk+1 = yk + vk

(d) solveBvk ≈ f −Axk+1 −Byk, updateyk+1 = yk + vk

8. end

Figure 2: Null-space projection method: four schemes for computingyk+1, (a) generic update, (b) direct substitution,
(c) updated solution, (d) corrected direct substitution.

(I −Π)(f −Axk). As soon as the updated residualrx
k converges far below the machine precision, we can

give the following estimate:

‖(I −Π)(f −Axk)‖ .
O(u)κ(B)

(1− τκ(B))2
(‖f‖+ ‖A‖Xk), (7)

where the quantityXk is in this section defined asXk ≡ max{‖xi‖ | i = 0, 1, . . . , k}. This bound is
independent on the scheme of the computation ofyk+1 and it shows that the first equation of (1) is satisfied
accurately on the null-space ofBT to the working precision. However, this does not say anything about
how the equationAx + By = f is satisfied and it actually depends on the formula foryk+1. There is also
another complication. Due to the restriction on the direction vectors toN(BT ), the accuracy of the second
equation of (1) depends on the algorithm used to solve the projected system (6). Since projections onto
N(BT ) are performed via the least squares problem withB, we can state (in theO-notation) the estimate

‖ −BTxk‖ ≤ O(τ)‖B‖Xk.

Now we show the estimates on the maximum attainable accuracydepending on the formula foryk+1. Since
the bound for the norm of−BTxk is common for all implementations, we give only estimates for the
residualf −Axk −Byk.

Generic updateyk+1 = yk + p
(y)
k : The residual of the first equation of (1) satisfies

‖f −Axk −Byk‖ .
O(u)κ(B)

(1− τκ(B))2
(‖f‖+ ‖A‖Xk), (8a)

for sufficiently largek. As in the case of the Schur complement reduction method, this update is optimal
in the sense that only one least squares problem needs to be solved per iteration step and the first equation
of (1) is satisfied accurately to the working precision.
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Direct substitution yk+1 = B†(f −Axk+1): The residual of the first equation of (1) satisfies

‖f −Axk −Byk‖ .
O(τ)κ(B)

(1− τκ(B))2
(‖f‖+ ‖A‖Xk + ‖B‖Y k), (8b)

for sufficiently largek, whereY k ≡ max{‖yi‖ | i = 0, 1, . . . , k}. This update could be suitable when we
need not to have an approximation toy in every stepk. However, the residual remains proportional toτ .

Updated solutionyk+1 = yk + αkB
†(−Ap

(x)
k ): The residual of the first equation of (1) satisfies

‖f −Axk −Byk‖ .
O(τ)κ(B)

(1− τκ(B))2
(‖f‖+ ‖A‖Xk + ‖B‖Y k), (8c)

for sufficiently largek, whereY k ≡ max{‖yi‖ | i = 0, 1, . . . , k}. We have analyzed this update for the
sake of completeness and it should not be prefered, since it needs the additional solution of the least squares
problem withB and does not give good accuracy.

Corrected direct substitution yk+1 = yk +B†(f −Axk+1 −Byk): The residual of the first equation
of (1) satisfies

‖f −Axk −Byk‖ . O(u)(‖f‖+ ‖A‖Xk + ‖B‖Y k), (8d)

for sufficiently largek, whereY k ≡ max{‖yi‖ | i = 0, 1, . . . , k}. This bound holds only when the iterates
xk start to stagnate from some indexk0.

4. Numerical experiments
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Figure 3: Schur complement reduction method: the relative norms of the residualsBT A−1f − BT A−1Byk (solid
lines) and the updated residualr

(y)
k (dashed lines) (on the left); the relative norms‖x − xk‖A/‖x − x0‖A

(solid lines) and‖y − yk‖BT A−1B/‖y − y0‖BT A−1B (dashed lines) (on the right).

We illustrate our theoretical results on the model problem taken from the finite element package IFISS for
MATLAB. The testing problem is the Stokes problem

−∆u +∇p = 0, ∇ · u = 0 in Ω,

whereΩ = {[x, y] ∈ R2 | − 1 < x < 1, −1 < y < 1}. At the inflow boundaryx = −1, the Dirichlet
condition is set tou = (1−y2, 0), at the boundaryy = −1 andy = 1 we setu = (0, 0) and at the boundary
x = 1, the Neumann condition∂xux − p = ∂xuy = 0 is prescribed representing the natural outflow. This
problem represents the horizontal flow in the channel drivenby the pressure difference between its two
ends. The problem is discretized using “Q1–P0” finite elements with the discretization parameterh = 1/8
(thusn = 578 andm = 289). For more information, see e.g. the book by Elman et al [10].
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Figure 4: Null-space projection method: the relative norms of the projected residuals(I − Π)(f − Axk) (solid
lines) and the projected updated residual(I − Π)r

(y)
k (dashed lines) (on the left); the relative norms‖x −

xk‖A/‖x − x0‖A (solid lines) and‖y − yk‖BT B/‖y − y0‖BT B (dashed lines) (on the right).

Scheme
τ residual

Generic update Direct substitution Corrected dir. sub.

‖f − Axk0
− Byk0

‖ 6.1776·10−15 9.4674·10−17 4.0377·10−17

‖ − BT xk0
‖ 1.5092·10−16 1.3898·10−15 1.3970·10−15

‖BT A−1f − BT A−1Byk0
‖ 1.5495·10−15 1.5495·10−15 1.5495·10−15O(u)

‖r
(y)
k0

‖ 6.9460·10−42 6.9460·10−42 6.9460·10−42

‖f − Axk0
− Byk0

‖ 2.1273·10−1 1.0223·10−1 1.6352·10−16

‖ − BT xk0
‖ 1.7414·10−16 5.6991·10−2 7.0881·10−2

‖BT A−1f − BT A−1Byk0
‖ 7.0457·10−2 7.0457·10−2 7.0457·10−210−2

‖r
(y)
k0

‖ 4.3410·10−19 4.3410·10−19 4.3410·10−19

‖f − Axk0
− Byk0

‖ 1.6594·10−5 8.0717·10−6 3.7002·10−17

‖ − BT xk0
‖ 1.4235·10−16 4.9125·10−6 4.3974·10−6

‖BT A−1f − BT A−1Byk0
‖ 4.3974·10−6 4.3974·10−6 4.3974·10−610−6

‖r
(y)
k0

‖ 8.4592·10−32 8.4592·10−32 8.4592·10−32

‖f − Axk0
− Byk0

‖ 1.2463·10−9 5.8143·10−10 3.0985·10−17

‖ − BT xk0
‖ 1.6542·10−16 3.2262·10−10 2.8892·10−10

‖BT A−1f − BT A−1Byk0
‖ 2.8892·10−10 2.8892·10−10 2.8892·10−1010−10

‖r
(y)
k0

‖ 1.9380·10−37 1.9380·10−37 1.9380·10−37

Table 1: Schur complement reduction method: the norms of the residuals f − Axk0 − Byk0
, −BT xk0 , BT A−1f −

BT A−1Byk0
and the updated residualr

(y)
k0

(k0 = 160) for various values ofτ and for all considered schemes
(generic update, direct substitution, corrected direct substitution).

In Figure 3 we show the plots of the relative norms of the residuals of the Schur complement system (2) and
the updated residualsr(y)

k and the relative norms of the errorsx−xk andy−yk. These plots are taken from
the scheme with the generic update, but the behavior of thesenorms is similar to all schemes. The plot on
the left confirms the inequality (3). It shows that the residualBTA−1f−BTA−1Byk is well approximated
by the updated residualr(y)

k until the level proportional to the parameterτ is reached. The similar behavior
of the errors shown on the right plot illustrates the fact, that the errors of both components of the solution
are proportional to the parameterτ independently on the formula for the computation ofxk+1.

Table 1 presents the values of residuals of the system (1), (2) and the updated residual in the stepk0 =
160. In this step, the updated residual is already far below the machine precision and therefore we can
use the bounds (3) and (4) to estimate the attainable levels of the residualsf − Axk0 − Byk0

, −BTxk0

andBTA−1f − BTA−1Byk0
. The presented values of the residuals show a good agreementwith their

theoretical bounds.

In Figure 4 we show the plots of the relative norms of the residuals(I −Π)(f −Axk) and the updated one
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Scheme
τ residual

Generic update Direct substitution Updated solution Corrected dir. sub.

‖(I − Π)(f − Axk0
)‖ 3.0675·10−16 3.0675·10−16 3.0675·10−16 3.0675·10−16

‖ − BT xk0
‖ 1.0131·10−17 1.0131·10−17 1.0131·10−17 1.0131·10−17

‖f − Axk0
− Byk0

‖ 3.3632·10−16 6.2103·10−16 5.5196·10−16 3.1333·10−16O(u)

‖rx
k0

‖ 9.2584·10−74 9.2584·10−74 9.2584·10−74 9.2584·10−74

‖(I − Π)(f − Axk0
)‖ 6.2076·10−16 6.2076·10−16 6.2076·10−16 6.2076·10−16

‖ − BT xk0
‖ 5.5589·10−2 5.5589·10−2 5.5589·10−2 5.5589·10−2

‖f − Axk0
− Byk0

‖ 1.1256·10−15 2.9618·10−2 1.6917·10−2 6.2477·10−1610−2

‖rx
k0

‖ 1.3318·10−20 1.3318·10−20 1.3318·10−20 1.3318·10−20

‖(I − Π)(f − Axk0
)‖ 4.4186·10−16 4.4186·10−16 4.4186·10−16 4.4186·10−16

‖ − BT xk0
‖ 1.5829·10−6 1.5829·10−6 1.5829·10−6 1.5829·10−6

‖f − Axk0
− Byk0

‖ 5.6027·10−16 2.5101·10−6 4.7047·10−5 4.4211·10−1610−6

‖rx
k0

‖ 1.4050·10−23 1.4050·10−23 1.4050·10−23 1.4050·10−23

‖(I − Π)(f − Axk0
)‖ 2.9949·10−16 2.9949·10−16 2.9949·10−16 2.9949·10−16

‖ − BT xk0
‖ 2.0535·10−10 2.0535·10−10 2.0535·10−10 2.0535·10−10

‖f − Axk0
− Byk0

‖ 3.9958·10−16 2.6784·10−10 1.6171·10−9 3.0651·10−1610−10

‖rx
k0

‖ 2.2410·10−26 2.2410·10−26 2.2410·10−26 2.2410·10−26

Table 2: Null space projection method: the norms of the residuals(I −Π)(f −Axk0), −BT xk0 , f −Axk0 −Byk0

and the updated residualrx
k0

(k0 = 200) for various values ofτ and for all considered schemes (generic
update, direct substitution, updated solution, correcteddirect substitution).

(I − Π)rx
k and the relative norms of the errorsx − xk andy − yk. These plots are taken from the scheme

with the generic update, but the behavior of these norms is also similar to all schemes. The plot on the left
confirms the inequality 7. It shows that the projection(I −Π)(f −Axk) of the residualf −Axk −Byk is
well approximated by the projected updated residual(I −Π)rx

k until the level of the machine precisionu is
reached. Independently on the formula foryk+1, the errors behave similarly and in all cases they ultimately
stagnate on the level proportional to the parameterτ .

Table 2 presents the values of residuals of the system (1), the projected residual(I −Π)(f −Axk) and the
updated residual in the stepk0 = 200. In this step, the updated residual is already far below the machine
precision and therefore we can use the bounds (7) and (8) to estimate the attainable levels of the residuals
f − Axk0 − Byk0

, −BTxk0 andBTA−1f − BTA−1Byk0
. The presented values of the residuals show a

good agreement with their theoretical bounds.

5. Conclusion

The main reason of this contribution is to analyze the maximum attainable accuracy of the various schemes
of two main approaches used to solve the large-scale saddle point problems – the Schur complement re-
duction method and the null-space projection method. The attainable accuracy was measured in terms of
both components of the residual of the system (1) and in termsof both components of the errorx− xk and
y − yk. We have analyzed the influence of the rounding errors and theinexactness of the solution of the
inner system (the system with the matrixA or the least squares problem withB). It was shown that the
attainable accuracy measured in terms of the errors was similar for all considered schemes and it is propor-
tional to the backward error in solving the inner systems. However, the behavior of the attainable accuracy
in terms of the residuals of (1) was shown to be depenent on thechosen scheme of the computation of the
secondary component of the solution. Some schemes lead ultimately to residuals that are on the level of the
machine precisionu; especially the cheapest generic updates give the approximations that satisfies either
the first or the second equation of (1) to the working accuracy. The similar observation can be made in the
case of the corrected direct substitution formulas.
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Abstract

Feasibility of common framework for the data assimilation and downscaling methods is investigated
and discussed. Assimilation of measurements from ground level ozone stations with limited representa-
tivity to chemistry transport model is selected as an example and first results with simple decomposition
to the local and background component are presented.

1. Introduction

Traditionally, data assimilation in environmental modelsis developed in the context of single scale. Reso-
lution of a numerical model is given by the time discretization and grid spacing. Our typical objective is to
find the ‘analysis’, which is as good estimate of reality as possible. In modern data assimilation techniques
we usually combine information given by numerical model andby observations, as well as information
about statistics of model and observational errors. Resulting analysis is defined on grid of numerical model
and can be used, e.g., for further time integration or as initial and/or boundary condition for another coupled
model.

Our efforts go beyond classical data assimilation – we don’twant to have an estimate of model state as
good as possible, but we also want to use information about model, observations and their respective errors
for improved local predictions. This subject is often treated by downscaling methods or the model output
statistics, but while some of these methods can utilize current observations, they don’t use them to improve
prediction of (coarse) numerical model and they don’t use coarse model error statistics.

Local prediction is useful in number of cases. Here are some examples:

1. Wind direction and speed in location of wind farm or even specific wind turbine.

2. Prediction of road ice in given location.

3. Prediction of pollutant concentration in a specified place in an urban area.

4. Short-term prediction of wind field and of tracer dispersion in the vicinity of accidental release during
dangerous goods transport.
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All four cases are very useful applications of enviromentalmodelling that show several common features.
We are interested in local properties of atmosphere and locality is of essential importance in these cases.
While mesoscale NWP (Numerical Weather Prediction) modelsand/or CTM (Chemistry Transport Models)
are the best sources of information available, they lack required space resolution. We need another model on
top of mesoscale model(s) whose role is to downscale the prediction to the required location and resolution.

Models used for the downscaling vary depending on application and available data. The most widely
investigated case of model output statistics is perhaps thefirst case above and models used in literature
range from purely statistical regression and neural networks models to fine resolution CFD (Computer
Fluid Dynamics) models.

Important aspect of aforesaid problems is that the finer the scale is, the more relevant is to predict the value
togetherwith its confidence interval or even to predict the whole probability distribution for non-gaussian
quantities (e.g., road ice). Since the predicted quantity can be highly sensitive to the state of atmosphere
(in atmospheric chemistry for example) and we lack the spaceaveraging that helps in mesoscale models,
the prediction errors might be very large in some cases. Thismeans that sometimes the information about
prediction error is even more important than the value itself.

Data assimilation framework gives us two basic benefits for downscaling. It gives us information about
mesoscale state error statistics – this is especially straightforward for data assimilation based on ensemble
methods. The simplest approach would be to perform downscaling for each ensemble member and regard
the output as a sample from downscaled prediction. This approach is perhaps oversimplified because the
resulting ensemble will lack information about error statistics of downscaling model, but there should be a
remedy to this problem. The second benefit of data assimilation framework is the possibility to feed back
the measurements into either mesoscale or downscaling model. This possibility is perhaps less pronounced
for mesoscale NWP models where the analyses usually use so many various observations and quality is
so high that assimilation of local observation might even deteriorate rather than improve the prediction.
Usefulness of assimilation together with downscaling in mesoscale air quality model will be demonstrated
in the next section and other possibilities of data assimilation also in downscaling model will be discussed
in conclusion.

The first of listed cases is the example where a number of classical methods of downscaling is being used in
practice. Assimilation of measurements (of wind or power production) back to the models is probably not
important. Prediction of power production for a number of spatially distributed wind turbines can even help
to cancel local wind turbulation and improve the forecast skill. Prediction is useful even without confidence
intervals but probabilistic forecast would be certainly anenhancement.

Importance of probabilistic forecast is the main difference between the first and the second case. We are
definitely interested in probability of road ice and a statistical model based on meteorological precursors
could be appropriate solution. The design of a statistical model will depend on availibility of historical
measurements and it could take into account the uncertainity in meteorological data.

The third case is an example when it makes sense to assimilatelocal measurements back into the mesoscale
model. Exact method and the first results are selected as a demonstration of downscaling in data assimilation
framework and will be main topic of the next section.

Final example is the most difficult among listed cases. Thereis usually not enough information to construct
either deterministic or statistical downscaling model. There is no fine resolution model of terrain for CFD
modelling and there is no history of model and observation values for statistical models – at least not at
time of occurrence of an accident. Classical downscaling methods are therefore not applicable in this case.
Design of model for local prediction in this case is a matter of further investigation.
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2. Local observations in the air quality data assimilation

Data assimilating systems for tropospheric ozone modelling and prediction are currently being proposed
and developed [1, 2]. The most common source of observationsfor air quality data assimilation are ground
level stations that measure in situ concentrations of important pollutants. However, the spatial represen-
tativity of measurements differs greatly from station to station and can vary from order of102m to 105m.
Current practice is therefore only to assimilate the stations with the largest representativities – usually ru-
ral background stations, since only those stations have measurements aplicable on the scale of CTM. On
the other hand most of stations are in urban areas where the air quality has the biggest impact and where
mesoscale models are not suitable for modelling and forecasts of pollutant concentrations.

We have proposed and evaluated a data assimilating system for tropospheric ozone prediction with assimi-
lation of rural background stations [3]. In this contribution we propose how to enhance system and how to
allow it assimilate stations with smaller representativity and also how to improve local predictions of ground
level ozone [4]. A test example of simple downscaling in dataassimilation framework is also presented.

Our version of data assimilation is based on ensemble Kalmanfilter in square root formulation with local-
ization and inhomogenous model error representation [5, 6]. Traditional discretized stochastic model of
atmosphere evolution can be written as:

xt
k =M(xt

k−1) + νk (1)

yk = H(xt
k) + εk (2)

wherext
k is vector representing (inaccessible) discretized true state of atmosphere in timestepk on model

grid,M is model of atmosphere used for time integration of state equation andνk is model error in timestep
k. yk is the vector of observation in timestepk,H is observation operator connecting observation and model
state space andεk is its error in timestepk. εk is usually described as instrumental and representation error.

Observation operator in continuous space for a single observationyi has usually the form [7]

yi =

∫

R3

h(x)s(x, yi)dx+ ε(yi) (3)

whereh is function connecting observation with physical space, and s(x, yi) aperture function depending
on type of observation. For in situ observation iss(x, yi) = δ(x − yi) the Dirac delta function. For remote
instruments (e.g. radars, lidars, satelites) impliess(x, yi) weighted area averaging over its support. For
discretizated version it means thatH is usually weighted average over values in some set of gridpoints – set
of the nearest neighbours for in situ measurements or a larger set for remote observations.

We want to modify the equation (2) of stochastic model to employ a more general downscaling model
instead of observation equation. The basic idea is to decompose ozone concentration to mesoscale compo-
nent and local component. Decomposition is based on the assumption that part of ozone concentration have
origin in long range transport of precursors and mesoscale weather conditions, the second part is added or
substracted depending on local emmisions, deposition and other sub-mesoscale effects. The local compo-
nent was estimated by very simple statistical model as 7-daymoving average of the model update for the
given hour of day – this reflects sometimes a strong diurnal cycle exhibited in ozone concentrations or a
persistent bias. Modified stochastic model of atmosphere isnow:

xt
k =M(xt

k−1) + νk (4)

yk = H(xt
k) + zt

k + εk (5)

where the local component of ozonezt
k is modelled as

zt
k =

1

7

6∑

i=0

dt
k−24i + ηk (6)
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wheredt
k is model residual:

dt
k = yk −H(xt

k) (7)

We focus on testing the feasibility of the approach and do nottry to find optimal solution forx andz simul-
taneously. We simplify solution by first estimating the local componentz at the location of observations and
then substituing our estimate into equation (5) and solvingclassical filtering problem. The solution gives
us an estimate of mesoscale state. We want to estimate a vector of target variablesqa

k (as e.g. local ozone
concentrations, probability of icing in specified point). For our testcase concerning ozone concetrations it
is simply a sum of mesoscale analysis and local componentqa

k = H(xa
k)+ za

k, where superscripta denotes
analysis. For linear observation operator and update equation for Kalman filter we can write:

qa
k = H(xa

k) + za
k = H(xf

k) +H(Kk(yk −H(xf
k)− za

k)) + za
k (8)

Superscriptf denotes forecast,Kk is Kalman gain matrix andKk(yk −H(xf
k)) is analysis increment.

Forecast of mesoscale component is done by the NWP and CTM couple, and forecast of local component
is done by persistent model, i.e. it repeats 24-hours old value. Indexp denotes prediction horizon(1 ≤ p ≤
24), andMp meansp successive applications of atmosphere modelM.

q
f
k+p = H(xf

k+p) + z
f
k+p = H(Mp(xa

k)) + za
k+p−24 (9)

Inspired by the equation (8) one could also alternatively try to predict analysis increment – in this case also
by a simple persistent model:

q
f
k+p = H(Mp(xa

k)) +H(Kk+p−24(yk+p−24 −H(xf
k+p−24)− za

k+p−24)) + za
k+p−24 (10)

3. Testcase and results

Testcase configuration was chosen to be as close as possible to operational system MEDARD [8] in the
Institute of Computer Science in Prague, because one of the goals is to make data assimilation usable in
operational mode. Selected NWP-CTM model couple was MM5 (PSU, NCAR) and CAMx (Environ) with
NCEP FNL analyses as initial and boundary conditions. Modelgrid is identical to the outer domain of
MEDARD system and has80 × 65 cells with 27 km horizontal resolution, covering western and central
Europe. CAMx model has 12 vertical levels and uses SAPRC-99 [9] chemistry mechanism.

Ozone epizode modelled took place in 24–29 June 2001. Two previous weeks were used for model cal-
ibration and spinup. We assimilated observations ofO3, NO, andNO2 from the Airbase database [10].
640 stations was selected for the assimilation – among them also mountain stations and urban background
stations that are usually not assimilated due to representativity and/or bias problems.

We wanted to stay close to prospective operational mode and 24-hour tropospheric ozone prediction was
made for the analysis at 5 p.m. Typical behaviour of local forecast compared to observation on station is
illustrated in figures 1–5.
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Figure 1: Observations and forecasts for selected station (Graz, Austria). Crosses: observations, dash-dot curve: esti-
mate of local component, dash-curve: mesoscale model (H(xf )), solid curve: target variableqf

k containing
term for analysis increment prediction (equation (10)).

Figure 2: Observations and forecasts for selected station (Strasbourg, France). Crosses: observations, dash-dot curve:
estimate of local component, dash-curve: mesoscale model (H(xf )), solid curve: target variableqf

k con-
taining term for analysis increment prediction (equation (10)).
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Figure 3: Observations and forecasts for selected station (Chamonix, France). Crosses: observations, dash-dot curve:
estimate of local component, dash-curve: mesoscale model (H(xf )), solid curve: target variableqf

k con-
taining term for analysis increment prediction (equation (10)).

Figure 4: Observations and forecasts for selected station (Lienz, Austria). Crosses: observations, dash-dot curve: esti-
mate of local component, dash-curve: mesoscale model (H(xf )), solid curve: target variableqf

k containing
term for analysis increment prediction (equation (10)).
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Figure 5: Observations and forecasts for selected station (Wicken Fen, UK). Crosses: observations, dash-dot curve:
estimate of local component, dash-curve: mesoscale model (H(xf )), solid curve: target variableqf

k con-
taining term for analysis increment prediction (equation (10)).

Figures 1 and 2 belong to urban stations with strong diurnal cycle. This cycle is not sufficiently described by
mesoscale model. Model of local component rectifies this situation and local component increases with the
beginning of the ozone episode. Figures 3 and 4 represent mountain stations with high orographic error and
probably also inadequate traffic emmisions. Mesoscale model completely lacks the strong diurnal cycle that
must be modelled by downscaling model. High persistence of simple moving average model causes worse
performance in detection of the end of episode in the case of Lienz station. Figure 5 belongs to background
rural station that is already accurately modelled by mesoscale model. Local component is negligible in this
case.

First plot in figure 6 shows that forecast combining mesoscale model and downscaling model easily out-
performs pure mesoscale model in prediction of ozone concentrations in location of measurement stations.
Second boxplot shows that also classical statistical downscaling even with very simple statistical model
brings some improvement over the pure mesoscale forecast. Improvement is seen in last two days of
episode but not elsewhere. Last plot compares errors of classical statistical downscaling with statistical
downscaling inside of data assimilation framework. The latter method is better in all days except the last
one.

4. Conclusions and future work

Test case of data assimilation and downscaling in air quality model showed that for local forecasts even
simple downscaling model is much better than mesoscale model alone. Downscaling within data assimila-
tion framework exhibited better skill than model output statictics alone. The best results were obtained with
predictor containing also the forecast of analysis increment. This could be attributed to the systematic part
of air quality model bias. Combination of downscaling and mesoscale model also allowed us to use local
observations that are usually unusable in traditional dataassimilation due to large representativity errors.
The testing period was quite short for a statistical verification but the first results are encouraging.
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Figure 6: Boxplots of mean absolute errors of forecasts. Left side descriptions belongs to thin full boxes, right side
belongs thick empty boxes. Center resp. bottom and top of boxes represent median resp. 1st and 3rd
quartile of the error distribution.Free runis 1 day ahead forecast of mesoscale model started from analysed
state. Free run,post. is 1 day ahead forecast of mesoscale model with separate downscaling from data
assimilation.Forecastis 1 day ahead forecast of mesoscale model with the models of local component and
analysis increment.

Our case demonstrated that combination of downscaling model, mesoscale model and data assimilation is
beneficial even for very simple downscaling model. There aremany possibilities for further development
and improvement of presented methods. Downscaling model can be much more sofisticated. Explicit
forecasts of the error covariances and confidence intervalswhich were omitted in our testcase is another
topic that should be investigated. Analysis scheme can be improved to analyze simultaneously local and
mesoscale component and provide better approximation of the best estimate in sense of the least squares or
maximum likelihood. Careful modelling of error covariances is important in this case, since downscaling
and mesoscale model can interact and compete for the explanation of residual variance.

There are further possibilities to investigate that are more specific for different cases. For example in
case of nowcasting of accidental release (4th case in introduction), the model for downscaling can be a
simple model accounting for terrain and landuse forcing of wind field. This model can adapt and refine its
parameters with an increasing number of observations. Or the model for downscaling can be deterministic
large-eddy simulation model. Data assimilation in traditional sense can be then performed in both mesoscale
and large-eddy model.
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Abstrakt

V článku popisujeme procedury a nástroj Onfram vyvinut´e pro usnadněnı́ a zrychlenı́ tvorby lokali-
zovaných českých biomedicı́nských ontologiı́. Nášpřı́stup je založen na vyhledávánı́ konceptů v
korpusu medicı́nských textů a jejich přiřazenı́ protˇejškům v některé zavedené mezinárodnı́ ontologii
(tzv. základové ontologii). Takto vzniklá ontologie dvě hlavnı́ výhody: je kompatibilnı́ s některou z
mezinárodnı́ch ontologiı́ a potenciálně pokrývá všechny fráze použı́vané v českém zdravotnictvı́.

Nástroj podporuje tvůrce ontologie tı́m, že se snažı́ automatizovat některé rutinnı́ úkoly vyskytujı́cı́
se v průběhu tvorby ontologie. Nástroj se předevšı́m snažı́ naučit, jak identifikovat koncepty v textu a
jak je namapovat na základovou ontologii. Nástroj se uč´ı postupně. Tak jak autor ontologie zpracovává
dalšı́ dokumenty, učı́cı́ množina se zvětšuje a nástroj poskytuje lepšı́ odhady. Po identifikaci konceptů,
předkládá nástroj své návrhy uživateli. Ten buď přijme nebo opravı́. Na základě této zpětné vazby n´astroj
upravı́ pravidla pro identifikacı́ konceptů. Učenı́ a úprava extrakčnı́ch pravidel probı́há pomocı́ metod
zpracovánı́ přirozeného jazyka a nástroje na extrakciinformacı́.

1. Úvod

Inteligentnı́ medicı́nské systémy (IMS) pomáhajı́ lékařům navrhnout a řı́dit léčbu specifickou pro jed-
notlivého pacienta a poskytujı́ okamžité návrhy nebo upozorněnı́ o změnách v zdravotnı́m stavu pacienta.
Navı́c napomáhajı́ lékařům organizovat léčbu tak, aby byla v souladu s doporučenými postupy, ať se jedná o
obecná doporučenı́ vydávaná odbornými společnostmi nebo o technicko-organizačnı́ pravidla konkrétnı́ho
zdravotnického zařı́zenı́. Takový přı́stup k léčbˇe vede k zlepšenı́ poskytované péče na straně jedné a ke
snı́ženı́ výdajů za tuto péči na straně druhé. Z jin´eho úhlu pohledu IMS přebı́rajı́ rutinnı́ část lékařovi práce
a lékař tedy může pracovat efektivněji.

Aby IMS mohly plnit tuto úlohu, musı́ být schopny pracovats odpovı́dajı́cı́ medicı́nskou znalostı́. Tato
znalost musı́ být navı́c poskytnuta ve formě, která je počı́tačově zpracovatelná. Dále musı́ vhodně popisovat
oblast medicı́ny od elementárnı́ch skutečnostı́ až po velmi komplexnı́ situace, a zároveň být pokud možno
univerzálnı́ a znovupoužitelná, protože vytvořenı́takovéto znalostnı́ reprezentace je nákladné a časovˇe velmi
náročné. Pro některé medicı́nské aplikace, jako napřı́klad rozhodovánı́ v kardiologii, se zdá být nejlepˇsı́
znalostnı́ formalizacı́ splňujı́cı́ výše vyjmenovan´eontologie.

K přednı́m biomedicı́nským ontologiı́m patřı́Foundation Model of Anatomy(FMA) [1], Systematized
Nomenclature of Medicine(SNOMED) [2] a Unified Medical Language System(UMLS) [3]. Všechny
z těchto ontologiı́ vznikly na územı́ Severnı́ Ameriky a soustředı́ se tedy předevšı́m na podmı́nky a postupy
obvyklé ve zdravotnictvı́ v této části světa. Použitı́ některé z těchto ontologiı́ v aplikacı́ch v českém zdravot-
nictvı́ narážı́ kromě jazykové bariéry (všechny uvedené ontologie jsou primárně v angličtině a v různé mı́ře
přeloženy do francouzštiny, španělštiny, němčiny a několika dalšı́ch jazyků) i na rozdı́lnost zdravotnictvı́ u
nás a v Severnı́ Americe. Přı́kladem takového rozdı́lu jsou použı́vané léky: některé zde běžně použı́vané
léky nejsou dostupné v Severnı́ Americe, a proto nejsou ani reprezentované v přı́slušné ontologii. Přı́mé
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použitı́ některé ze zavedených mezinárodnı́ch biomedicı́nských ontologiı́ tedy nenı́ možné. Zároveň ale
efektivně neexistuje žádná česká medicı́nská ontologie, a ani nenı́ žádná vyvı́jena.

Bez vhodné biomedicı́nské ontologie ale nenı́ možné vyvı́jet nebo nasazovat IMS do praxe vČeské repub-
lice. Tuto mezeru se snažı́ překlenout nástroj Onfram a metody, popsané v tomto článku. Onfram je nástroj
určený k ulehčenı́ vývoje biomedicı́nské ontologie vhodné pro vývoj IMS. Tvorba české biomedicı́nské
ontologie je založená na tom, že v anglicky mluvı́cı́ch oblastech již existujı́ IMS, které jako znalostnı́ zdroj
přı́mo využı́vajı́ některou z výše jmenovaných ontologiı́.

Nejjednoduššı́ postup, jak vytvořit ontologii, splňujı́cı́ výše uvedené požadavky je identifikovat v korpusu
reprezentativnı́ch textů povrchové fráze1 a namapovat je na koncepty v nějaké existujı́cı́ (základov́e) on-
tologii. Pokud takový koncept v základové ontologii neexistuje, je potřebný koncept vytvořen a autorem
vložen do ontologie, včetně odpovı́dajı́cı́ch relacı́s ostatnı́mi koncepty.

2. Metody

Při vývoji nástroje jsme se zabývali otázkou, jak je možné zrychlit a usnadnit vývoj českých
biomedicı́nských ontologiı́.̌Slo nám hlavně o to, zautomatizovat některé části procesu vytvářenı́ ontolo-
gie, jako napřı́klad identifikaci povrchových frázı́ v textu a hledánı́ odpovı́dajı́cı́ch protějšků v zavedené
mezinárodnı́ ontologii. Jsme tak schopni využit úsilı́investované do vývoje dané ontologie. Tento způsob
vytvářenı́ stále vyžaduje odbornı́ka z oblasti tvorbyontologiı́, ale dı́ky vyvinutému nástroji bude pracovat
rychleji.

Česká ontologie vytvořená tı́mto způsobem nenı́ pouh´ym překladem základové ontologie, ale je odvozenou
ontologii, která sice do značné mı́ry přejı́má strukturu základové ontologie, ale na rozdı́l od nı́ dokáže
popsat procesy v českém zdravotnictvı́. Odvozená ontologie navı́c obsahuje pouze koncepty, které se v
českém prostředı́ skutečně vyskytujı́. Na druhou stranu dı́ky provázánı́ odvozené a původnı́ ontologie, bude
jednoduché propojit systémy, založené na těchto ontologiı́ch.

Ve dvou následujı́cı́ch oddı́lech stručně popı́šeme základnı́ metody, na kterých je Onfram založen. Ve třet´ı
části bude stručně popsán vznik odvozené ontologie ave čtvrté části rozebereme některé kroky tohoto
procesu detailněji.

2.1. Extrakce informacı́

Obor nazývaný extrakce informacı́ (information extraction, IE) se zabývá metodami automatického
zı́skávánı́ informacı́ z volného textu. Existuje mnohometod a přı́stupů. V současnosti jeden z nejlepšı́ch
algoritmů LP2 [4], je implementován v nástroji AMILCARE [5], [6]. Tentonástroj jsme zvolili, protože
podává dobrý výkon, a je vhodný pro interaktivnı́ pouˇzitı́. AMILCARE navı́c poskytuje Java API a je tedy
snadno integrovatelný. AMILCARE využı́vá učenı́ učitelem: na základě korpusu dopředu anotovaných
textů (v každém dokumentu jsou vyznačeny informace, které chceme extrahovat) generuje systém extrakčnı́
pravidla. Na základě těchto pravidel jsou pak z neanotovaných textů extrahovány požadované informace.

AMILCARE nenı́ schopen sám o sobě provádět jazykovou analýzu textu. Toto nenı́ problém, pokud je text
vhodně strukturován. Většina medicı́nských textů,jak se v průběhu vývoje ukázalo, však nenı́ dostatečně
strukturovaná. Naštěstı́ je AMILCARE schopen využı́tdodatečných informacı́ o textu, včetně jazykových.

2.2. Zpracov́anı́ přirozeného jazyka

Zpracovánı́ přirozeného jazyka (Natural Language Processing, NLP) je obor, jehož zájmem je počı́tačové
zpracovánı́ přirozeného jazyka takovým způsobem, jako by počı́tač do určité mı́ry jazyku rozuměl.
Porozuměnı́ jazyku počı́tačem je obecně velmi složitý problém, který neumı́me dnes uspokojivě řešit.

1Povrchová fráze je část textu, která označuje nějaký konkrétnı́ koncept. Různé povrchové fráze mohou označovat stejný koncept,
napřı́kladglaukoma zelený očnı́ zákal. Na druhou stranu jedna povrchová fráze může v závislosti na kontextu označovat různé
koncepty,napřı́klad teplota: fyzikálnı́ veličinaversussymptom: zvýšená tělesná teplota.
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Nicméně existujı́ nástroje, které pro praktické vyuˇzitı́ umožňujı́ s uspokojivou přesnostı́ provádět morfo-
logickou a syntaktickou analýzu textu.

Tyto nástroje jsou tak schopny poskytnout dodatečné informace o textu využitelné programem na extrakci
informacı́, a tı́m zvýšit úspěšnost extrakce. K tomuto účelu využı́váme český lemmatizer a morfologický
analyzátor, který je součástı́ Pražského závislostnı́ho korpusu [7], [8]. Tento nástroj je schopen poskytnout
řadu informacı́ o zpracovávaném textu. V současnosti využı́váme předevšı́m informacı́ o slovnı́m druhu,
pádu, čı́sle a slovnı́m lemma (např. infinitiv u sloves, prvnı́ pád jednotného čı́sla u podstatných jmen,
zájmen, etc.). Lemmatizace je pro zpracovánı́ českýchtextů velmi důležitá, bez nı́ je prakticky nemožné
ztotožnit různé tvary téhož slova a tedy identifikovatpovrchové fráze označujı́cı́ stejný koncept.

2.3. Tvorba ontologie

Proces vytvářenı́ nové ontologie se sestává ze třı́ hlavnı́ch fázı́. V prvnı́ fázi je zvolen způsob reprezentace
znalostı́. To zahrnuje rozhodnutı́ o způsobu reprezentace konceptů a vztahů mezi koncepty. Ve druhé
fázi jsou identifikovány koncepty. Ve třetı́ fázi jsou nalezené koncepty začleňovány do ontologie – jsou
definovány různé relace různých typů mezi koncepty. Ve skutečnosti je proces tvorby ontologie daleko
komplikovanějšı́ – jednotlivé fáze se překrývajı́.

Pro úsporu času je při tvorbě ontologie racionálnı́ využı́t co největšı́ množstvı́ práce, která již byla voblasti
tvorby ontologiı́ vykonána. Proto se snažı́me využı́t existujı́cı́ch mezinárodnı́ch ontologiı́ jako základ pro
vytvářenou českou ontologii. Nejprve tedy vybereme základovou ontologii tak, aby jejı́ struktura a definice
typů a vztahů odpovı́dala zamýšlenému využitı́ české ontologie. Tato část ontologie bude téměř beze
změny převzata. Tento přı́stup je možný dı́ky tomu, že, jak ukazujı́ naše pozorovánı́, existujı́cı́ mezinárodnı́
biomedicı́nské ontologie ontologie jsou nevhodné k popisu jevů v českém zdravotnictvı́ pouze proto, že
neobsahujı́ potřebné koncepty. Struktura typů a vztah˚u je vyhovujı́cı́ a proto může být převzata.

V druhé fázi je zpracováván korpus textů a jsou v něm vyhledávány povrchové fráze, které budou později
mapovány na koncepty ontologie. Formálně je možné vytvořit korpus z libovolných textů, ovšem z hlediska
úspěšnosti extrakce informacı́ je vhodné, aby se jednalo o co nejvı́ce homogennı́ skupinu textů, ve kterých
je informace odvoditelná spı́še ze struktury a syntaxe než ze sémantiky. Přı́kladem takové množiny jsou
napřı́klad přı́balové lékové informace. Při vhodnˇe zvolených textech může být vyhledávánı́ povrchov´ych
frázı́ částečně zautomatizováno a tedy urychleno. Korpus je nástrojem zpracováván na pozadı́ tak, jak
uživatel procházı́ dalšı́ dokumenty v korpusu. Nástroj vyhledává povrchové fráze a uživatel jeho návrhy
opravuje a doplňuje. Na základě této zpětné vazby systém zpřesňuje pravidla pro extrakci povrchových
frázı́. Jak nástroj pro extrakci informacı́, tak nástroj pro zpracovánı́ přirozeného jazyka, byli vybrány tak,
aby umožňovaly interaktivnı́ reakci na rozhodnutı́ uživatele.

Ve třetı́ fázi je každá povrchová fráze identifikovaná v předchozı́ fázi přeložena do angličtiny a je hled´an jejı́
protějšek v základové ontologii. Pokud je hledánı́ úspěšné, je povrchová fráze přiřazena konceptu, pokud
koncept nalezen nenı́, je potřeba provést namapovánı́ ručně nebo v nové ontologii vytvořit koncept nový.

2.4. Extrakce povrchových frázı́ a p̌ri řazovánı́ konceptů

Při vytvářenı́ ontologie na zelené louce nenı́ k dispozici žádný počı́tačově zpracovatelný zdroj, kromě
základové ontologie a jednoduchých slovnı́ků jako napřı́klad seznam diagnóz. Nejprve dojde k
předzpracovánı́ korpusu textů: každý dokument je automaticky doplněn lingvistickými informacemi. V
současnosti to jsou morfologické značky a slovnı́ lemma. Ale obecně se může jednat o libovolnou infor-
maci o syntaktické nebo sémantické rovině textu, kter´a by mohla pomoct s identifikacı́ povrchových frázı́.
Přı́kladem jsou informace o struktuře věty.

V následujı́cı́ fázi uživatel procházı́ a zpracováv´a jednotlivé dokumenty. Po načtenı́ dokumentu nástroj
nejprve označı́ koncepty na základě nějaké pomocného slovnı́ku, napřı́klad seznamu léků [9]. Dále jsou ap-
likována extrakčnı́ pravidla generovaná na základě již zpracovaných dokumentů (při zpracovánı́ prvnı́ho
dokumentu žádná taková pravidla neexistujı́). Povrchové fráze označené v předchozı́ch dvou krocı́ch
jsou zobrazena uživateli k posouzenı́. Uživatel doporuˇcenı́ přijme, opravı́ nebo doplnı́. Na základě oprav
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učiněných uživatelem, nástroj upravı́ extrakčnı́ pravidla.

V tomto okamžiku jsou všechny povrchové fráze v dokumentu identifikovány, ale mnoho z nich je ve tvaru
složených jmenných frázı́, které musı́ být před dalšı́m zpracovánı́m rozloženy. Rozklad je v současné době
prováděn heuristicky, algoritmem, který bere v úvahu podstatná jména, spojky, interpunkci a závorky ve
složené jmenné frázi. Závorky obvykle obsahujı́ př´ıklad obecnějšı́ho konceptu, který závorce předcházı́.
Čárky a spojky oddělujı́ jmenné fráze obsahujı́cı́ stejné podstatné jméno (přı́padně rozvité), ale druhéa
přı́padné dalšı́ výskyty tohoto podstatného jména jsou vynechány. Algoritmus se pokoušı́ rozdělit složenou
frázi a znovu zrekonstruovat jednoduché jmenné fráze,z nichž se skládá. Výsledné jednoduché jmenné
fráze jsou zobrazeny uživateli jako návrhy, který má možnost je opravit.

Nakonec jsou povrchové fráze přiřazeny konceptům v z´akladové ontologii. Proces přiřazenı́ povrchových
frázı́ konceptu může být automatizován, pokud je dan´y koncept v základové ontologii obsažený. V našem
testovacı́m přı́padě je jako základové ontologie pouˇzito UMLS. Povrchové fráze (v češtině) jsou přeloženy
do angličtiny pomocı́ česko-anglického slovnı́ku slovnik.seznam.cz. Překladový modul zkoušı́ překládat
frázi jako celek i po jednotlivých slovech. Výsledkem pˇrekladu je tedy množina potenciálnı́ch výrazů.
Tento přı́stup je možný dı́ky tomu, všechny překlady jsou v dalšı́m kroku testovány proti UMLS databázi a
tak jsou vyloučeny všechny nesmyslné překlady.

Překlady povrchových frázı́ jsou testovány pomocı́ aplikačnı́ho serveru UMLSKS [10]. Všechny koncepty,
které se shodujı́ s překladem povrchových frázı́, jsoupak zobrazeny uživateli, aby vybral ten správný.
Uživatel má také možnost ručně zadat na který koncept se má povrchová fráze mapovat. Ručnı́ho mapovánı́
je vždy třeba, pokud se vhodný koncept v základové ontologii nenacházı́.

Onfram umožňuje vložit nový koncept na základě toho,že se v ontologii nacházı́sourozenectohoto kon-
ceptu. Napřı́klad antihistaminikum Flonidan, v UMLS neobsažené, bude mı́t většinu relacı́ stejnou jako lék
Zyrtec, tedy koncept v UMLS obsažený. Nástroj umožňuje projı́t relace, ve kterých se vyskytuje sourozenec
(Zyrtec) nového konceptu (Flonidan) a pro nový koncept relevantnı́ vztahy “zkopı́rovat”.

3. Výsledky

V průběhu vývoje byl nástroj Onfram testován na reálném problému: tvorbě české lékové ontologie na
základě přı́balových letáků. Nejprve byl vytvořenkorpus 200 přı́balových letáků, které byly náhodně
vybrány z vı́ce než třı́ tisı́c přı́balových letákůléků dostupných v̌Ceské republice.́Uspěšnost nástroje byla
měřena po zpracovánı́ poloviny dokumentů. Důvodem bylo, že extrakce povrchových frázı́ je založena
na učı́cı́m se algoritmu, jehož úspěšnost roste se zvˇetšujı́cı́ se trénovacı́ množinou, tedy množinou již
zpracovaných textů. Ostatnı́ použité metody, jako je zpracovánı́ přirozeného jazyka nebo mapovánı́ povr-
chových frázı́ na koncepty, nejsou v aktuálnı́ verzi Onframu ovlivněny zpětnou vazbou uživatele a proto
jejich úspěšnost nezáležı́ na množstvı́ zpracovan´ych dokumentů.

Výsledky jsou uvedeny v tom pořadı́, v jakém po sobě následujı́ jednotlivé kroky, jsou v procentech a
zaokrouhleny na celá čı́sla.

Nejprve proběhlo obohacenı́ testu o jazykovou informaci.Morfologický analyzátor a lemmatizátor byl
úspěšný v 96 procentech přı́padů. To je velmi dobrý výsledek, vzhledem k tomu, že tento nástroj byl
vytvořen na základě korpusu obecných textů, jako napˇrı́klad novinové články, romány, etc.

Dále byly vyhledány v textu povrchové fráze. Nástroj pro extrakci informacı́ dosáhl úplnosti (recall) 78
procent a přesnosti (precision) 93 procent.Úspěšnost rozkladu složených jmenných frázı́ na jednoduché
byla 64 procenta.

Při překladu byl použit on-line slovnı́k slovnik.seznam.cz, který má dobré pokrytı́ v oblasti medicı́ny. Sed-
mdesát osm procent povrchových frázı́ bylo přeloženosprávně (v tom smyslu, že hledaný překlad byl v
množině možných překladů, kterou vrátil překladový modul). Zhruba 11 procent povrchových frázı́ bylo
namapováno přı́mo prostřednictvı́m rozhranı́ UMLS Knowledge Source Server (UMLSKS), které je dos-
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tupné na [10]. Toto rozhranı́ toleruje překlepy stejně tak unifikuje slova, jejichž pravopis kolı́sá. Tı́mto
způsobem se dařilo najı́t protějšky slov latinského ařeckého původu, protože pravopis těchto slov se v
češtině a angličtině lišı́ jen lehce (napřı́kladhypokalemieversushypokalemia). Celkově bylo automaticky
přeloženo a správně namapováno 75 procent povrchových frázı́. Uživatel pouze prováděl výběr v momentě,
kdy bylo na výběr vı́ce možných mapovánı́.

Pro zbylých 25 procent povrchových frázı́ nebyl nástroj schopen navrhnout žádný mapovánı́. Tato skupina
frázı́ se sestávala z frázı́, které majı́ v UMLS protějšek, ale nebyl nalezen (např.člunkovit́a deprese ST
versusU-shaped ST depresion) – celkově 17 procent všech frázı́; a frázı́, jejichž protějšek v UMLS nebyl
schopen nalézt ani zkušený uživatel UMLS ve spolupráci s lékaři – 8 procent všech frázı́.

4. Diskuze

Nástroj Onfram je navržen předevšı́m na tvorbu českých biomedicı́nských ontologiı́. Nicméně většina jeho
komponent je jazykově neutrálnı́ a Onfram je navržen tak, že všechny jazykově závislé části, jako nástroje
na zpracovánı́ přirozeného jazyka a překladový slovnı́k, mohou být snadno nahrazeny. Stejně tak je možné
Onfram použı́t na tvorbu některých ontologiı́ i mimo oblast medicı́ny. Podmı́nkou je ale existence vhodné
základové ontologie.

Největšı́ slabinou aktuálnı́ verze nástroje Onfram jeidentifikace povrchových frázı́ ve volném textu. V bu-
doucnosti se chceme věnovat vylepšovánı́ úspěšnosti extrakce informacı́. Cestu vidı́me jednak v poskyt-
nutı́ dalšı́ch informacı́ programu AMILCARE, jako je napˇrı́klad větná struktura, jednak v kombinaci vı́ce
nástrojů extrakcı́ informace, jako napřı́klad AMILCARE a SVMlight [11].

Problémem extrakce informacı́ a tvorby ontologiı́ se zab´yvá několik projektů. Existuje zde tedy několik
nástrojů, které poskytujı́ tuto funkcionalitu. Nejzn´amějšı́mi a nejvı́ce použı́vanými jsou Protégé [12], nástroj
na tvorbu ontologiı́, a GATE [13], obecný framework pro extrakci informacı́ a zpracovánı́ přirozeného
jazyka. Pro běžného uživatele zde však existue mezera– nástroj, který by komfortnı́m způsobem spojo-
val oba nástroje. Proto jsem se rozhodli vyvinout vlastnı́nástroj, který by splňoval požadavky takového
uživatele.

5. Závěr

V článku jsme popsali metody pro vytvářenı́ českých biomedicı́nských ontologiı́ch. Dále jsme popsali
nástroj Onfram, který tuto metody implementuje. Ukázali jsme, jakých výsledků nástroj dosahuje na
reálném projektu – tvorbě české lékové ontologie. Onfram byl testován na korpusu 200 přı́balových letáků.
Mapovánı́ nalezených povrchových frázı́ na koncepty ontologie je poměrně úspěšné (75 procent).

Náš přı́stup k vytvářenı́ českých biomedicı́nských ontologiı́ je založen na využitı́ struktury typů a vz-
tahů některé z uznávaných mezinárodnı́ch biomedic´ınských ontologiı́, které jsou předevšı́m v anglickém
jazyce. Ukázali jsme, že nenı́ možné tyto ontologie přı́mo použı́t jednak kvůli jazykové bariéře a také kv˚uli
chybějı́cı́m konceptům.

Nástroj Onfram zrychluje tvorbu odvozené české ontologie tı́m, že se pokoušı́ automatizovat některé
činnosti při tvorbě ontologie, jako napřı́klad hledánı́ povrchových frázı́ ve volném textu nebo mapovánı́
povrchových frázı́ na koncepty základové ontologie. Dı́ky způsobu vzniku odvozené ontologie je tato
do značné mı́ry kompatibilnı́ s původnı́ – základovou –ontologiı́. Dı́ky tomu, že koncepty jsou hledány
v českých medicı́nských textech, odvozená ontologie obsahuje právě ty koncepty, které jsou v českém
zdravotnictvı́ použı́vány.

Onfram se nesnažı́ plně automatizovat tvorbu ontologie,ani žádné z jeho částı́. Cı́lem projektu je vyvinout
nástroj, který pomůže uživateli tı́m, že redukuje rutinnı́ práci, kterou by bylo jinak potřeba dělat ručně.
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Abstract

This work deals with a global model of PGA. A short overview ofthe model is introduced. Our
research is concentrated on a master-slave algorithm (somewhere also called global). The complexity
analysis of the algorithm is created and the processor optimality is derived from the analysis. Based on
the optimality derivation, theoretical results with results from the real implementation are compared and
the limitations of the algorithm are stated.

1. Introduction

In the literature, many classification of PGA models have been published. One of them divides PGAs into
global, coarse-grained, fine-grained and hybrid types. More could be found at [1, 4]. We deal with the
global model. It is also known as a master-slave model. Thereis only one population and evaluation of the
population is spread to slaves. The main mechanism of a chosen PGA will be clarified later. It is generally
well known that the algorithm is divided into two parts—a master and a slave part. We presuppose that
there are more than one slave. Master process initializes variables and structures, creates the master task
and writes to a process table. Then it creates slave processes and writes their tasksids into the process table
as well. After that it creates a first population and enters into while cycle. In the while cycle, the population
is split according to the population sizeN and the number of processorsp and sent to slave processes.
When a slave finishes its evaluation, it sends back to master.An evaluated part is moved to a population
array. When all slaves send their evaluations, the master starts a selection-crossover-mutation part.

2. Selection of PGA

We have several requirements on the PGA model. In first place,we want to keep the model as simple
as possible, because the more difficult model we would implement, the more troubles we would get in
our analysis. The models like coarse-grained, fine-grainedand hybrid are powerful, but their optimization
powers are a little bit frustrating for the analysis. As far as the model is concerned, we concentrate on a
global PGA. There are many resources for it. The most important reason is to keep the run under simple GA
rules and not to get confused by any indefiniteness. The second important reason is to focus on the study, the
analysis and the design and not on the implementation. The implementation should confirm our theoretical
predictions. The third reason is our worry of eventual problems, appearing during the implementation,
which will come true in the end.

3. Selection of network and topology

We know from the introduction that the interconnection networks of PGA have crucial features. Opti-
malization is clear, to transfer maximum number of messagesin the shortest time with minimum costs.
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Usually, there are many contradictory requirements. The main requirements are: small and fixed degree,
small diameter, symmetry, large bisection width, extendability and easy routing.

We chose a star network type. Let’s the network is represented by a graphG = (V,E), whenN =∑
G V (G). It has the diameterφ(G) = 2, the degree of a vertexdegG(u) = N − 1, whereu ∈ V (G), the

edge symetry, easy extendability.

4. Analysis

In the analysis, we employ performance metrics to evaluate the behaviour of the algorithm. For the solution,
we take a classical master-slave architecture, which is induced by the chosen network. Not only is that an
industrial standard, but it is easy to parallelize. This is also called a global PGA. By term “easy parallelize”
we suppose easy to create a master and slave tasks, communications between them and keep them in a
traditional GA area. During the run of a GA, procedures like selection, crossover, mutation and evaluation
are employed. The last one–the evaluation of population is the most time consuming procedure, so therefore
the evaluation in our approach is the task to divide to chunksand run in a parallel way. The master processor
is responsible for selection, crossover, mutation and communication with slaves. The slave processor is
responsible for evaluation and communication with the master.

In this section, we describe the main mechanism of the chosenPGA. We know that the program is divided
into two parts–master and slave. We presuppose that there are more than one slave.Master processes
initializes variables and structures, creates the master task and writes it to a process table. Then it creates
of slave processes and writes their tasksids into the process table as well. After that it creates a first
population and enters into while cycle. In the cycle, the population is split according toN andp values and
sent to slave processes. When a slave finishes it’s evaluation, it sends the evaluation back to the master. An
evaluated part is moved to a population array. When all slaves send their evaluations, the master starts a
selection-crossover-mutation cycle.Slavereceives the part of a population, evaluates it and returns it back
to the master.

Figure 1: Topology for Master-Slave PGA. Master node is0 and slave nodes are from1 to 4.

5. Expected difficulty of the solution

When an estimation of behaviour of an algorithm is needed, weusually use performance metrics to evaluate
it. We use X(N, p) to show that the task is of a sizeN running onp processors. We deal with the variables
like the total parallel run time of an algorithmT (N, p), the workW (N, p), the costC(N, p), the speed up
S(N, p), the efficiencyE(N, p), the total overheadH(N, p), processor optimality and other limitations.
More about performance metrics are in [5].
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6. Sequential GA

When we want to evaluate the populationN and evaluation of one individual takes timeTo, we get total
evaluation timeTtot. As we know GAs (PGAs) work in cycle, we have to keep in mind that we estimate
only one cycle of an algorithm.

Ttot(N) = NTo (1)

Other sequential characteristics (W , C) can be easily extracted from the given equations (1).

7. Global Parallel GA

We are about to start with an estimation of the total paralleltime Ttot(N, p). Before that, we are going
to explain some parameters:N is the total number of individuals,p is a number of processors,p − 1 is a
number of slave processors,Tw is the time when the master processor waits,Te is the time for evaluation
all population andTc is the communication time between a master and a slave process.

Tw = Te − (p− 2)Tc (2)

Let’s explain the equation (2), why it holds. The master sends a portion of a population to a slave in time
Tc. Then first slave starts to evaluate it’s portion, while the master sends data to a second slave. The number
of all slaves isp− 1, but the first slave started evaluation after firstTc, that why we have(p− 2)Tc. When
all slaves are busy, the master is idle (Tw) until the first slave send message “ready”.

If we presuppose that a task is equally divided and time for searchTe and individualsN on p − 1 slave
processors will be

Te =
NTo

p− 1
, (3)

when one position test takesTo time. To sum up

Tw =
NTo

p− 1
− (p− 2)Tc. (4)

The total timeTtot will be:

Ttot = 2(p− 1)Tc + Tw =
NTo

p− 1
+ pTc. (5)

Precisely, we can write the total time of the parallel run as

Ttot(N, p) = Tsel + Tcross + Tmut + Tw + 2(p− 1)Tc, (6)

whereTtot is the total time of one cycle,Tcross is the time of a crossover process andTmut is the time of a
mutation. AddingTsel, Tcross andTmut to Tscm, whereTsel > Tcross > Tmut.

Ttot(N, p) = Tscm +
NTo

p− 1
+ pTc (7)
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The total timeTtot does not give us enough and complete information about behaviour the algorithm. So
we will employ other characteristics to get better view in the analysis.

Let us start with the workW (N, p) of the algorithm.

W (N, p) = Tc + 2Tc + 3Tc + . . .+ pTc + (p− 1)Tw + pTc + (p− 1)Tc + . . .+ Tc (8)

W (N, p) = 2Tc(1 + . . .+ p) + (p− 1)Tw (9)

Then we can write

W (N, p) = p(p+ 1)Tc +NTo − (p− 1)(p− 2)Tc. (10)

After simplification so we can get

W (N, p) = NTo + 2(2p− 1)Tc. (11)

W (N, p) ≈ O(N + p)

Next characteristics is a total costC(N, p),

C(N, p) = NTo +
NTo

p− 1
+ p2Tc. (12)

Relation betweenC(N, p) andW (N, p) isW (N, p) ≤ C(N, p), whenp ≥ 2.

Is the algorithm cost optimal? No, it is not because ofO(N + p2) 6= O(SU(N))1.

Next metric is a speedupS(N, p),

S(N, p) =
NTo

NTo

p−1 + pTc

≈
p− 1

1 + p2k
, (13)

wherek = Tc

NTo
. The constantk is used in the next.

EfficiencyE(N, p) is

E(N, p) =
NTo

NTo + NTo

p−1 + p2Tc

. (14)

E(N, p) from equation (14) is taken and simplified.

E(N, p) =
NTo

NTo + p2Tc
(15)

1In our case,O(SU(N)) = O(SL(N)) = O(N).
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We can change the equation above to the equation below by division ofNTo,

E(N, p) =
1

1 + p2Tc

NTo

=
1

1 + kp2

N

, (16)

we should minimizekp2

N to maximize the efficiencyE(N, p).

min(
kp2

N
)→ max(E(N, p)) (17)

Under conditions:kp2

N → 1,E(N, p)→ 1
2 , the size of population optimality is

Nopt = kp2, (18)

the size of processor optimality is

popt =

√
N

k
(19)

and total overheadH(N, p) is

H(N, p) = p(
NTo

p− 1
+ pTc)−NTo. (20)

Let’s make it simpler,

H(N, p) =
NTo

p− 1
+ p2Tc. (21)

The optimal number of processorspopt is received from the following:

∂Ttot

∂p
= 0, (22)

whereTtot is the total parallel run time from the equation (5) andp is the number of processors.

popt =

√
NTo

Tc
+ 1 (23)

8. Experiments

In the following, we describe carried out experiments and some achieved results. We also state fundamental
computing and genetic parameters of the algorithm, becauseit makes the description more precise and
worthy. The relevant parameters are enclosed in Table 1.

We evaluatedpopt and get to the result, which also corresponds with the measured valuesTtotex. If we
interpret the result that the number of processor optimality is somewhere between4 and5, we might claim
we got the right value. We used the one-max function as a simple test function. However, the test function
is not a main issue, we suppose that the complexity of a test function would not change achieved results.
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Computing parameters

The number of workstations 7
Interconnection network 100Mbps Ethernet
The type of workstations Sun Ultra Sparc
OS Sun Solaris 8
Kernel version SunOS 5.8
Message passing library PVM 3.3

Genetic parameters

Population sizes 100− 10000
Population coding binary
Crossover type one point
Crossover rate 0.8− 1.0
Mutation rates 0− 0.05
Selection type tournament
Tournament size 2

Table 1: The computing and genetic parameters of the algorithm employed in experiments.

9. Discussion

The disadvantages of MS topology are very well known. While all slave processes are computing, the
master process is idle. While one slave communicates with the master, other slaves are waiting. During
synchronization of generations, slaves are waiting.

In Figure 2, different total parallel run times per generation were measured.Ttot which stands as the the-
oretical total parallel run time,Ttotex which stands for the experimental one.Ttot2 has two times quicker
under-laying communication environment andTtot10 ten times. The optimal number of processorspopt

could be calculated according to the equation (23). We reached the result aspopt = 4.16 for the experimen-
tal system.

The model was implemented with a PVM library. The PVM [6] is a message-passing package that may
use a network of heterogenous UNIX computers to behave like asingle parallel computer. It could also
be used on various parallel computers, so portability of software is possible. The PVM 3.3 library, the gcc
compiler and a network of Sun SPARC workstations running Solaris OS were employed. The results are
outcome of100 independent runs. The tests were run in the Sun Sparc Laboratory at the Department of
Computer Science and Engineering, where PVM 3.3 library andgcc compiler are installed. We acquired
the knowledge and ideas from [2, 4, 6] to quicken the implementation phase. The results, presented here,
confirmed our theoretical predictions and presupposed model limitations.

Our work covers the topic withp ∼ 10. In this range, we understand that we loose a significant portion of a
computing power by the idling master. To utilise the rangesp ∼ 100, we need to have faster communication
environments. The rangesp ∼ 1000 and more are too large and we expect very expensive systems. The
next important thing is that we did not investigate other models, their characteristics and behaviour. It was
partly tackled in [2]. We made use of unfailing parameters from related works [1, 3, 4].

For p ∼ 10, we could add a scheduler, which schedules jobs also to the master. When the master is idle, a
small portion of evaluation could be processed. Some scheduling of slave jobs could also be investigated.
As far as hardware characteristics are concerned,Tc and p are highly important. We run testing on a
network of obsolete SPARCs. Nowadays, we can challenge new mighty technologies like Beowulf clusters
supported by fast network environments (Gigabit Ethernetsor Myrinets). Those will provide us with more
free processors and a significant decrease ofTc to solve hard problems.
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Figure 2: It shows theoretical predictions and experimental resultsof the number of used processors. The optimal
number of processors is also presented. The most important graphs areTtot andTtotex, because they show
theoretical pattern and experimental reflection. Other curves (Ttot2,Ttot10) are theoretical patterns for a
faster network.

10. Conclusion

The complexity analysis of master-slave model was elaborated. Among others, we were focusing on
T (N, p), W (N, p), C(N, p), S(N, p), E(N, p), H(N, p), the number of processors optimality and lim-
itations of the parallel solution. The approximation characteristics of the model were introduced into space
graphs. The limitation concerned worse scalability of the model, processors optimality and a demand on
the exacting function evaluation. The derived equations (7, 23) work fine towards the experiments.

However, the ability of the model to utilize computing resources is low forp ∼ 10, the global PGA brings a
clear analysis, a comfortable implementation and a strict decrease of the total run time. As it was highlighted
in the discussion, there are still many open questions for the further research in the area to run GAs faster
and more efficiently.
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Abstract

Integration has been an acknowledged problem for a long time. With the aim at combining data from
different sources, data integration usually provides a unified global view over these data. A crucial part of
the task is the establishment of the connection between the global view and the local sources. Two basic
approaches have been proposed for this purpose: Global As View (GAV) and Local As View (LAV). With
the Semantic Web and its data description means, there is also another possibility - to employ ontologies
for the relationship description in an integration system.

1. Introduction

Today’s world is a world of information. The expansion of World Wide Web has brought a number of
information sources. However, at the same time, a number of different formats, data heterogeneity, and
not yet efficient machine processing of web sources cause many problems. One of them is the reappeared
problem of data integration.

Data integration is the task of combining data residing at different sources and enabling the user to process
these data as one whole. Data integration has been an acknowledged data processing problem for a long
time. Although there have been some projects on integrationof data within particular areas, there is no
universal tool for general data integration.

In general, data integration can be pursued in different layers. It is possible to consider only data, or consider
also metadata (e.g. schemas). With greater data amount, theintegration approach is rather non-materialized
than materialized. The integration result brings virtual view over data sources that do not store any data.
Therefor, the establishment of the connection to original data sources is crucial. To consider the data
schemas is essential. There are some basic approaches to thedesign a non-materialized integration system,
each with its advantages and disadvantages. The proposed approach brings an idea from the Semantic Web
- a semantic extension of the current World Wide Web.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the data integration task and basic approaches.
Section 3 introduces the vision of the Semantic Web and one ofits principle layers - ontologies. Section 4
presents an ontological approach to data integration. Finally, Section 5 summarizes the paper.
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2. Data Integration

In data integration, the goal is to synthesize data from different data sources into one integrated data source.
A user willing to process the data uses the integrated sourceand is freed from the knowledge where the data
are and how the data are structured in the respective sources.

The integrated data source can be materialized, i. e. a new data source is created and it physically stores
data, or it can be virtual, i. e. a virtual view is defined and the data remain in the sources. In materialized
data integration approach, a copy of the data is made. So, with respect to actualization requirements, it is
suitable for more or less stable data. Virtual data integration approach provide an interface to autonomous
data sources, it can be used also for large amount of data withrelatively frequently changing content. In
a connection with the World Wide Web data, this approach suggests itself. It is also possible to combine
both approaches. An example is an integration system that provides a virtual integrated view, but it also
materializes some data in a cache. The cache is usually used for frequently accessed data.

A commonly used system architecture in virtual view approach [1] to data integration is depicted in Figure 1.
A base of the system is a set of data sources to integrate. The higher layer is a set of components called
wrappers. Each wrapper belongs to one local data source and it plays a role of a connector between the
local source background (it means a specific model, a specificlanguage etc. for the source) and the global
one. The pure integration part of the system is presented in hierarchical layers of mediator components.
A mediator can obtain information from components below it and can provide information to components
above it. In general, an integration system can contain an arbitrary complex architecture.

Figure 1: A mediation integration architecture

Each mediator in a hierarchy can be seen as a virtual view. These views are then used in query evaluation.
A user of the integration system poses his query to a global view using a global schema. Using mediation
integration, the query is reformulated and decomposed to refer to the data sources and the queries are also
executed over the sources. Then obtained information is composed and the answer is given back to the user.
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The main components of a data integration system are the sources with their local schemas, the global
virtual view with the global schema, and the mediated systemthat expresses the correspondence between
the global source and the local sources. So it follows that a data integration systemI is a triple

I = (G,L,M),

whereG is a global schema,L is a set of local schemas andM is a mediation system.

A possible way how to describe the mediation system is to use mappings. Mapping is a set of assertions
that establish the connection between the element of the global schema and those of the local schema. The
composition of mapping is an essential task. It plays a crucial role in query resolving - another important
process of a data integration system. Two basic approaches [2, 3] have been used in order to specify the
mapping. TheGlobal As View(GAV) approach consists in defining the global schema as a setof views over
the local schemas, while theLocal As View(LAV) approach consists in defining the local sources as a set
of views made on the global schema.

Because the GAV is based on the idea that the content of each element of the global schema should be
characterized in terms of a view over the sources, this mapping tells the system how to retrieve the data.
The GAV favors the system in carrying out query processing - it gives direct information on how query
answering may be performed. Some GAV data integration systems do not allow integrity constraints in the
global schema. Under these assumptions, query processing can be based on a simple unfolding strategy:
every element of the global schema is substituted with the corresponding query over the sources. When
global schema allows integrity constraints, the query processing in GAV becomes more complex - integrity
constraints here can in principle be used in order to overcome incompleteness of data in the sources. In
GAV query processing can look easy. However, this idea is effective when a set of sources is stable. The
addition of a new source and extending the system can be difficult. The new source may have an impact on
the definition of various elements of the global schema. So itcan force the system designer to redesign the
schema, and so to reconsider all the sources.

The LAV approach is based on the idea that the content of each source can be characterized in terms of a
view over the global schema. Processing queries in LAV is a difficult task. The only knowledge we have
about the data in the global schema is through the views representing the sources, and such views provide
only partial information about the data. The mapping specifies the role of each source relation with respect
to the global schema. It is not immediate to infer how to use the sources in order to answer queries. The
LAV favors the system in the extensibility - addition of sources simply means enriching the mapping with
definition of a new view over the global schema, without otherchanges.

To compensate the insufficiency of the LAV and GAV approaches, also their combinations have been pro-
posed. TheGlobal Local As View(GLAV) approach [4] establishes the relationships betweenthe global
schema and the sources by making both of LAV and GAV mappings and allows flexible schema definitions
independent of the particular details of the sources.

3. The Semantic Web

The Semantic Web [5, 6] is intended as an extension of today’sWorld Wide Web. It should consist of
machine readable and efficiently processable data. The basis is addition of data semantics - data description
will be stored together with data themselves. The full realization of the Semantic Web belongs still to the
future; however, many tools, languages, theories etc. havebeen developed and several also implemented.
The Semantic Web is based on several standards, which are defined by W3C (WWW Consortium) [7].

An important requirement for effectively machine processable data is data structuring. On the web, the main
structuring method is using tags, which are parts of text containing information about the role of the text.
Nowadays, the metalanguage XML (eXtensible Markup Language) [8] is used for making web document
structure. It provides syntax for machine readable data. But only XML is not enough to describe data.
The technique to specify the meaning of information is RDF (Resource Description Framework) [9]. It is a
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basic tool of web sources metadata addition. RDF data model gives an abstract conceptual framework for
metadata definition and usage. It uses XML syntax (RDF/XML) for encoding. Additionally, there is also an
extension of RDF called RDF Schema [10] that is useful for class definition and class hierarchy description.

An instrument for definition of terms used either in data or inmetadata are ontologies [11]. The term on-
tology has been used in many ways and across different communities. A popular definition of the term
ontology in computer science is: an ontology is a formal, explicit specification of a conceptualization. A
conceptualization refers to an abstract model of some phenomenon in the world. However, a conceptual-
ization is never universally valid. Ontologies have been set out to overcome the problem of implicit and
hidden knowledge by making the conceptualization explicit. Ontologies aim at modeling and structuring
domain knowledge. It may take a variety of forms, but it will necessarily include a vocabulary of terms and
some specification of their meaning. In the context of web technologies, ontology is a file or a document
that contains formal definitions of terms and term relations. The Semantic Web technique for definition of
ontologies is the OWL (Ontology Web Language) language [12].

4. Ontology-based mediation integration

In an ontology-based integration approach described in this paper, a conception of a virtual integration
form is adopted. A global source will be also non-materialized and for the establishment of a connection
to the data sources some kind of mapping will be applied. However, instead of using mapping rules as
assertions for global and local schemas elements, a more complex structure covering all mapping will be
employed. This approach exploits the idea that on the Semantic Web every peace of information has got
defined its meaning and supposes availability of ontologiesas a means for defining the concept of the data.
The integration task is transformed to the building of an ontology for the integration system. This ontology
from its principle should cover ontologies of all data used in the system and mappings that are in general
seen as definitions of relationships between data.

Suppose, there are two data sourcesS1 andS2. Each source schema is described by an ontology: an
ontology referring to the local sourceS1 isOS1 , an ontology of the sourceS2 isOS2 . The global integrated
view the integration system should provide has an ontologyOG. The integration system, in Section 2
formalized as a tripleI = (G,L,M), has in this case representation

I = (OG, {OS1 , OS2}, OI),

whereOI is an ontology of the integration system.

OntologyOI is used to describe the mapping between elements of the global view and the local sources.
OI is also an ontology of all concepts used in the integration systemI. So it follows that for ontologies of
local sources is valid:

OS1 ⊆ OI

OS2 ⊆ OI

While ontologiesOS1 andOS2 are given with the sources,OG andOI need to be determined. Description
of OG is relatively independent on the sources.OG contains definition of concepts accessible directly via
the global view. It is a matter of a designer who decides what will be accessible via the integration system
and in what form.

Establishment ofOI is a crucial step. However, it is not an easy task. CoveringOS2 , OS2 , OG and their
relationships,OI is the result of task called merging ontologies. Ontology merging is studied e.g. in [13]
and [14]. As in schema integration in other approaches, someconflicts [15] that have to be solved can
arise. Conflicts can be of various types [16], for example terms conflicts, schema discrepancies, raw data
and metadata conflicts etc. Regarding used terms, synonym and homonyms conflicts can arise. (Synonyms
are different words with similar or identical meanings. Homonyms are words that are spelled the same but
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with a different meaning.) In the ontology world, it is not difficult to deal with synonyms or homonyms,
because there are means how to express relationship betweenterms. In an ontology, each term has a unique
reference. Although, there can be two terms in two ontologies named in the same way, they are uniquely
distinguishable, because of the context - the ontology where they are defined. This is for instance in XML
syntax solved by namespaces. Within ontologies it is also possible to state that two terms are equivalent
and describe the synonymic relationship, and by this to enable process it in a right way.

Example 1 There are two sources to integrate. Source 1 stores satellite images taken from a satellite Ikonos and its
ontologyO1 describes only one class namedIkonos images with propertiesdate ,the geometc. Source 2 stores
satellite images from a satellite Spot, its ontologyO2 contain classSpot images with propertiesdate acqui ,
the geometc. Since the integration system should provide satelliteimages coming from different data sources, global
ontologyOG contains class namedsatellite images with propertiesdate (date when the image was taken),
geom (a geometry of the photographed region), etc. To obtain ontology of the system,O1, O2, OG, and knowledge
about relationships among particular concepts are merged.OntologyOI is following:

Figure 2: OntologyOI

Ontology OI contains three classes:satellite images , Ikonos images , and Spot images . Images
from Ikonos and images from Spot are both satellite images, so there is hierarchical class - subclass relationship
betweensatellite images and Ikonos images and betweensatellite images and Spot images .
Ikonos images and Spot images cannot be merged into one class, because it refers to different satellite im-
ages. With the knowledge of class properties semantics, there can be seen property - subproperty relationship between
a global property and a relevant local property, for exampledate and date . Moreover, if there were the same
integrity constraints on each property from the pair, the properties can be merged and connected as equivalent.�

With a data integration system, a user poses his query on the global view in terms of the global view. In
order to execute the query over the sources, where data are stored, query processing is needed. There are
two approaches to query processing. The first one is query rewriting - a query is decomposed to parts
referring to local sources and reformulated to be expressedin local source background. The other one is
query answering - it do not pose any limitations on how a queryis processed, the only goal is to exploit
all possible information to compute the answer, for examplefind the set of data such that the knowledge
logically implies that it is an answer to the query.

With mapping expressed in an ontology, for query rewriting,it is possible to adopt a rule well known in
object-oriented world: a child can substitute his parent. If we are looking for all instances of classC that
have propertyP = x, the query is

q := C(P = x).

Using ontologyOI , is-a hierarchy relationships give a means how to rewrite the query with respect to a
specific local source. IfC is not a concept of the local source schema, classC in the query is replaced with
its nearest subclassC′ in the is-a hierarchy. This is recursively repeated until a concept is founded in the
specific local source schema, or there are no more subclasses- there is no answer. The same rule as for
classes can be adopted also for properties, and the relationship property-subproperty can be employed.

In query answering approach to query processing, the is-a hierarchy is also essential. It expresses that an
instance of a node is an instance of all nodes within the path from the root node to this node. Based on this
rule, it can be determined if information from a local sourcecan be an answer to the global query.
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Example 2 Continuing the simple example of satellite images integration, this example shows query processing. The
global view provides satellite images. The query: give all available images taken on 1st January 2001, i.e.

q := satellite images(date =′ 01 − 01 − 2001′),

is processed as follows:satellite images is not in the concept of any local source, the query is rewritten.
satellite images class has two child nodesIkonos images related to the source 1 andSpot images re-
lated to the source 2. The reformulated query has two forms:

q′1 := Ikonos images(date =′ 01 − 01 − 2001′)

and

q′2 := Spot images(date =′ 01 − 01 − 2001′).

Because property date is not in the concept of the source 1, the queryq1 is further rewritten using property-subproperty
to

q′′1 := Ikonos images(date =′ 01 − 01 − 2001′).

The queryq′′1 is executed over the source 1. Analogously, the queryq′2 is rewritten and executed over the source 2.�

Compared with two basic approaches of mapping specificationin a mediation data integration, an ontology-
based approach is similar to LAV integration in a way, that the global schema is specified independently
from the sources. Another similarity can be found in extending the system. When a new source is added,
the ontology of the integration systemOI is enriched with a new source ontology and further possible
relationships to previous version ofOI . A difference between LAV and GAV and the ontology-based
integration system is in the case of a change in the layer of local or global source schemas. In case of using
ontologies, the ontology of integration system is enrichedwith the new state. It is not needed to change any
earlier part of the ontology, or even to remove some part. No other change is needed.

5. Conclusion

Data integration is a task of combining data from different data sources and enabling a user to process them
as one whole. There are two classical ways of designing an integration system providing a global virtual
view over the sources: GAV and LAV approaches. Both are basedon definition of connection between
the global view and the local sources via mappings. However,with a Semantic Web idea, there are also
other possibilities that can be used. An integration systemdescribed in this paper is based on ontologies of
the sources. An ontology of the integration system is defined, and it is consequently used for data query
processing.
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Abstract

The paper deals with reliability of measurements in the context of multiple-item testing instruments,
such as educational tests. We concentrate on popular characteristic widely used for estimation of relia-
bility called Cronbach’s alpha, which is suited for normally distributed error term. Further we discuss
modifications of Cronbach’s alpha for the case of dichotomous (true-false) scoring.

1. Reliability

When describing the reliability of measurement, it is usually assumed that the measurementY is composed
out of two random variables: an unobservable true valueT and an error terme,

Y = T + e.

The error term is supposed to have a zero meanE(e) = 0, a positive variance, and to be independent from
the true valueT. Therefore:

var(Y ) = var(T ) + var(e).

Thereliability of such measurement is defined by:

R =
var(T )

var(Y )
= 1−

var(e)
var(Y )

(1)

and it compares variability of the error term with the variability of measured property. The smaller the
error variance relative to the observed score variance, themore reliable is the measurement. Thus, the
measurement is considered to be reliable when the value of reliability is close to 1.

Here, we should point out that reliability is sample-dependent. Therefore a certain test can have a different
reliability when given to a population with a high variability of tested knowledge than when given to a
population with a low variability of the knowledge.

The following simple lemmas give us a natural interpretation of the reliability.

Lemma 1.1 Having two independent measurementsY1 = T + e1, Y2 = T + e2 of the same propertyT,
where var(e1) = var(e2), the reliability can be expressed as the correlation betweenthese two measure-
ments,R = corr (Y1, Y2).

Proof:

corr(T + e1, T + e2) =
cov(T + e1, T + e2)√

var2(Y )
=

cov(T, T ) + 0

var(Y )
=

var(T )

var(Y )
= R. 2
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In terms of educational tests, the reliability reflects to what extent it gives the same result when taken
repeatedly by the same person under the same conditions.

Lemma 1.2 The reliability can be expressed as the squared value of the correlation between the observed
score and the true score, corr2(Y, T ).

Proof:

corr2(Y, T ) =
cov2(T + e, T )

var(Y )var(T )
=

var2(T )

var(Y )var(T )
=

var(T )

var(Y )
= R.

2

Thus, the reliability of an educational test measures the strength of the relationship between the score
reached by a student and his/her true knowledge.

Unfortunately, none of these representations is useful when estimating the reliability of educational tests
because they cannot be directly estimated from the observeddata. We cannot estimate the error variance
var(e), the true scoreT, nor the knowledge of a student by the same test twice and independently. Therefore,
when estimating the reliability of an educational test, we mostly take into account a fact that such a test is
a composite measurement.

2. Reliability of composite measurement

We consider the problem of measuring the reliability of multiple-item testing instrument, such as in ed-
ucational test. Consider a series of itemsYj = Tj + ej, for j = 1, . . . ,m, where the error termsej

are mutually independent and independent on the true scoresTk for k = 1, . . . ,m, having the same
variance var(ej) = σ2

e , and mean Eej = 0. The observed overall score of them items is given by
Y = Y1,+ · · ·+Ym and the unobservable overall true score is given byT = T1,+ · · ·+Tm. The reliability
of such a composite measurement is defined by (1) and with regard to the above mentioned assumptions
can further be expressed as:

Rm =
var(T )

var(Y )
=

var(T )

var(T ) + var(
∑
ej)

=
var(T )

var(T ) +mσ2
e

. (2)

The next lemma gives a relationship between reliability of acomposite measurement and reliability of an
item in one special case:

Lemma 2.1 If for the items’ true score the following holds simultaneously:

var(T1) = · · · = var(Tm) = σ2
T

corr (Tj, Tk) = 1, j, k = 1, . . . ,m,

then all the reliabilitiesR1 of the items are equal and the reliability of the whole test can be expressed in
Spearman-Brown formula:

Rm =
mR1

1 + (m− 1)R1
(3)

Proof:

var




m∑

j=1

Tj



 =

m∑

j=1

var(Tj) +
∑∑

j 6=k

cov(Tj, Tk) =

= mσ2
T +m(m− 1)σ2

T = m2σ2
T ,

var




m∑

j=1

Yj


 = var




m∑

j=1

Tj


+ var




m∑

j=1

ej


 = m2σ2

T +mσ2
e .
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Therefore

Rm =
var
(∑m

j=1 Tj

)

var
(∑m

j=1 Yj

) =
m2σ2

T

m2σ2
T +mσ2

e

=
m

σ2
T

σ2
T

+σ2
e

1 + (m− 1)
σ2

T

σ2
T

+σ2
e

=
mR1

1 + (m− 1)R1
.

2

Related to this lemma is a fact, that reliability of an educational test is dependent on the number of its
items. Therefore, by adding suitable items to the test, the reliability could approach as close to1 as we
would desire. When comparing reliabilities of two educational tests, which in principle can’t have the same
number of items, we should bear this property of reliabilityin mind.

3. Cronbach’s Alpha

As a measure of reliability in classical test theory, Cronbach [2] proposed the coefficient alpha. This char-
acteristic estimates the consistency between items in a test and it is defined as:

αCR =
m

m− 1

var(Y )−
∑

j var(Yj)

var(Y )
=

m

m− 1

∑∑
j 6=k σjk∑∑
j,k σjk ,

(4)

whereσjk is the covariance of the pair(Yj , Yk). Novick and Lewis [3] has shown that Cronbach’s alpha is
always a lower bound of the reliability

αCR ≤ R

and is equal to reliability only if the conditions of Lemma 2.1 are fulfilled.

A very pleasant property of Cronbach’s alpha is the fact thatthis characteristic is easy to estimate from
the data simply by using sample variances and sample covariances instead of their population counterparts
in (4). This sample estimate can further be rewritten (for proof see [4]) in terms of the two-way ANOVA
as:

α̂CR =
MST −MSe

MST
= 1−

1

FT
, (5)

whereMST andMSE are the mean sums of squares andFT is statistics widely used for testing the
hypothesis var(T ) = 0 when normality of variables can be assumed.

Notation (5) gives important properties of our estimate:

• α̂ can take values between−∞ and 1, although only positive values make sense for reliability.

• The greater the estimate of reliability is, the better the educational test can distinguish between the
students. This points out the fact, that Cronbach’s alpha was designed as a coefficient of internal
consistency.

• The estimate equals one, if and only if there exist constantsai, bj , i = 1, . . . , n, j = 1, . . . ,m, so that
the score reached by thei-th student in thej-th item can be written asai + bj . This means that in this
case, to get all the information about students, one item would be enough. Therefore, when getting
too high an estimate of Cronbach’s alpha, one should actually think of lowering the number of items.

4. Cronbach’s alpha for dichotomous items

In fact, Cronbach’s alpha was designed as a generalization of the so called Kuder-Richardson formula 20
for dichotomous scoring, already proposed in 1937 in [6]:

α̂ =
m

m− 1

s2 −
∑m

j=1 pj(1− pj)

s2
, (6)
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wherepj is a relative frequency of correct answers to thejth item ands2 is a sample estimate of the
variance of total scores. One can easily see that (6) can be obtained when computing the sample estimate
of Cronbach’s alpha (4) in the case of dichotomous scoring, whereÊYj = pj is the proportion of correct
answers to thejth question andˆvar(Yj) = pj(1− pj).

Nevertheless, with dichotomous items, the assumptions of analysis of variance are violated. The scores
cannot be assumed to have normal distribution, and moreover, the variance is dependent on the mean value.
Therefore it is a matter of question to what extent is this estimate appropriate at all.

4.1. Proposed modifications of Cronbach’s alpha estimate

Formula (5) led Zvara [5] to the idea of modifying Cronbach’salpha for the case of binary outcomes
by replacingFT by statistics used for testing the hypothesisH0 : var(T ) = 0 in logistic regression.
This is equal to testing the submodel B where the scoreYij depends only on the test item (and doesn’t
depend on the student’s ability) against the model A+B wherethe scoreYij depends on the student and
on the test item. Appropriate statistics is the difference of deviance in the submodel and in the model
X2 = D(B) −D(A+B), which has under the null hypothesis theχ2(n− 1) distribution. Therefore, the
proposed estimate is:

α̂log = 1−
n− 1

X2
. (7)

In this work we are trying to justify the estimate (7), so far called thelogistic estimate of Cronbach’s alpha
or shortlylogistic alpha, and to demonstrate its qualities by simulations.

5. Extended beta-binomial model

The model used most often for describing items with dichotomous scoring is the logit-normal model called
Rasch model [7], [8]. In this model the probability of a correct response of personi on itemj is given by:

P(Yij = yij ;πi, δj) =
exp[yij(πi + δj)]

1 + exp(πi + δj)
, (8)

whereπi describes the level of ability of personi andδj is an unknown parameter describing the difficulty
of item j.

Evaluating the true reliability of a composite measurementof items which obey Rasch model with certain
parametersπi, i = 1, . . . , n, and δj , j = 1, . . . ,m is a difficult task. That is why for simulations we
propose theextended beta-binomial model, where calculating the true reliability is tractable (see (9)). The
motivation of this model is following:

An often used model in reliability studies of binary data (see for example [9], [10]) is thebeta-binomial
model. In this model we assume, that the probability of successπi varies over subjectsi = 1, . . . , n
according to a beta distribution with parametersa andb, and, conditional to this probability, the total score
Yi of theith person is binomially distributed. Choice of beta distribution forπi is logical since it is a flexible
distribution and leads to mathematically tractable results. A pleasant property of the beta-binomial model
is the fact, that the first two moments for the total score are easy to compute:

E(Y ) = nµ = n
a

a+ b

var(Y ) = nµ(1− µ)

[
1 + (n− 1)

θ

1 + θ

]
,

whereµ is the marginal probability of success for any individual,θ = 1
a+b and θ

1+θ = ρ is the intraclass
correlation corr(Yij , Yik)(j 6= l) common for any subject and any pair of responses.
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An unpleasant property of this model for our situation is thefact that it does not allow for different diffi-
culties of items. Hand in hand with this goes the common-correlation structure which is impossible in our
case.

When trying to extend for different difficulties of items andyet preserve the structure of the beta-binomial
model, we can think of the following model: We assume again, that the probability of successπi varies
over subjectsi = 1, . . . , n according to a beta distribution with parametersa andb. We qualify the impact
of the difficulty of thejth item by a small numberδj , assuming that

∑m
j=1 δj = 0. When parametersa, b

are large enough, there is a slight danger that the sumsπi + δj get outside the interval(0, 1). Therefore,
Yi1, . . . , Yim are for a givenπi independent random variables with alternative distribution alt(πi + δj). The
total scoresYi are sums of such random variables.

5.1. Properties ofYij in the extended beta-binomial model

For conditional mean and variance, it holds

E(Yij |πi) = E(Y 2
ij |πi) = P(Yij = 1|πi) = πi + δj ,

var(Yij |πi) = E(Y 2
ij |πi)− (E(Yij |πi))

2 = (πi + δj)(1− (πi + δj)).

Therefore the unconditional mean is

E(Yij) = EE(Yij |πi) =
a

a+ b
+ δj = µ+ δj ,

where we assignedµ = a/(a+b) for the mean value of the beta distribution. For the unconditional variance
it holds:

var(Yij) = var(E(Yij |πi)) + E(var(Yij |πi))

= var(πi + δj) + E((πi + δj)(1− (πi + δj)))

=
ab

(a+ b)2(a+ b+ 1)
+

∫ 1

0

(π + δj)(1 − (π + δj))
1

B(a, b)
πa−1(1− π)b−1dπ

=
ab

(a+ b)2(a+ b+ 1)
+ (µ+ δj)−

a(a+ 1)

(a+ b)(a+ b+ 1)
− 2δj

a

a+ b
− δ2j

= µ(1 − µ) + δj(1 − 2µ− δj).

Becauseρ = θ
1+θ = 1

a+b+1 , the covariance of variablesYij , Yit for j 6= t equals

cov(Yij , Yit) = cov(E(Yij |πi),E(Yit|πi))

= cov(πi + δj , πi + δt) = var(πi)

=
ab

(a+ b)2(a+ b+ 1)
= ρµ(1− µ),

Let’s define

Cj = 1 + δj
1− 2µ− δj
µ(1− µ)

.

Then the correlation betweenYij andYit for j 6= t is

corr(Yij , Yit) =
cov(Yij , Yit)√
varYijvarYit

= ρ
1√
CjCt

.

For constant difficulties of itemsδj = 0 we get the common correlation structure, corr(Yij , Yit) = ρ. For
unequal difficulties of items it is natural to assumea = b (to assume symmetric distribution of knowledge),
thereforeµ = 1/2. In this caseCj = 1− 4δ2j , thus the impact ofδ < 1 is small.
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5.2. Properties of total scoresYi in the extended beta-binomial model

The total score of theith student is the total number of correctly answered itemsYi =
∑m

j=1 Yij . We get

E(Yi|πi) = m
1

m

m∑

j=1

(πi + δj) = mπi,

var(Yi|πi) = var(
m∑

j=1

Yij |πi) =

m∑

j=1

(πi + δj)(1 − (πi + δj) = m
1

m

m∑

j=1

(πi + δj)−m
1

m

m∑

j=1

(πi + δj)
2

= m


πi −


 1

m

m∑

j=1

(πi + δj)




2

−m




1

m

m∑

j=1

(πi + δj)
2 −


 1

m

m∑

j=1

(πi + δj)




2



= mπi(1− πi)−mκδ,

whereκδ = 1
m

∑m
j=1 δ

2
j . Therefore it holds:

E(Yi) = E E(Yi|πi) = mE(πi) = m
a

a+ b
= mµ,

var(Yi) = var(mπi) + E(mπi(1− πi)−mκδ) = m2var(πi) +mE(πi)−mE(π2
i )−mκδ)

= m2 ab

(a+ b)2(a+ b+ 1)
+m

a

a+ b
−m

a(a+ 1)

(a+ b)(a+ b+ 1)
−mκδ

= mµ(1− µ)(1 + (m− 1)ρ)−mκδ.

Finally, we are getting to thereliability of the total score Yj in the extended binomial model. We define
it according to [11] as a fraction of variability between students (variability of conditional mean values
E(Yi|πi)) and variability of students’ total scoresYi:

Rm =
var(E(Yi|πi))

var(Yi)
=

var(mπi)

var(Yi)
=

m2µ(1 − µ)ρ

mµ(1− µ)(1 + (m− 1)ρ)−mκδ

=
mρ

1 + (m− 1)ρ− κδ

µ(1−µ)

. (9)

When the difficulties of items are all equalδj = 0, we get the well known Spearman-Brown formula (3).
For unequal difficulties of items, the reliability of total scores is a bit larger.

Formula (9) is very important for simulations. For the givenparameters of beta-binomial distributiona, b,
and for the given difficultiesδj , j = 1, . . . ,m we can calculate the true reliabilityRm and compare it with
estimates calculated from simulated data.

6. Simulations

So far, a single simulation was done. We investigated the behavior of the classical and logistic Cronbach’s
alpha estimator in the extended beta-binomial distribution via simulation for number of itemsk = 11,
number of studentsn = 20 and items’ difficultiesδj equidistantly distributed between−0.1 and0.1. The
parametersa = b of the beta-binomial distribution were chosen from the interval 〈1, 15〉 with step0.2.
For each simulation we generated 100 data sets and computed bias and mean squared error of the classical
estimates of Cronbach’s alpha and of the logistic estimatesof Cronbach’s alpha. For each out of 71 possible
values of parametersa = b, also the theoretical value of reliability was evaluated, using the equation (9).

In Figure 1, the bias and mean squared error of classical and logistic estimate of Cronbach’s alpha is shown
for different values of the true reliability.
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Figure 1: The bias and mean squared error of classical (circle) and proposed logistic (solid circle) estimate ofαCR

According to Figure 1, the proposed logistic alpha performsas an estimate of reliability better than the
classical Cronbach’s alpha estimate in the extended beta-binomial model. The logistic alpha tends to give
worse results only for high true reliabilities, thus for small a, b, which is the case of high probability of
cutting in the extended beta-binomial model.

7. Conclusions and Discussion

According to our simulations, the proposed logistic estimate of Cronbach’s alpha performs better for binary
data of the extended beta-binomial model than the classicalCronbach’s alpha estimate.

When going through section 5, one can conclude, that there isno need for beta distribution in the extended
model to get the same formula for true reliability of total scoresYi. Therefore, more complex simulations
in this class of models should be done.

Also, the remaining task is to justify the proposed class of models for the real data (would Hosmer-
Lemeshow goodness-of-fit test work?). Or even better to justify the proposed estimate (7) for the Rasch
model (8).

For testing the hypothesisH0 : var(T ) = 0, there also exist other statistics besides difference of deviances.
Therefore, other modifications of classical Cronbach’s alpha estimate could also be defined and compared
with logistic alpha discussed in this article.
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Abstract

Contemporary electronic health record (EHR) applicationsincorporate comprehensive medical
knowledge that is being updated very fast. Even EHRs that arebuilt considering best practices vary
slightly in their data models (DM) over time. There are various software tools supporting ”DM synchro-
nizations” on the market. Within this paper we describe special requirements that are to be set on these
tools to be successfully applicable for synchronization ofDMs in healthcare domain. As the available
tools do not meet the requirements well we also present a new open source DM synchronization tool
Schemagic that is particularly suitable for these synchronizations. Schemagic was developed as a sup-
portive tool within the project Information Technologies for Shared Health Care. Several partners from
academy as well as from industry joined for collaboration onthis project in order to cooperate on new
approaches to support sharing of medical data and knowledgeamong heterogeneous information systems.
The Schemagic synchronization tool has been successfully tested while formalizing the clinical contents
of EHRs in dental medicine. A rapid evolution of the underlying DM that started with a few clinical
concepts and evolved stepwise into hundreds of attributes and relations has confirmed that Schemagic
considerably multiplies the power and scalability of EHR systems and significantly simplifies further
research and development.

1. Introduction

Variation in the use of clinical resources, outcomes, costs, access to health care, clinical content of electronic
health records (EHR), and quality of provided health care are well recognized, ever present aspects. It is
a phenomenon that affects all sectors of the health care delivery process that is important to clinicians,
administrators, and patients [1]. New generation EHRs should be based on an architecture flexible enough
to last several generations and allowing for improvements,but without starting from scratch [2].

An EHR for integrated care is defined as a repository of information regarding the health status of a subject
of care in computer processable form, stored and transmitted securely, and accessible by multiple authorized
users [3]. It has a standardized or commonly agreed logical information model which is independent of EHR
systems. Its primary purpose is the support of continuing, efficient and quality integrated health care and it
contains information which is retrospective, concurrent and prospective.

The clinical content (i.e., collected concepts) of an EHR for integrated care evolves over time. There
remains a wide void between the basic definition and the idealexistence of a standardized EHR. The reality
is that we lack a common data model (DM), a common set of data elements, common vocabulary, and
a common set of scenarios [4]; however, there is some hope in the CEN prEN 13606 becoming an EU
standard in the near future. Still, even the EHRs built considering best practices vary slightly in their
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DMs over time, which is an apparent consequence of the variation mentioned at the beginning of this
paper. Moreover, contemporary EHR systems incorporate comprehensive medical knowledge that is being
updated regularly and that also might force the DMs to slightly evolve. A seamless support of information
flow for increasingly distributed healthcare processes requires integrating of heterogeneous IT systems into
a comprehensive distributed information system. Different standards contribute to ease this integration [5];
however, a kind of synchronization of the underlying DMs is often enforced.

Within the project Information Technologies for Shared Health Care several partners from academy as well
as from industry joined in order to cooperate on new approaches to the EHR design with the main goal
of solving issues connected with sharing medical data amongheterogeneous hospital information systems
(HIS) and EHR applications. Together, they are preparing solutions to model various EHRs and HISs using
worldwide-used standards, based mainly on the HL7 version 3specification [6]. The MUDRLite EHR
system [7] is among pilot applications chosen to test new approaches. It provides interfaces to include user-
defined modules and components. These interfaces enable to develop and integrate special components to
share data among other systems based on a defined communication standard. MUDRLite architecture is
based on two tiers. The first one is a relational database and the second one is a MUDRLite User Interface.
The database schema corresponds to particular needs and varies therefore in different medical environments.
An important part of the project was to incorporate and structuralize clinical information in dental medicine
using the Dental Cross component [8], [9].

Evolution of the incorporated dental medicine knowledge obviously forced the evolution of the underlying
DM over time. This paper discusses issues we faced and requirements we analyzed while synchronizing
DMs in order to support continuous health care. Approaches we came up with can not only be applied to
EHRs in dental medicine but to information systems in healthcare in general terms.

2. Synchronization of Data Models in Healthcare-oriented Information Systems

The rapid progress in database systems research over the past couple of decades has resulted in the evolution
of diverse database environments. Consequently, developing a declarative approach to schema integration
in the context of heterogeneous database systems was major goal of various research activities [10]. Lately,
relational databases with object-oriented extensions became a standard in the data management field. As
Entity-Relationship (ER) modelling approach became a widely used methodology of designing database
models and schemas [11] various issues connected with the synchronization of DMs and maintenance of
data integrity developed to an extensively investigated issue [12].

Resulting from the ongoing research and answering to the presented demand various software tools sup-
porting DM comparisons and synchronizations have been produced, e.g., [13], [14], [15], or [16] to name
but a few. All the tools are generally intuitive to visually compare and synchronize two databases. They
scan both databases and provide the combined schema tree view, with all differences marked. However,
even that these tools are fast and easy to operate we have realized that they do not meet all requirements that
are to be implemented while synchronizing of DMs in information systems in medicine. Basic functional-
ity of a DM synchronizing tool consists of being capable to read metadata of relational database schemas,
comparing two database schemas in order to find changes that are to be solved during the synchronization
process, and generation of the synchronizing SQL script. However, further analysis shows that a successful
tool synchronizing DMs in healthcare domain should not onlyprovide the basic functionality but also it
needs to fulfil other requirements stated as follows:

• Universality. As information systems in healthcare domain are increasingly distributed over various
heterogeneous IT systems the tool should be universal enough to be run on various operating system
platforms (e.g., MS Windows, various Linux based systems, Mac OS) and capable of co-operating
with many database system, e.g., Oracle, MS SQL Server, DB2,PostgreSQL, MySQL.

• No data loss. The tool must not affect (delete or change) any data stored in the database that is being
synchronized. This is especially important in the healthcare domain where patients’ data are very
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sensitive and the importance of this requirement is well recognized. Even though this requirement
seems to be obvious, it is often not the case. A simple data loss may be caused by rounding errors
while converting between incompatible data types or by truncating large text fields. Less obvious
(and thus more dangerous) errors may be introduced while losing of some functional relations and
dependencies that exist in the original database and cannotbe held in the new model. Best practices
of database normalization and DMs design shall always be followed [17].

• Extended security. Patient identification is one of the highest and most controversial priorities for
the implementation of HISs [18]. There is a broadly shared goal to better understand the long-
term health status of patients when addressing their immediate needs, to study the effectiveness of
different patterns of care, to investigate the long-term outcomes of proposed interventions through
clinical research studies, and to optimize the system of healthcare delivery; however, a misuse of
these sensitive information shall always be avoided. Within a HIS it may be often the case that the
clinical data are separated from the administrative ones sothat database administrators cannot get the
full-context information they do not need. A successful tool used to synchronize DMs in healthcare
information systems shall support these scenarios.

• Extensibility. The tool should be extensible in different ways in order allow the user (developer)
adding of new functionality as this may be of significant importance in the continuously evolving
medical domain, e.g., the user should be able to extend the set of supported database objects. Syn-
chronizing capabilities ought to be improved or extended ina convenient way, which means, for
example, without the necessity of developing pieces of program code (e.g., new Java classes). How-
ever, it also should be possible to add new features by addingplug- ins, which is lately a common
way of extending contemporary software.

• Off-line usage. The schema synchronization capability should be available also in an off-line mode
without a direct connection to a particular database at the time of synchronization. This feature is gen-
erally required in 24x7x365 systems providing year-round performance with critical consequences
when the system goes down. Certainly, HISs are the case. The offline usage supports synchronizing
the developers’ and customers’ schemas before the application deployment.

• Automation support. As the synchronization process in distributed environments, e.g., complex
healthcare information systems, is usually not a simple one, a command line interface becomes use-
ful. It helps to manipulate schemas of various servers and tosynchronize their models by previously
well tested scripts.

• Standards-based design. In order to ease the end-user usage as well as potential extensibility by third
parties the application of standards is always essential.

• Extensive reporting. A successful synchronizing tool should be capable to generate a well structured
report about the synchronization performed.

• DM documentation. The ability of keeping updated documentation about the current DM is essential.
This usually does not take much additional effort as the toolneeds to learn the DM details to perform
the synchronization anyway.

• National languages support. Correct handling of database objects named or in any other way linked
with terms using language specific characters is an inherentfeature that can be essential in localized
information systems. Even though this seems obvious it is often not the case.

As mentioned above there are various tools supporting DMs synchronization. However, these tools can
mainly serve as good inspirations but they cannot be directly used to synchronize DMs of EHRs and HISs
as they do not meet all the requirements well. This was mainlythe reason why we have developed a new
synchronizing tool in frame of our research aimed to supportcontinuous shared health care.
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3. Schemagic – Data Models Synchronization Tool

Schemagicis a tool developed for DM synchronization with the focus on healthcare environment. It was
developed in frame of the applied research within the project Information Technologies for Shared Health
Care number 1ET200300413 of the Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic. Further description of
Schemagic’s functionally, features, and usability can be found in [19]. It is based on current state of the art
in this field and on ideas gained while studying various synchronization tools with the main goal to meet all
the requirements stated especially for DMs synchronization in healthcare domain. The tool is open source
and can be used by anyone for free. Its source codes are based on design patterns [20] in order to be easily
modifiable and extendable by independent developers in the future.

Figure 1: Schemagic’s functionality model

The synchronization process in a simplified form is described in Figure 1. During the synchronization
source schemas’ meta-data are obtained either from a database or from an XML file describing the DM. The
next step of the synchronization process is the execution ofa specially designeddiff algorithm that compares
both the target and the source schemas and finds differences.The diff algorithm produces adiff modelthat
holds all divergences. Final step of the process consists ofcreation of the synchronization SQL script via
XSL transformation [21] mechanism. The script can be run anytime to perform the synchronization itself.
The Schemagic tool ready for download as well as its documentation can be found at WWW pages [22].

4. Results

The Schemagic synchronization tool has been successfully tested while applying the MUDRLite EHR into
the dental medicine domain [8], [9]. The fact that the detailed structuralization of clinical content of EHRs in
dental medicine was a significant part of our research project caused a rapid evolution of the underlying DM
that started with a few clinical concepts and evolved stepwise into hundreds of attributes and relations. The
Czech national patent application number PV 2005-229 contains some results of this particular research.

Owing mostly to universality of the tool there were no problems with compatibilities of various DMs and
their distributed parts that were evolving during the formalization of the clinical EHR content in dental
medicine. The capability to generate the DM documentation has made our research and development very
convenient. Moreover, we have successfully applied Schemagic while formalizing the clinical content of
EHR systems in neurosurgery.
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5. Conclusion

There are various tools supporting DMs synchronization available; however, these tools are not particularly
suitable for synchronizing of DMs in healthcare domain. We propose a new open source software tool
Schemagic that may be used for these synchronizations. Owing to its extensibility there is no problem
with support of additional representations of EHR DMs. Thistool has been successfully tested while
synchronizing various DMs developed within the project Information Technologies for Shared Health Care.
Using Schemagic synchronizing tool multiplies the power and scalability of EHR systems and significantly
simplifies further research and development. Moreover, theopen source based character and the openness
of the tool enables additional extensions and modificationsof the tool’s features according to particular
users’ needs.
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Abstract

The aim of the paper is to present a novel, general approach topreference modelling in the framework
of the relational data model. To allow nonmonotonic operations, the preferences are defined between
sets of relational instances. The aim is the generalizationof the relational algebra that is as minimal as
possible, in the sense that the formal fundamentlas of the relational data model are preserved. At the same
time, the extended model should be formal enough to provide asound basis for the investigation of other
new preference constructors and operations and for new possible applications.

1. Related Work

Lacroix and Lavency [1] originated the study of preference queries. They proposed an extension of the
relational calculus in which preferences for tuples satisfying given logical conditions can be expressed. For
instance, one could say: Pick up the tuples of R satisfyingQ∧P1∧P2; if the result is empty, pick the tuples
satisfyingQ∧P1∧¬P2; if the result is empty, pick the tuples satisfyingQ∧¬P1∧P2. The composition or
iteration of preferences, however, is not considered. Neither is addressed the issue of algebraic optimization
of preference queries.

Kießling et al. [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7] and Chomicki et al. [8, 9, 10, 11] proposed independently a similar
framework based on a formal language for formulating preference relations. The embedding (calledBest
Match Only– BMO andWinNow– WN respectively) into relational query languages they useis identical.
Many possible rewritings for preference queries are presented.

Kießling et al. [2, 6] introduce a number of base preference constructors and their combinators (Pareto
and lexicographic composition, intersection, disjoint union, and others). The possibility of having arbitrary
constraints in preference formulas is not considered.

The framework of Chomicki et al. [8] emphasizes the view of preferences as strict partial orders and
defines preferences more generally as arbitrary logical formulas. Intrinsic and extrinsic classes of preference
formulas are studied.
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Börzsönyi et al. [12] introduced the skyline operator anddescribed several evaluation methods for this
operator. Skyline is a special case of WN and BMO. It is restricted to use an intrinsic preference formula
which is a conjunction of pairwise comparisons of corresponding tuple components. Some examples of
possible rewritings for skyline queries are given but no general rewriting rules are formulated.

Argawal and Wimmers [13] use quantitative preferences (scoring functions) in queries and focus on the
issues arising in combining such preferences. Hristidis etal. [14] explore in this context the problems of
efficient query processing using materialized views. As pointed out repeatedly in their paper, the approach
based on scoring functions is inherently less expressive than the one based on preference relations. In
particular, skyline queries cannot be captured using scoring functions. Moreover, since the quantitative
approach is based on comparing the scores of individual tuples under the given scoring functions, the
preferences represented in this way have to be intrinsic. Inaddition, it is not clear how to compose scoring
functions to achieve an effect similar to various preference relation composition operations.

A more general approach is proposed in [15], where the relational data model is extended to incorporate
partial orderings into data domains. Within the extended model, the partially ordered relational algebra (the
PORA) is defined by allowing the ordering predicate to be usedin formulae of the selection operation. The
PORA expresses exactly the set of all possible relations that are invariant under order-preserving automor-
phism of databases. This result characterizes the expressiveness of the PORA and justifies the development
of Ordered SQL (OSQL) as a query language for ordered databases. OSQL provides users with the capabil-
ity of capturing the semantics of ordered data in many advanced applications, such as those having temporal
or incomplete information.

A similar approach to preference modelling is presented in [16]. A declarative query interface for Web
repositories that supports complex expressive Web queriesis defined. Such queries have two key charac-
teristics: (i) They view a Web repository simultaneously asa collection of text documents, as a navigable
directed graph, and as a set of relational tables storing properties of Web pages (length, URL, title, etc.).
(ii) The queries employ application-specific ranking and ordering relationships over pages and links to filter
out and retrieve only the “best” query results. The Web repository is modelled in terms of “Web relations”.
A description of an algebra for expressing complex Web queries is given. The algebra extends traditional
relational operations as well as graph navigation operations to uniformly handle plain, ranked, and ordered
Web relations. In addition, an overview of the cost-based optimizer and execution engine is presented.

In [17], actual values of an arbitrary attribute are allowedto be partially ordered as well. Accordingly,
relational algebra operations, aggregation functions andarithmetic are redefined. Thus, on one side, the
expressive power of the classical relational model is preserved, and, at the same time, as the new operations
operate on and return ordered relations, information of preference, which is represented by a partial order-
ing, can be handled. Nevertheless, the redefinition of the relational operations causes loss of some of their
common properties. For instance,A ∩ B = A− (A − B) does not hold. To rectify this weak point, more
general approach is needed.

A comprehensive work on partial order in databases is [18]. It presents the partially ordered sets as the
basic construct for modelling data. Collection of algebraic operations for manipulating ordered sets is
investigated, and their implementation based on the use of realizers as a data structure is presented. An
algorithm for generating realizers for arbitrary finite partial orders is provided.

Various kinds of ordering on powerdomains have been considered in context of modelling incomplete in-
formation. A very extensive and general study is provided in[19].

In the context of financial and statistical applications, systems such as SEQUIN [20], SRQL [21], and more
recently Aquery [22, 23] have proposed SQL extensions to incorporate ordering.
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2. Proposed Approach

All the above approaches miss out defining nonmonotonic operations, e.g. set difference, on relations with
partial ordering incorporated into attribute or relation domains. An exception is [17] whose generalized
difference operation, however, does not preserve common algebraical equalities. Obviously, a more general
model is needed. The proposed solution is to take all relational instances into account instead of mere
tuples. To see why, refer to the following paragraph and the following example.

The framework of relational instances with ordered tuples can be understood as a generalization offuzzy
sets-based model[24, 25] of uncertainty. The same way as a fuzzy relational instance can be described by
its alfa cuts, an instanceR∗ of an arbitrary relationR with an ordering�R∗

can be described by its subset
containing appropriate tuples. The intuition suggests considering tuples according to their preferences. That
is to say, we take into account the more preferred tuples ahead of those with lower preference. Thus, for
each tuple,ti, we take into account a set,ti↑, containing this tuple and all the tuples with higher preferences:

ti↑= {t | t ∈ R
∗ ∧ ti �

R∗

t}

Note thatti↑∈ I (R). Next, considering a unary relational operation

Ou : I (R)→ I (Q),

which is a mapping from a set of relational instances ofR into a set of relational instances of resulting
relationQ, it is applied to each setti↑. Note thatOu(ti↑) ∈ I (Q). Finally, the order�I (Q) on the
resulting collection

{Ou(ti↑) | ti ∈ R
∗} ⊆ I (Q)

of sets is to be determined.

Example 1 Consider a set{Ou(ti↑) | ti ∈ R∗} ⊆ I (Q) with a relation⊑ implied by preference�R∗

on
R∗:

Ou(ti↑) ⊑ Ou(tj↑)⇔ ti �
R∗

tj

Marie,David

David Petr

David

David,
Adam, Patrik

Filip

David

David,
Patrik Petr

Figure 1: {Ou(ti↑) | ti ∈ R∗} ⊆ I (Q) with a relation⊑

Note thatOu generally is not an injection. In other words,Ou(ti↑) = Ou(tj↑) for someti↑6= tj↑. In
particular,Ou(ti↑) = Ou(tj↑) = “Petr” andOu(tk↑) = Ou(tl↑) = Ou(tm↑) = “David”. To get an ordering,
we need to resolve these duplicities:

• First, as the occurrences of “Petr” are in the relation⊑, we drop the less “preferred” one.

• In the case of the triplet of occurrences of “David”, we are unable to determine the one with the
highest “preference”. Nevertheless, notice that:

– The set{Marie, David} is preferred to any of the occurrences of “David”. In other words,
whichever the most preferred occurrence of “David” is, it isless preferred then the set
{Marie, David}.
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– There is a unique occurrence of “Filip”, for which we can find an occurrence of “David” with
a higher preference. In other words, whichever the most preferred occurrence of “David” is,
it is preferred more then the occurrence of “Filip”. The samerationale applies for the sets
{David, Adam, Patrik} and{David, Patrik}.

Thus, we get the resulting order, depicted in the following figure:

Marie,David

David Petr

David,
Adam, Patrik

Filip
David,
Patrik

Figure 2: Ordering�I (Q) on{Ou(ti↑) | ti ∈ R∗} ⊆ I (Q)
�

To sum up, the order�I (Q) on the resulting collection{Ou(ti↑) | ti ∈ R∗} ⊆ I (Q) of sets is defined as:

Ou(ti↑) �
I (Q) Ou(tj↑)⇔

(∀tk ∈ R
∗)
(
[Ou(tk↑) = Ou(ti↑)]⇒ (∃tl ∈ R

∗)[Ou(tl↑) = Ou(tj↑) ∧ tk �
R∗

tl]
)

As the minimal set of relational algebra operations consists of two unary (restriction and projection) and
three binary operations (set difference, set union, and cartesian product), a binary operations need also to
be considered. In general, a binary operation

Ob : I (R)×I (R′)→ I (Q)

is a mapping from a couple of sets of relational instances ofR andR′ into a set of relational instances of
resulting relationQ. As in the foregoing example, we get a resulting collection

{Ob(ti↑, t
′
k↑) | (ti, t

′
k) ∈ R∗ ×R′∗} ⊆ I (Q)

of sets, and the order�I (Q) definition:

Ob(ti↑, t
′
k↑) �

I (Q) Ob(tj↑, t
′
l↑)⇔

[∀(tm, t
′
p) ∈ R

∗ ×R′∗]
(
[Ob(tm↑, t

′
p↑) = Ob(ti↑, t

′
k↑)]⇒

[∃(tn, t
′
q) ∈ R

∗ ×R′∗][Ob(tn↑, t
′
q↑) = Ob(tj↑, t

′
l↑) ∧ tm �

R∗

tn ∧ t′p �
R′∗

t′q]
)

What are the consequences of this approach? Generally

Ob(ti↑, t
′
k↑) �

I (Q) Ob(tj↑, t
′
l↑)⇒ Ob(ti↑, t

′
k↑) ⊇ Ob(tj↑, t

′
l↑)

does not hold for nonmonotonic operations (consider the relational operation of difference). With respect
to the relational property ofclosure, it is clear that the framework for defining preference on thetuples of
relational instances needs to be generalized. We need to express the preference structure on the powerset
I (R) of all possible instancesR∗ of a relationR.

The foregoing definitions of orderings on sets correspond toHoare’s ordering. It is one of the orderings pro-
vided by the study of semantics of non-determinism [26, 19].Possibility of employing another semantics,
however, needs further investigation.
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3. Summary and Future Work

A framework for relational algebra with preferences is proposed. It should present a basis for semantically
rich, easy to handle and flexible preference model aiming at deep personalization of database queries. It
differs from the other above mentioned approaches in that the preferences are not part of the queries but
part of relational instances. Is is shown that they need to bedefined between sets of elements – relational
instances. This approach is strictly more general allowingto model nonmonotonic operations.

It can also be shown that the proposed approach generalizes the fuzzy sets-based approach to modelling
uncertainty in database systems. The reason is that there exists a homomorphism (A andB stand for sets
of attributes of relationsR):
({

IF

(
R(A∪B)

)
∪IF

(
R(A)

)
∪IF

(
R(B)

)}
; ΩF

)
−→

({
IO

(
R(A∪B)

)
∪IO

(
R(A)

)
∪IO

(
R(B)

)}
; ΩO

)

of the algebra consisting of

• the support comprising all the fuzzy relation instances that can arise by means of monotonic fuzzy
relational algebra operations applied on relationsR(A ∪B), R(A), R(B), and of

• monotonic fuzzy relational algebra operationsΩF

into the algebra consisting of

• the support comprising all the relation instances with ordering that can arise and whose order-
ing is defined by means of monotonic preference algebra operations applied on relationsR(A ∪
B), R(A), R(B), and of

• monotonic preference relational algebra operationsΩO

Moreover, this homomorphism is unique for all t-norms.

Furthermore, it can be shown that associativity and commutativity of the original union, product, restrict,
and project operations are retained. Specifically for the generalized restrict operation, the following equiv-
alences, which hold for the classical restrict operation, are retained:

σϕ1∨ϕ2(R) ≡ σϕ1(R) ∪ σϕ2(R)

σϕ1∧ϕ2(R) ≡ σϕ1(R) ∩ σϕ2(R)

σ¬ϕ(R) ≡ R− σϕ(R)

Using the proposed approach, other relational operations (intersect, join, and divide), also, retain the usual
properties of their classical relational counterparts:

R ∩ S ≡ R− (R − S)

R÷ S ≡ πA−B(R)− πA−B

((
πA−B(R)× S

)
−R

)

R ⊲⊳ S ≡ πA∪B

(
σϕ(R× S)

)

These results are promising for many query optimization issues, which present many open problems. In
particular, evaluation and optimization of preference queries, including cost-base optimization need to be
addressed.

Another open problem is how the proposed framework fits into the relational data model. A promising
approach seems to be an array-based data model proposed by [22, 23]. The key component of this model
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is an ordered data structure called anarrable, for array-table. Informally, it is a collection of named arrays
that, in their simplest form, are vectors of elements of basetype. In this form, an arrable is essentially a
table organized by columns. Among others, arrable facilitates the implementation of algebraic operators by
means ofrealizers[18] – a set of linear extensions uniquely characterizing a given partial order. Realizers
offer an effective way to implement relational operations with ordering. Nevertheless, a comparison with
other possibly effective implementations of relational operations needs further investigation.

List of symbols

Π(R∗) {A | A is a fuzzy subset ofR∗},

I (R) set of all possible instancesR∗ of a relationR

IF (R) set of all possible fuzzy instancesRF∗ of a relationR

IO(R) set of all possible ordered instances of a relationR
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Abstrakt

Cı́lem práce bylo vybrat veřejně dostupné nástroje umožňujı́cı́ efektivnı́ vyhledávánı́ publikacı́
v databázi MEDLINE/PubMed s ohledem na specifické potřeby medicı́ny založené na důkazech.
Detailně jsou popsány následujı́cı́ systémy: PubMed Clinical Queries, PICO, AskMEDLINE, PubMed
Interact a PubMatrix.

Klı́čová slova: evidence-based medicine, EBM, medicı́na založená na d˚ukazech, vědecké lékařské
informace, metody vyhledávánı́, řešeršnı́ systémy, MEDLINE/PubMed, PubMed Clinical Queries, PICO,
AskMEDLINE, PubMed Interact, SLIM, alternativnı́ interface, PubMatrix

1. Úvod

Medicı́na založená na důkazech (evidence-based medicine, EBM) je mezioborová, klinicky orientovaná
disciplı́na, která se systematicky rozvı́jı́ od počátku 90. let 20. stoletı́ (jejı́ základy však byly položeny mno-
hem dřı́ve). V lékařské literatuře se termı́n evidence-based medicine poprvé objevil v roce 1991 (Guyatt
a kol.) [1], [2]. Jejı́ obsah a cı́le vymezuje dnes již klasická definice:Medićına zalǒzeńa na d̊ukazech je
sv̌edomit́e, jednoznǎcné a kriticḱe uplaťnov́ańı nejnov̌ejš́ıch a nejlepś̌ıch důkaz̊u při rozhodov́ańı o péči o
jednotliv́e pacienty. Vykońaváńım EBM v praxi je myšlena integrace individuálnı́ klinické odbornosti ĺekǎrů
s nejkvalitňejš́ımi objektivńımi důkazy poch́azej́ıćımi ze systematicky prováděńeho v́yzkumu[3].
Za duchovnı́ho otce EBM je považován skotský epidemiolog profesor Archie Cochrane (1908–1988), dı́ky
jehož úsilı́ byl koncept EBM postupně přijat. Jeho práce byly podnětem pro vznik kontrolovaných kli-
nických studiı́ a pro systematické zpracovávánı́ klinických a epidemiologických dat do metaanalýz, tzv. sy-
stematických přehledů (Cochrane reviews, systematic reviews). Cochranovy systematické přehledy jsou
vysoce kvalitnı́ zdroje informacı́ o určitém tématu nebo klinické otázce. Vznikajı́ v metodicky přesně defi-
novaném a reprodukovatelném procesu, jehož součást´ı je velmi pečlivé a důkladné vyhledávánı́ primárn´ıch
vědeckých dokumentů (publikovaných i nepublikovaných) a kritické posouzenı́ jejich validity (k dalšı́mu
zpracovánı́ jsou vybrány pouze studie odpovı́dajı́cı́ stanoveným kritériı́m). Cı́lem tohoto procesu je mini-
malizovat riziko systematické chyby (bias) a zı́skat tak co možná nejspolehlivějšı́ závěry [4], [6].
Cochranovy systematické přehledy jsou alternativou k tradičnı́mu pojetı́ přehledných článků (reviews),
které bývajı́ zatı́ženy velkou nepřesnostı́, nemusı́nutně reprezentovat nejlepšı́ a nejnovějšı́ informace
potřebné pro správné rozhodovánı́ a s ohledem na nároky medicı́ny založené na důkazech mohou být za-
staralé. Průběžná aktualizace systematických přehledů Cochranova typu je prováděna čtvrtletně. V úvodu
každého takového přehledu najdeme datum poslednı́ho prohledávánı́ informačnı́ch zdrojů a datum poslednı́
podstatné provedené změny [5].
Medicı́na založená na důkazech klasifikuje různé typyklinických důkazů podle stupně jejich nezávislosti na
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vlivech způsobujı́cı́ch nepřesnosti a systematické chyby. Důkazy s nejvyššı́ vahou pro terapeutické postupy
poskytujı́ randomizované, dvojitě sleṕe, placebo kontrolovańe studie. Naopak pacientova svědectvı́,
kazuistiky či dokonce názory odbornı́ků majı́ podle pravidel EBM malý význam.

2. Cı́l a metodika

Cı́lem práce bylo vybrat mezi nástroji umožňujı́cı́mivyhledávánı́ vědeckých lékařských informacı́
v databázi MEDLINE takové, které jsou užitečné s ohledem na potřeby a kritéria medicı́ny založené na
důkazech.

Má-li být medicı́na založená na důkazech praktikována širokou lékařskou veřejnostı́, je nutné, aby
přı́stup k informacı́m nebyl licenčně limitován. Z tohoto důvodu byly pro tuto práci vybrány
nástroje, které jsou volně dostupné prostřednictvı́m internetu a jako zdroj použı́vajı́ databázi MEDLINE
veřejně přı́stupnou přes webové rozhranı́ PubMed při Národnı́ lékařské knihovně USA v Bethesdě
(http://www.pubmed.org ).

Systémů určených k vyhledávánı́ literatury v datab´azi MEDLINE/PubMed je dnes k dispozici celá řada. Je-
jich rozvoj v poslednı́ch letech akceleroval předevšı́mohromný nárůst vědeckých publikacı́ na jedné stranˇe
a současně specifické potřeby uživatelů (např. vědeckých pracovnı́ků, bioinformatiků, klinických lékařů)
na straně druhé.
Nástroje popisované v tomto článku spojuje skutečnost, že obsahujı́ funkce ”šité na mı́ru” klinicky zaměřené
problematice EBM. Jedná se o filtry PubMed Clinical Queries, vyhledávače PICO a AskMEDLINE, we-
bové rozhranı́ SLIM a jeho pokročilejšı́ verzi PubMed Interact. Navı́c byl otestován software PubMatrix,
který je primárně komponován spı́še jako bioinformatický nástroj, jeho některé přednosti však mohou být
úspěšně využity také pro účely medicı́ny založené na důkazech.

Obrázek 1:Formulář pro vyhledávánı́ pomocı́ PubMed Clinical Queries
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PubMed Clinical Queries

Jednu z možnostı́, jak efektivně vyhledat v databázi MEDLINE/PubMed klinicky významné publi-
kace, najdeme přı́mo v rámci rozhranı́ PubMed. Nástroj ktomu určený se jmenuje Clinical Queries
a cesta k němu vede přes hypertextový odkaz v levé nástrojové liště hlavnı́ strany rozhranı́ PubMed
(http://www.pubmed.org ).
Pomocı́ Clinical Queries je možné vyhledávat jednak studie podle klinických kategoriı́ (Clinical Study
Category: etiologie, diagnóza, terapie, prognóza a návody pro klinické předpovědi), jednak systematické
přehledy (Systematic Reviews), (obr. 1). Kromě pravých systematických přehledů Cochranova typu tento
filtr vyhledává navı́c také metaanalýzy, přehledy klinických studiı́, termı́n evidence-based medicine, konfe-
rence formulujı́cı́ shodná stanoviska a praktická doporučenı́ (guidelines).̌Siršı́ pojetı́ termı́nu ”systematic
review” na prvnı́ pohled vnášı́ riziko vzniku nepřesnostı́ a matenı́ pojmů, v rešeršnı́ praxi se ale jevı́ jako
výhodné z toho důvodu, že pravých systematických přehledů Cochranova typu je stále ještě nedostatek a
jejich vyhledávánı́ v řadě medicı́nských oborů by poskytovalo nulové výsledky.

PICO

PICO je vyhledávacı́ rozhranı́, které pomocı́ speciálně přizpůsobeného formuláře vede uživatele k se-
stavenı́ správně formulované otázky podle doporučenı́ evidence-based medicine [7]. Do jednotlivých vy-
hledávacı́ch polı́ uživatel postupně vkládá klı́čová slova podle vzorce PICO: zadané termı́ny majı́ pos-
tupně charakterizovat: pacienta/problém (Patient/Problem), léčebný postup (Intervention ), srovnávaný
léčebný postup (Comparison) a očekávaný výsledek (Outcome) [8], [9], (obr. 2). Je možné definovat také
požadovaný typ dokumentu - rozbalovacı́ menu v dolnı́ časti rozhranı́ nabı́zı́ pět typů dokumentů vhodných
pro EBM praxi (klinické studie, metaanalýzy, randomizované kontrolované studie, přehledy a praktická
doporučenı́). Vyhledané citace zahrnujı́ odkaz na abstrakt, plný text a souvisejı́cı́ články.

Obrázek 2:Vyhledávacı́ rozhranı́ PICO

Vývoj vyhledávače PICO byl iniciován potřebami zaneprázdněných lékařů, kteřı́ majı́ zájem o aplikaci
medicı́ny založené na důkazech v klinické praxi, ale nejsou seznámeni s kontrolovanými slovnı́ky a vy-
hledávacı́mi technikami umožňujı́cı́mi efektivnı́ vyhledávánı́ vědecké lékařské literatury [6].
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Metodou PICO je možné vyhledávat pomocı́ rozhranı́ na internetových stránkách Národnı́
lékařské knihovny v Bethesdě (odkaz na vyhledávacı́ formulář je součástı́ rozhranı́
”PubMed for Handhelds” (http://pubmedhh.nlm.nih.gov/nlm ) nebo na adrese
http://askmedline.nlm.nih.gov/ask/pico.php , kde je navı́c zabudován ”spelling checker”
kontrolujı́cı́ pravopisné chyby a překlepy.

Přı́padová úloha 1:

Zadánı́: Je časné zavedenı́ enterálnı́ výživy u pacientů po operaci spojeno s menšı́m rizikem pooperačnı́ch
komplikacı́ ve srovnánı́ s pacienty s úplnou parenterálnı́ výživou?

P I C O
pacienti po operaci časná enterálnı́ výživa úplná parenterálnı́ výživa pooperačnı́ komplikace

Výsledek: Bylo nalezeno celkem 20 dokumentů, z toho 8 randomizovaných kontrolovaných studiı́ a dva
přehledové články.

AskMEDLINE

Asi nejjednoduššı́ způsob, jak zı́skat relevantnı́ citace článků zabývajı́cı́ se klinicky orientovanou pro-
blematikou, nabı́zı́ nástroj zvaný AskMEDLINE (http://askmedline.nlm.nih.gov ). Jedná se
o rozhranı́, které vzniklo na podkladě vyhledávače PICO (viz výše). Jeho tvůrci se pokusili zjednodušit
klinickým lékařům vyhledávánı́ v databázi MEDLINE/PubMed v maximálnı́ možné mı́ře pomocı́ metod
založených na přirozeném jazyku. AskMEDLINE je nástroj pro jednoduché jazykové dotazovánı́, který
umožňuje uživatelům prohledávat databázi MEDLINE/PubMed pomocı́ přirozeně formulované otázky
(natural language query). Uživatel pouze formuluje dotaz nebo problém do vyhled´avacı́ho řádku, aniž
by musel znát pravidla pro efektivnı́ vyhledávánı́ v databázi MEDLINE/PubMed (obr. 3). AskMEDLINE
transformuje zadánı́ dotazu podle pravidel PICO a nabı́dne seznam citacı́ spolu s odkazy na abstrakt, plný
text a souvisejı́cı́ články [10]. V přı́padě, že uživatel nenı́ s výsledkem rešerše spokojen, nabı́dne tento
vyhledávač odkaz přı́mo na formulář PICO.

Obrázek 3:Vyhledávacı́ rozhranı́ AskMEDLINE
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Přı́padová úloha 2:

Zadánı́: Co je lepšı́ pro pacienty po operaci - časná enterálnı́ výživa nebo totálnı́ parenterálnı́ výživa?
Výsledek: Bylo nalezeno 59 klinicky relevantnı́ch dokumentů.

PubMed Interact

PubMed Interact je alternativnı́ vyhledávacı́ rozhranı́pro MEDLINE/PubMed s intuitivnı́mi a interaktivnı́mi
prvky (obr. 4). Na rozdı́l od klasického rozhranı́ (dostupného nahttp://www.pubmed.org ), které pro
efektivnı́ vyhledávánı́ textových dokumentů vyžaduje relativně dost znalostı́, zkušenostı́ a času, PubMed
Interact významně tyto nároky snižuje a navı́c umožňuje řadu pokročilých funkcı́.
Jedná se o dokonalejšı́ verzi rozhranı́ zvanéhoSLIM (Slider Interface for MEDLINE/PubMed Searches
[11], http://pmi.nlm.nih.gov/slide ), která je zatı́m stále testována (beta-verze) a technicky
vylepšována. Nicméně už nynı́ je plně funkčnı́ na adresehttp://pmi.nlm.nih.gov/interact
[12].

Obrázek 4:Vyhledávacı́ formulář v rozhranı́ PubMed Interact se z´aznamem části rešerše

PubMed Interact [13] využı́vá ve vyhledávacı́m formul´aři šest posuvných jezdců (”slider bars”) pro snadné a
rychlé definovánı́ následujı́cı́ch limitů: časové vymezenı́ (Publication Date), podskupiny časopisů (Journal
Subset), věkové skupiny (Age Group), vymezenı́ typu čl´anku, resp. použité metodologie (Metodology
Filter) a mapovánı́ MeSH terminologie (Mesh Mapping). Limity pro vyhledávánı́ lze jednoduše zadat
uchopenı́m posuvného jezdce na monitoru pomocı́ počı́tačové myši a taženı́m doprava nebo doleva. Při
pohybu jezdce se nad nı́m zobrazujı́ textová pole označujı́cı́ konkrétnı́ hodnotu limitu. Souhrnně lze
řı́ci, že dı́ky možnosti nastavovat vyhledávacı́ limity pomocı́ posuvných jezdcůPubMed Interact velmi
usnadňuje možnost redefinovat a p̌resměrovat vyhledávacı́ strategie v průb̌ehu rěseřse s ohledem na
aktuálně zı́skańe výsledky.
Pro potřeby evidence-based medicine je velice užitečn´a předevšı́m možnost snadného nastavenı́ metodolo-
gického filtru. Filtr zahrnuje tři hlavnı́ kategorie publikacı́: kazuistiky (case reports), klinické studie (clinical
study categories) a systematické přehledy (systematic reviews). Kategorie klinických studiı́ obsahuje
dalšı́ch deset variant nastavenı́ filtrů pro vyhledávánı́ v rámci klinických studiı́. Kategorie systematických
review je, stejně jako v PubMed Clinical Queries (viz výše), pojata poněkud šı́řeji, než pravı́ v úvodu cito-
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vaná definice systematických přehledů Cochranova typu.

Vyhledávač pracuje s Booleovskými operátory, rozšı́řenı́ slovnı́ho základu (truncation) a pokročilé vy-
hledávánı́ pomocı́ definovánı́ prohledávaných polı́(autor, titul/abstrakt atd.) známé z klasického rozhranı́
PubMed je rovněž možné, musı́ se však zadat manuálnědo přı́kazového řádku.

Rozbalovacı́ menu v levém dolnı́m rohu vyhledávacı́ho formuláře PubMed Interact umožňuje také nastavenı́
vyhledávánı́ publikacı́ pouze v anglickém jazyce a dále publikacı́ zabývajı́cı́ se problematikou pouze lidské
populace.

Pro praxi velmi užitečná je také funkce zvaná ”PreviewResults Count” umožňujı́cı́ jediným kliknutı́m
zjistit, kolik záznamů bude zadaná rešerše obsahovat. Stejně jako systém posuvných jezdců i ona zkracuje
dobu potřebnou k nalezenı́ záznamů s co možná nejvyšˇsı́ relevancı́ na minimum. V přı́padě nevyhovujı́cı́ho
počtu záznamů (ať už velmi vysokého nebo velmi nı́zkého) je možné upravit limity pro vyhledávánı́ ihned
a nečekat na načı́tánı́ stránky, která nebude vyhovovat uživatelovým potřebám.

Kromě výše uvedených vyhledávacı́ch limitů popisované rozhranı́ umožňuje nastavit limity pro zobrazenı́
výsledků na monitoru. Jde o volbu počtu zobrazených záznamů (Citations to Display) pomocı́ posuvného
jezdce a dále o přepı́nač v pravém hornı́m rohu vyhledávacı́ho formuláře, který umožňuje uvolněnı́ prostoru
na obrazovce pro pohodlnějšı́ prohlı́ženı́ výsledkůrešerše tı́m, že vypne zobrazenı́ limitů pro vyhledávánı́
(Hide/Show Limits).

Z uživatelského hlediska jsou velmi cenné i dalšı́ funkce systému, které umožňujı́ doplnit a upravit sez-
nam vyhledaných citacı́ tak, aby zcela vyhovoval informaˇcnı́ potřebě uživatele, přičemž zobrazenı́ všech
provedených akcı́ zůstává na téže stránce. Práce scitacemi je dı́ky tomu přehledná a uživatel se neztrác´ı v
”odkazech na odkazy”. Konkrétně se jedná o tyto možnosti:

- Abstrakta jsou strukturovaná a lze je zobrazit na téže stránce přı́mo pod přı́slušnou citacı́, a to buď
jednotlivě nebo u všech článků najednou.

- Odkazy na souvisejı́cı́ články se zobrazujı́ rovněž na téže stránce pod odpovı́dajı́cı́ citacı́. Do každého
ze souvisejı́cı́ch článků je možné nahlédnout a pot´e ho bǔd zavřı́t nebo přidat k rešerši pod přı́slušnou
citaci (pořadı́ citacı́ se přitom automaticky přečı́sluje). Také zmiňovaný náhled souvisejı́cı́ho článku
se zobrazuje na stejné stránce, pro zachovánı́ přehlednosti je umı́stěn ve žlutě označeném poli.

- Systém umožňuje vymazánı́ citacı́ s nı́zkou relevancı́ a barevné označenı́ vyhovujı́cı́ch citacı́ dle
stupně relevance (vysoká relevance - zeleně, nı́zká relevance - žlutě, průměrně relevantnı́ zůstávajı́
bı́lé). Každou takto vzniklou skupinu je možné zobrazit jako zvláštnı́ seznam.

Všechny volby v PubMed Interact jsou sestrojeny tak, aby jejich nastavenı́ bylo možné jediným kliknutı́m
nebo tahem počı́tačovou myšı́. Dı́ky tomu je práce s tı́mto rozhranı́m velmi pohodlná a svižná. Toto
spolu s dalšı́mi atributy kvalitnı́ho vyhledávače z něj dělá velmi zajı́mavý a užitečný nástroj pro online
vyhledávánı́ lékařské literatury pro potřeby EBM uplatňované v praxi.

PubMatrix

PubMatrix je nástroj volně dostupný na internetu (http://pubmatrix.grc.nia.nih.gov ) pro
jednoduché vytěžovánı́ vědeckých textů spravovaných v databázi MEDLINE/PubMed s použitı́m
jakýchkoliv dvou seznamů klı́čových slov. Provádı́ mnohočetné srovnávánı́ studovaných termı́nů, jehoˇz
výsledkem je frekvenčnı́ matice současného výskytu vždy dvou zpárovaných termı́nů (frequency matrix
of term co-occurence).Čı́selné údaje v matici jsou propojeny s odpovı́dajı́cı́mi rešeršemi v databázi
MEDLINE/PubMed hypertextovými odkazy. Dı́ky možnosti srovnávat velké seznamy klı́čových slov
PubMatrix významně snižuje čas potřebný k zı́skán´ı hledaných informacı́, přičemž nalezené dokumenty
předkládá systematicky roztřı́děné ve výstupnı́ matici [14].
S ohledem na uvedené je PubMatrix velmi cenným nástrojempro vytěžovánı́ velkých souborů molekulárně
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Obrázek 5:PubMatrix - dotazovacı́ formulář

genetických dat a pro tyto účely byl také primárně navržen. V předkládané práci je popsána zcela odlišná
aplikace. Pomocı́ deseti vybraných termı́nů úzce spojených s problematikou EBM byla provedena de facto
mnohočetná rešeřsemapujı́cı́ tuto oblast z hlediska vybraných diagnóz (obr. 5, 6).

Postup pro vyhledávánı́ informacı́ dle zadané přı́padové úlohy pomocı́ PubMatrix je následujı́cı́:

1. Po povinné (bezplatné) registraci se otevře dotazovacı́ stránka pro vepsánı́ vybraných klı́čových slov
do dvou sloupců: ”search terms” (maximálně 100) a ”modifier terms” (maximálně 10).

2. Zadánı́ dvou seznamů klı́čových slov s použitı́m pravidel pro popis a syntaxi platných v rozhranı́
PubMed (obr. 5).

3. Volba zaslánı́ výsledků e-mailem (během testován´ı pro účely této publikace nebyla funkčnı́).

4. Odeslánı́ zadánı́.

Výsledkem provedené přı́padové úlohy je matice umožňujı́cı́ okamžité prohlı́ženı́ 140 rešeršı́ (obr. 6).

Výhody systému:

- Jednoduchost: Rozhranı́ dostupné prostřednictvı́m internetu nevyžaduje složitou průpravu a počet
kroků k zadánı́ dotazu je minimálnı́ (viz postup).

- Časov́a úspornost: Po zadánı́ jediného vyhledávacı́ho formuláře zı́skáme přı́stup k několika (nebo
dokonce k mnoha) nezávislým rešeršı́m. Jejich otevřenı́ je možné jediným kliknutı́m na kterékoliv
pole výsledné matice.

- Náhled na studovanou problematiku z hlediskačetnosti nalezeńych dokumentů obsahuj́ıćıch hledańe
dvojice terḿınů. Taková vlastnost vyhledávacı́ho systému umožňuje rychlou orientaci v neznámé
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Obrázek 6:PubMatrix - výsledná matice

oblasti, zmapovánı́ oboru, vytipovánı́ hojně studovaných nebo naopak zcela nepopsaných vztahů a
nalezenı́ nových souvislostı́ nebo překvapivých skutečnostı́.

- Rešerše je mǒzńe prohĺıžet opakovaňe (výsledná matice zůstává uložena na internetu), celou matici
je možné navı́caktualizovat(opět jediným kliknutı́m počı́tačové myši).

Limity systému:

- Počet termı́nů, které je možné zadat do veřejně dostupné verze software je omezen na 10 x 100.

- Maximálnı́ počet dokumentů, které systém přiřad´ı k jednotlivým polı́m matice je 100 000.
Z praktického rešeršnı́ho hlediska to však nenı́ významné (rešerše o tak velkém počtu záznamů
přestává být rešeršı́).

- Systém je přı́stupný v omezeném čase (5 PM EST - 8 AM EST, tj. v ČR od 23:00 do 14:00). Zadánı́
klı́čových slov do vyhledávacı́ho formuláře je všakmožné provést kdykoliv a pro výsledky se vrátit
později (přı́stup k již hotovým maticı́m nenı́ časovˇe limitován).

- V přı́padě zadánı́ velkého seznamu termı́nů (týkáse spı́še bioinformatických aplikacı́) nebo je-
li software právě zaneprázdněn, je možné, že výsledek nebude k dispozici na počkánı́. Při
několikatýdennı́m testovánı́ systému pro účely této publikace se to však stalo pouze v jednom přı́padě.

- PubMatrix vyžaduje registraci, která je však bezplatná a umožňuje např. ukládánı́ hotových matic
s možnostı́ jejich pozdějšı́ho prohlı́ženı́ nebo opakovaného prohledávánı́ v časovém odstupu, během
kterého mohlo dojı́t k nárůstu citacı́ ve zdrojové databázi MEDLINE/PubMed. Uvedený limit je tedy
spı́še výhodou.
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3. Závěr

Ohromný nárůst množstvı́ vědeckých lékařských informacı́ a současně vysoké požadavky na jejich kvalitu
z pohledu medicı́ny založené na důkazech znesnadňujı́lékařům cestu k rychlému nacházenı́ správných a
prověřených odpovědı́ na klinické otázky. Tato práce předkládá přehled pěti nástrojů umožňujı́cı́ch efektivnı́
vyhledávánı́ publikacı́ v databázi MEDLINE/PubMed s ohledem na specifika EBM.
Potěšitelná je skutečnost, že existujı́ volně dostupná rozhranı́ a programy pro efektivnı́ vyhledávánı́ doku-
mentů relevantnı́ch s ohledem na kritéria medicı́ny založené na důkazech, která pokrývajı́ širokou škálu
potřeb a rešeršnı́ch schopnostı́ uživatelů.
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Abstract

This article introduces a novel approach to graph repartitioning. When processing a Cholesky factori-
sation of sparse SPD matrix, problem of graph partitioning is often involved. In some cases it is needed to
repartition the existing components. This operation may beunacceptably costly, because the elimination
trees of individual components must be rebuilt. This article describes a novel approach how to process
the repartitioning more efficiently.

1. Introduction

A graph partitioning problem is often involved when solvinga system of linear equations in parallel envi-
ronment. This paper focuses on sparse systems with symmetric positive definitive (SPD) matrix. System
with SPD matrix can be efficiently solved using the Cholesky factorisation. We suppose that reader is
familiar with this method including its sparse modifications in parallel environment.

The paper is organised as follows. Basic terminology is given in section 2. Then some useful assertions
about chordal graphs are given in section 3. Then we come to the main point of the paper. Removal of
vertex from graph is shown in section 4, insertion of a vertexis shown in 5. A practical implementation of
the repartitioning is given in section 6.

2. Basic terminology

In this section we will overview the basic notation used in this paper.

2.1. Required knowledge

First we suppose that reader is familiar with common terminology used in connection with sparse Cholesky
factorisation, namely:

• filled matrix, associated (or elimination) graph, filled graph

• elimination order, topological ordering, tree preservingordering

• chordal graph

• structure of column/vertex

• elimination tree: parent, ancestor, descendant, children, independent vertices, subtree,
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• coarse/fine parallelism

If reader need a help with some listed notions [5, 6, 8] will help.

In the whole paper we make the following assumptions:

• The matrix of the problem is sparse and SPD. It is markedA.

• The elimination ordering ofA is markedP .

• The filled matrix ofA is markedF .

• The associated graph of the matrixA is markedG(A) or simplyG.

• The graph of the matrixF (filled graph ofA) is markedG(F ).

• The elimination tree ofA is markedT .

• If G is chordal, the perfect elimination ordering ofG (orA) is P .

2.2. Notations and assumptions

To simplify the notation used in the whole paper, we will use the following notation and symbols in the
whole paper.

When removing a vertex fromG (it is the same as to remove a vertex and columnv fromA) we suppose in
addition to 2.1:

• A vertex which is removed from the graph is markedv. The same letter is used for its position in the
elimination ordering.

When inserting a vertex toG (it is the same as to insert a vertex and columnv toA) we suppose in addition
to 2.1:

• A vertex which is added to the graph is markedv. It is added on theith position.

It is also needed to identify graph/matrix after removal or addition of a vertex. So we will use the following
notation:

• When we insert (i.e. move from an another part of a larger graph) a vertexv intoG, we denote the
set of its neighbours inG by AdjiG(v) (ADJacent set InG).

• G+ v denotes the graphG with added vertexv and all edges betweenv and its neighbours fromG.
(So the setsAdjiG(v) andAdjG+ v(v) are equal.)

• ByA+(v, i) we mean matrixA with row/column corresponding tov inserted on theith position (the
ith and consecutive rows/columns shift one up), the elimination ordering ofA+(v, i) is P +(v, i).
G+ v is its elimination graph.

• By P +(v, i) we mean orderingP extended thus thatv is inserted before theith vertex. After the
insertion,i meansi+ 1st position etc.

• By F +(v, i) (T +(v, i)) we mean filled matrix (elimination tree) ofA+(v, i).

• By P \ v, we mean orderingP without vertexv (i.e.P restricted to the vertex set withoutv).

• A\ v meansA without line and row corresponding tov.

• G\ v (F \ v, T \ v, respectively) is the associated graph (elimination tree,filled graph, respectively)
of A\ v.
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2.3. Used symbols

We will use he following symbols:

• PARENTT (x) means parent ofx in T .

• StructL(x) (StructT (x)) means structure of a column (vertex) in matrixL (treeT ).

• AdjG(x) means set of vertices adjacent tox in G.

• AdjiG(v) means set of vertices adjacent tov in G before the vertexv is inserted intoG.

• ChildrenT (x) means set of children ofx in T .

• AncestorT (x) means a set of ancestor ofx in T , includingx. If there is a set of vertices instead of
singlex, it means union over ancestors of the individual elements ofthe set.

• T [x] means a subtree ofT rooted inx ∈ T .

If there cannot arise a confusion we often omit the subscripts.

3. Removal and addition of elements for chordal graphs

When describing the changes connected with repartitioningof the graph, we suppose, that the graphG is a
component of a bigger graph. Then after repartitioning it may happen that some vertex is removed fromG
or is added toG.

It turns out that it is important whether the graph is chordalor not. In case of chordal graphs it is much
more simpler to update the elimination tree. So we will care about chordality of the graph after removal or
addition of a vertex or an edge.

When removing a vertex fromG, we can ask following question: First, is the graphG\ v chordal? And
second, is the ordering ofA with omittedv a perfect elimination ordering forA\ v? The answer to both
questions is positive as stated in the following theorems.

Theorem 1 Let the basic assumptions hold (section 2). LetG be is chordal. Then the following assertions
hold.

1. G\ v is a chordal graph.

2. A\ v is a perfect elimination matrix andP \ v is its perfect elimination ordering.

Remark 1 If G\ v is not connected, then theorem 1 also holds with a slight modification of item 1: com-
ponents ofG\ v are chordal.

When inserting a vertex, it is not so easy to resolve whether the new graph is chordal. The following
theorem gives a condition under which the new graph is chordal.

Theorem 2 Let the basic assumptions hold (section 2). LetG be a chordal graph. Letv be inserted toG.
Then to check the chordality ofG+ v it is sufficient to check only cycles which include the vertexv.

In the following theorem we will state some simpler conditions under which the graphG+ v is chordal.

Theorem 3 Let the basic assumptions hold (section 2). LetG be a chordal graph. Letv be inserted into
G. ThenG+ v is chordal if any of the following conditions is fulfilled.
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1. AdjiG(v) is a clique, i.e.,v is simplicial inG+ v.

2. A subgraph induced by verticesAdjiG(v) is chordal. There exists a cliqueK ⊆ AdjiG(v) such that
for every vertexw fromAdjiG(v) \K it followsAdjG(w) ⊆ AdjiG(v).

Unlike in case of removal of vertex, it is not clear whether after insertion of a vertex the new ordering is
perfect. It turns out that generally it is not true. It may happen that for anyi the new orderingP +(v, i) is
not perfect. Even any topological reordering cannot improve this situation. The following theorem gives a
sufficient condition for the new elimination order to be perfect. Compare to theorem 3.

Theorem 4 Let the basic assumptions hold (section 2). LetG be a chordal graph. Let vertexv be inserted
intoG on theith position. ThenP +(v, i) is perfect if any of the following conditions is fulfilled.

1. AdjiG(v) is a clique and the vertices in the clique are inP numbered higher then or equal toi.

2. Vertices fromAdjiG(v) which are numbered larger than or equal toi form a clique (denote it byK)
and subgraph induced by verticesAdjiG(v) is chordal and the elimination orderingP restricted to
these vertices is perfect.

Now let us continue with a very important theorem which givesthe necessary condition forG+ v to be
chordal.

Theorem 5 Let the basic assumptions hold (section 2). LetG be chordal. The necessary condition for
G+ v to be chordal is that subgraph ofG induced by verticesAdjiG(v) is connected.

4. Removal of a vertex for general graph

Let us explore, what are the problems connected with removing of a vertex from the associated graph ofA.

Suppose we have no need to change the elimination ordering together with removal a vertex. We only omit
the removed vertex from the given orderingP .

The simplest way how to explore the changes after removal thevertex is to look at the matrixA. If a vertex
v is removed, then the corresponding row and column disappearfromA, see figure 1.

v

Figure 1: Removal of a vertex. A Column and a row are highlighted by the grey colour disappear from the matrixA.
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When looking at the matrixL, removal of the appropriate row and column is not the only change in the
matrix, some additional fills may also disappear. Before we analyse possible cases, we will show a useful
example. Consider matrixA1 with the filled matrixF1, where◦ marks the additional fill

F1 =




v × × × ×
1 ×

× 2 ◦ ◦ ×
3 ×

× ◦ 4 ◦ ◦ ×
× 5 ×

× ◦ × ◦ 6 ◦ × ×
× × ◦ ◦ 7 ◦ ×

× × × ◦ 8 ×
× × × 9




Then a matrixF̃1 = F1 “ v looks like

F̃1 =




1 ×
2 ×

3 ×
4 ×

× 5 ×
× 6 × ×

× 7 ×
× × × 8 ×

× × × 9




Notice, thatF̃1 has no additional fill. In figure 2, the elimination tree for both matrices is shown.

2

1

4

6

7 5

8

9

3

8

v

6

9

2

7

4

1

5

3

Figure 2: Elimination trees ofF1 (left) andF̃1 (right).

What happened in this example? The additional fills from 2 disappeared, so 7 became parent of 2. Then 4
connected to 8 instead of 6. Then 6 lost its additional fill andconnected to 8 instead of 7. Finally 7 without
additional fill imported originally fromv connected directly to 9. The removed leaf of the eliminationtree
caused changes up to the root.

The following useful lemma tells us how the structure of columns ofL is changed.

Lemma 1 Let the basic assumptions hold (section 2). Then for every column x from A “ v it holds:
StructT “ v(x) ⊂ StructT (x).
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So the following corollary can be easily derived:

Corollary 1 Let the basic assumptions hold (section 2). Letv be removed fromG.
If y ∈ AncestorT “ v(x) theny ∈ AncestorT (x), in particular
if y = PARENTT “ v(x) theny ∈ AncestorT (x).

The corollary can be used to find where the changes in the elimination tree are located. It is summarised
in the following theorem which gives a theoretical ground tothe practical application of elimination tree
based repartitioning.

Theorem 6 Let the basic assumptions hold (section 2). Remove a vertexv from T . Then the following
assertions hold:

1. Structures of vertices which are not inAncestorT (AdjG(v)) are not modified by the removal ofv.

2. Two vertices cannot swap the roles in their ancestor–descendant relationship. In particular, ifx was
an ancestor ofy in T , it cannot happen thaty is an ancestor ofx in T “ v.

The following theorems give an upper bound on location on changes in the elimination tree.

Theorem 7 Let the basic assumptions hold (section 2). Remove a vertexv fromG. Let us define setN as:

N =
⋂

i∈AdjG(v)

AncestorT “ v(i).

Then the structures of the vertices from the setN are unchanged.

This statement is only of theoretical interest. We want to compute an elimination treeT “ v by small changes
of T , but the estimate of range of the changes demands the knowledge of still unknown treeT “ v. At least
it is possible to state the following observation.

Theorem 8 Let the basic assumptions hold (section 2). Letg ∈ AncestorT (v). If StructT (g) =
StructT “ v(g), then there are no changes in the structures of vertices fromAncestorT “ v(g).

Example 3 Consider the elimination tree from figure 2. After removal ofv, according to theorem 6, ver-
tices, which are not ancestors of2, 4, 6 or 7 , i. e. vertices fromT [3] andT [5] don’t change their structure.
Vertex8 doesn’t change its structure. Notice that7 became independent of8 and connected directly to9. It
is not in contradiction with theorem 8

5. Insertion of a vertex

When inserting a vertex we have a freedom of choice of the order of v. An important question is where
to insertv into sequence of ordered vertices? We will show, what happens if we insert the vertexv on a
particular position in the elimination ordering.

Denote neighbours ofv in G by i1 < i2 < · · · < ik (numbers come from the initial ordering of matrixA).

5.1. Insertion before neighbours

The following theorem gives us an information, wherev will be connected to the tree after insertion the
columnv before its neighbours.

Theorem 9 Let the basic assumptions hold (section 2). LetAdjG + v(v) = {i1 < i2 < · · · < ik}, v is
inserted on theith position andi ≤ i1. Then
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1. v is a leaf inT +(v, i).

2. i1 is the parent ofv in T +(v, i) (formallyPARENTT +(v,i)(v) = i1).

After connecting ofv we would like to know, how the whole tree is changed:

Theorem 10 Let the basic assumptions hold (section 2). LetAdjiG(v) = {i1 < i2 < · · · < ik}, let v be
inserted on theith position andi ≤ i1. ThenAncestorT (AdjiG(v) ) form one line inT +(v, i). Moreover

AncestorT (AdjiG(v) ) = AncestorT +(v,i)(AdjiG(v) ) = AncestorT +(v,i)(v)

The rule that a child is numbered before its parent still holds.

An interesting situation occurs, when we reorder the vertices with the tree preserving ordering before insert-
ing the vertexv. It may happen that the result differs from the previous one.This experience is summarised
in the next observation.

Observation 1 A reordering which is tree preserving with respect toT , is generally not tree preserving
with respect toT +(v, i). (Generally, it does not depend particularly oni.)

This property can be well exploited when we want to affect theordering of vertices from
AncestorT +(v,i)(u1, . . . uk) which were in disjoint subtrees (inT ). This is convenient for reducing of
fill connected in the new tree.

The following theorems give an upper bound on location on changes in the elimination tree. The first one
more theoretical and gives an answer in advance before the computation is performed, while the second can
be considered as a dynamic stopping criterion.

Theorem 11 Let the basic assumptions hold (section 2). Let us define setN as follows

N =
⋂

i∈AdjiG(v)

AncestorT (i),

then the structure of vertices fromN remains unchanged after addition ofv.

Theorem 12 Let the basic assumptions hold (section 2). Letg ∈ AncestorT (v). If StructT (g) =
StructT “ v(g), then there are no changes in the structures of vertices fromAncestorT “ v(g).

Notice that the vertexg generally is not element ofN .

5.2. General case

Now we will focus on general case, where vertexv is not inserted before its neighbours. First we solve
a question, which vertices become children ofv. The answer is given in the next simple theorem, which
complements theorem 9.

Theorem 13 Let the basic assumptions hold (section 2). Letv be inserted intoG. LetAdjiG(v) = {i1 <
i2 < · · · < ik}, v is inserted on theith position andil < i < il+1. (1 < l ≤ k). Then the children ofv are
given by

l⋃

j=1

cj | cj = max{d | d ∈ AncestorG(ij) andd < i}. (1)

Simply speaking if we order ancestors ofij , with numbers smaller thani, in an increasing order then the
last vertex connects tov (in other words it is a child ofv).
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The vertices fromAncestorT (i1, . . . , il) with numbers larger thani appear in the structure ofv, in addition
to il + 1, . . . , ik, which appear in the structure. So the situation abovev is similar to theorem 10.

Theorem 14 Let the basic assumptions hold (section 2). LetAdjiG(v) = {i1 < i2 < · · · < ik}, v is
inserted on theith position andil < i ≤ il+1. (1 < l ≤ k). Following sets of vertices align into one line
and compose the (proper) ancestor set ofv:

1. AncestorT (i1, . . . il) with number higher than or equal toi.

2. AncestorT (il+1, . . . ik) = AncestorT (Struct(T + v )v )

The vertices could be written in one set as anAncestorT (i1, . . . , ik) with number higher than or equal toi.
We divided the vertices into two groups for clarity and for comparison with theorem 10.

The next theorem gives an information about the structure ofvertices after insertion of a vertexv.

Theorem 15 Let the basic assumptions hold (section 2). Let us insertv into T on theith position. Then
following statements hold:

1. Only vertices fromAncestorT (AdjiG(v) ) may change their structure.

2. Vertices fromAncestorT (AdjiG(v) ) numbered lower thani are descendants ofv, the others are its
ancestors.

6. Practical application

In this section we will show algorithm how to recompute the structure of elimination tree after insertion of
vertex. It means to recompute parent, children, and structure of each changed vertex. The algorithm for
removal of a vertex is similar but there is not enough space inthis paper to state both of them.

Suppose we are insertingv on theith position and we know the adjacent set ofv in G (AdjiG(v) ), let us
denote it byAdj(v). Define following sets:

C = set of children ofv defined by equation 1

Next define
D = vertices fromAncestor(Adj(v)) with number< i,

they become the subset of the Descendants ofv (C ⊆ D). Last define

E = v and vertices fromAncestor(Adj(v)) withoutD andN,

N is from theorem 11, these vertices become the subset of the ancestors ofv (see theorem 15).

Example 4 Let’s focus on example in figure 3. There is an elimination tree, where we want to insertv to
the19th position. AdjiG(v) is marked by grey colour. The elimination order is written bythe circles. In
the circle, there is written a set (or sets) which the vertex belongs to. Neighbours ofv with number< i are
{5, 12}, c5 = 15, c12 = 17. For i12 is j = 15 The result of the insertion is in figure 4.
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Figure 3: Demonstration of setsC,D,E when inserting a vertex.AdjiG(v) is marked with grey colour.

Now we can proceed to the algorithm.

Algorithm 1 Recomputation of elimination tree after inserting of a vertex

1. Addv to the structure of all vertices inD.

2. For all c ∈ C assignPARENT(c)← v.

3. Sort E by numbers in an increasing order, denote them byv = e0, e1, . . . eq−1. Denote
PARENT(eq−1) aseq.

4. For all verticese1, . . . , eq remove from their children sets vertices which belong toC ∪ E.

5. AssignChildren(e0)← C.

6. For i from1 to q do

(a) FindStruct(ei−1)

(b) AssignPARENT(ei−1)← ei.

(c) Addei−1 to Children(ei).

7. Conclusion

This paper shows that it is possible to repair elimination tree after addition or removal of vertices/edges
from graph without need to rebuild it from scratch. The algorithm how to recompute basic properties
of individual vertices was shown. Author will work on integration of the algorithms into some solver of
systems of linear equations to compare its performance withtraditonal techniques.
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Abstract

In this contribution we are interested in orthogonal bidiagonalization of a general rectangular matrix.
We describe several bidiagonalization algorithms and focuse particularly on implementation details.

The bidiagonalization is the first step in hybrid methods, which are usually used to solve ill-posed and
rank-deficient problems [5] arising for instance from imagedeblurring. Thus we consider a matrix from
ill-posed problem and illustrate the behavior of discussedbidiagonalization methods on this example.

The second example points on the very close relationship between bidiagonalization and the so called
core theory in linear approximation problems [4], see also [10]. The relationship with the Lanczos tridi-
agonalization of symmetric positive semidefinite matricesanalyzed in [7], [8] is mentioned.

1. Introduction

Consider a general rectangular matrixA ∈ Rn×m . The orthogonal transformations

PT AQ =




α1

β2 α2

β3 α3

. . .
. . .


 = B , RT AS =




β1 α1

β2 α2

β3 α3

. . .
. . .


 = C ,

whereP ,Q ,R , S have mutually orthonormal columns, are called thelower and theupper bidiagonaliza-
tion, respectively. Obviously these transformations are closely connected, e. g., the upper bidiagonalization
of A can be expressed as the lower bidiagonalization ofAT .

In the rest of this section only the lower bidiagonalizationis considered, the results for the upper bidiago-
nalization are analogous. Define thefull bidiagonal decomposition

PT AQ = B ∈ Rn×m , where P ∈ Rn×n , Q ∈ Rm×m (1)

are orthogonal matrices andP = [ p1 , . . . , pn ] , Q = [ q1 , . . . , qm ] . ConsequentlyA = P BQT .
Depending on the relationship betweenn andm, the matrixB can contain a zero block. Furthermore,
define thek-th partial bidiagonal reduction , k ≤ min{n,m} ,

PT
k AQk = Bk ∈ Rk×k , where Pk ∈ Rn×k , Qk ∈ Rm×k , (2)
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Bk is the upper left principal submatrix ofB andPk , Qk contains firstk columns ofP , Q , respectively.
Thus

B =




Bk

eT
k βk+1 αk+1

βk+2 αk+2

. . .
. . .


 , P = [Pk , pk+1 , . . . , pn] , Q = [Qk , qk+1 , . . . , qm] .

Note that in generalA 6= Pk Bk Q
T
k . Finally, define the(k+)-th partial bidiagonal reduction,k <

min{n,m} ,

PT
k+1 AQk =

[
Bk

eT
k βk+1

]
= Bk+ ∈ R(k+1)×k , where Pk+1 ∈ Rn×(k+1) , Qk ∈ Rm×k .

Remark 1 Similarly, thek-th or (k+)-th upper partial bidiagonal reduction produces bidiagonal matrices
Ck ∈ Rk×k, Ck+ ∈ Rk×(k+1), respectively.

2. Two approaches to bidiagonalization

In this section two basic tools for computation of the bidiagonal transformation are summarized – the
Householder method, which leads to the full bidiagonal decomposition, and the Golub-Kahan algorithm,
which leads to the partial bidiagonal reduction. At the end of this section the connection between these
approaches is explained.

2.1. Householder method

The first technique can also be called thebidiagonalization using orthogonal transformations. It is well
known, that for any vectorx an orthogonal matrixG can be constructed such thatGx = e1‖x‖2 . Using
these matrices, the matrixA can be transformed in the following way:




• ∗ ∗ ∗
• ∗ ∗ ∗
• ∗ ∗ ∗
• ∗ ∗ ∗


→




♣ • • •
∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗


→




♣ ♣
• ∗ ∗
• ∗ ∗
• ∗ ∗


→ . . .→




♣ ♣
♣ ♣
♣ ♣
♣


 ,

i. e.,A is multiplied alternately from the left and right by matricesG1,GT
2 ,G3,GT

4 , . . . , where the matrices
Gj are block-diagonal with two blocks – the first block is an identity matrix of growing dimension, the
second block is the above described matrixG. The vectorsx are marked by “•” in each step, the length of
the vectors is decreasing. DenoteS̄1 ≡ Im ,

R̄k ≡ GT
1 G

T
3 G

T
5 . . . GT

2k−1 ∈ Rn×n , S̄k+1 ≡ G2G4G6 . . . G2k ∈ Rm×m , (3)

the orthogonal matrices. Define thek-th and(k+)-th incomplete bidiagonal decomposition

R̄T
k A S̄k =

[
C(k−1)+

e1 e
T
k βk A(k+)

]
= C̄k , R̄T

k A S̄k+1 =

[
Ck ek e

T
1 αk

A(k+1)

]
= C̄k+ , (4)

respectively, whereA(k+) andA(k+1) are the nonbidiagonalized remains of the original matrix, see Section
3. ConsequentlyA = R̄k C̄k S̄

T
k , A = R̄k C̄k+ S̄

T
k+1 . MatricesG may be the Householder reflection

matrices, or composed Givens rotation matrices, see, e. g.,[3]. Usage of the Householder reflections is
discussed in details in Section 3.

The bidiagonalization using orthogonal transformations is useful if the full bidiagonal decomposition ofA
is required. On the other hand, if only a partial transformation is computed, which is often the case, this
approach can be very ineffective. We refer to this techniqueasHouseholder method(or decomposition).
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2.2. Golub-Kahan algorithm

The second technique is based on theGolub-Kahan bidiagonalizationalgorithm [2] (also called the Lanc-
zos bidiagonalization, or the Golub-Kahan-Lanczos bidiagonalization). This approach is different from the
previous one. Assuming that the bidiagonal elements are nonnegative, the Householder decomposition is
uniquely determined. The outputs of the Golub-Kahan algorithm, i. e. the bidiagonal form ofA , depend
on the vectorb ∈ Rn. The algorithm follows:

00: β1 := ‖b‖2 ; u1 := b/β1 ;

01: wL := ATu1 ;

02: α1 := ‖wL‖2 ; v1 := wL/α1 ;

03: wR := Av1 ;

04: β2 := ‖wR‖2 ; u2 := wR/β2 ;

05: for j = 2, 3, 4, . . .

06: wL := ATuj − vj−1 βj ;

07: αj := ‖wL‖2 ; vj := wL/αj ;

08: wR := Avj − uj αj ;

09: βj+1 := ‖wR‖2 ; uj+1 := wR/βj+1 ;

10: end .

The algorithm is obviously stopped on the firstαj = 0 or βj = 0 . Consider thatα1 , . . . , αk and
β1 , . . . , βk+1 are nonzero (and thus positive). It is easy to show that{uj}

k+1
j=1 ⊂ Rn, {vj}kj=1 ⊂ Rm

are two sets of mutually orthonormal vectors. Denote

Pj ≡ Uj = [u1 , . . . , uj ] ∈ Rn×j , Qj ≡ Vj = [ v1 , . . . , vj ] ∈ Rm×j .

Then

PT
k AQk =




α1

β2 α2

. . .
. . .
βk αk


 = Bk , PT

k+1 AQk =

[
Bk

eT
k βk+1

]
= Bk+ .

The Golub-Kahan algorithm returns ink-th iteration, at the line07 and09 , thek-th and(k+)-th lower
partial bidiagonal reduction ofA , respectively.

This algorithm is useful if the partial bidiagonal reduction is required. We refer to this algorithm as the
Golub-Kahan algorithm .

Remark 2 The Golub-Kahan bidiagonalization of the matrixA starting from the vectorb is very closely
related to the Lanczos tridiagonalization of the matricesAAT , andATA with starting vectorsb/‖b‖2 and
AT b/‖AT b‖2 respectively, see, e. g., [1]; and to the Lanczos tridiagonalization of the augmented matrix

[
0 A
AT 0

]
, with the starting vector

[
b/‖b‖2

0

]
.

For more information about this relationship and its connection to the so called core problem, see [7], [8].
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2.3. Connection between Householder and Golub-Kahan technique

Consider thek-th partial lower bidiagonalizationBk = PT
k AQk of A computed by the Golub-Kahan

algorithm starting from the vectorb . Remember thatβ1 = ‖b‖2 . It can be easily proven that the matrix

PT
k

[
b A

] [ 1
Qk

]
=




β1 α1

β2 α2

. . .
. . .
βk αk


 =

[
e1 β1 Bk

]
(5)

is the left upper principal submatrix of(k+)-th incomplete upper bidiagonal decomposition and thus the
submatrix of matrixC̄k+, returned by the Householder method applied on the extendedmatrix [ b |A ] .
HereR̄k = [Pk , r̄k+1 , . . . , r̄n ] , andS̄k+1 = [ [ blockdiag (1, Qk) ] , s̄k+2 , . . . , s̄m+1 ] .

3. Implementation

In the previous section, two theoretical approaches to computation of the bidiagonalization were discussed.
In this section, some implementation details of bidiagonalization algorithms are analyzed. We briefly de-
scribe these procedures, their advantages and disadvantages. The emphasis is put on influence of rounding
errors, computational cost, and also computation speed andmemory requirements.

3.1. Householder method [HH]

The implementation of the Householder method corresponds to the procedure described above. First, the
Householder matrices are defined, then the algorithm follows.

Definition 1 The Householder (orthogonal) matrix, which transforms thevectorx1 ∈ Rn into the vector
x2 ∈ Rn , ‖x1‖2 = ‖x2‖2 6= 0 , x1 6= x2 , has the form

H(x) = I − 2
xxT

‖x‖22
∈ Rn×n , where x = x1 − x2 . (6)

ThusH(x)x1 = x2 ,H(x)x2 = x1 andH(x) = H(−x) = (H(x))T .

DenoteA(1) ≡ A. Denotea1 the first column the matrixA(j) and ã1 the first row of the matrixA(j+)

(matricesA(j) andA(j+) are generated during the computation). The algorithm follows:

00: generate a zero matrix C̄ := 0 ∈ Rn×m ;

01: generate two identity matrices R̄ := In and S̄ := Im ;

02: for j = 1, 2, 3, . . .

03: βj := ‖a1‖2 ; c̄j,j := βj ;

04: H2j−1 := H( a1 − e1 βj ) ∈ R(n−j+1)×(n−j+1) ;

05: removea1 fromA(j) ; A(j+) := H2j−1 A
(j) ∈ R(n−j+1)×(m−j) ; // update ofA(·)

06: R̄ := R̄ [ blockdiag ( Ij−1 , H2j−1 ) ] ; // update ofR̄

07: αj := ‖ã1‖2 ; c̄j,j+1 := αj ;

08: H2j := H( ãT
1 − e1 αj ) ∈ R(m−j)×(m−j) ;

09: removẽa1 fromA(j+) ; A(j+1) := A(j+)H2j ∈ R(n−j)×(m−j) ; // update ofA(·)

10: S̄ := S̄ [ blockdiag ( Ij , H2j ) ] ; // update ofS̄

11: end .
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The dimensions of matricesA(·) are decreasing during the computation. The algorithm can bestopped for
anyj = k at the line06 or 10 , and the small matrixA(k+) orA(k+1), respectively, is written into the right
bottom corner of the matrix̄C (this is the nonbidiagonalized part of the original matrixA , see (4)). Then
the algorithm yields thek-th or (k+)-th incomplete upper bidiagonal decomposition, respectively.

The updates in the lines05 , 06 , 09 , 10 are not realized by a matrix-matrix products (e. g.,A := AH)
which are computationally very expensive, see remark 3. If the knowledge of the structure (6) of the
Householder matrixH is used, then the multiplication can be rewritten in the form

AH = A

(
I − 2

xxT

‖x‖22

)
= A −

2

‖x‖22
(Ax)xT . (7)

For detailed description, see [3, paragraphs 5.1.3 and 5.1.4].

Remark 3 The update realized by matrix-matrix product has computational cost of orderO(n3) the update
(7) has computational cost only of orderO(n2). The implementation with matrix-matrix multiplication is
inapplicable, see Figure 1. Further, update by matrix-matrix product is not as stable as (7) update.

Advantages.Stable implementation (the most stable implementation mentioned here); very quick imple-
mentation; orthogonality in the matrices̄R , S̄ is perfect; in each step the incomplete decomposition is
obtained.

Disadvantages.Dense square matrices̄R , S̄ must be stored.
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300
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Computational time for different implementations of the Householder method

only bidiagonal matrix C is computed
all matrices R, C, S are computed
implementation with matrix−matrix products

Figure 1: The horizontal axis shows the dimension of a random square matrix, the vertical axis shows the compu-
tational times for different implementations of the Householder method. Note that for the implementation
with matrix-matrix products andn = 1000 the computational time ist = 3337.9 seconds.

3.2. Implementation details of Householder method

(i) If only the matrixC̄ (or its bidiagonal part) has to be computed, the orthogonal matricesR̄ , S̄ need not
to be stored (and updated). Consequently, the lines06 and10 are leaved out and the algorithm significantly
accelerates, see Figure 1.

(ii ) If the matrixA is considerably rectangular, i. e.n ≫ m or n ≪ m , it is useful to compute at first the
QR or LQ decomposition ofA, respectively. Assume for example thatn≫ m and we want to transformA
into the upper bidiagonal form. First, the QR factorization

A = ΠU , Π ∈ Rn×m , U ∈ Rm×m ,

whereΠ has orthonormal columns andU is upper triangular is computed, then the incomplete (or full)
bidiagonal decompositionU = R̄ C̄ S̄T is found. Summarizing, the corresponding bidiagonal form of A
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is the following

¯̄RT A S̄T = C̄ ∈ Rm×m , where ¯̄R = Π R̄ ∈ Rn×m , S̄ ∈ Rm×m ,

andA = ¯̄R C̄ S̄T . Thus this bidiagonalization is a decomposition.

This QR data preprocessing reduces the computational cost of the bidiagonalization algorithm. The matrix
¯̄R is not square and thus we have to be careful while manipulating with it. Obviously, the memory require-
ments are lower than in the previous algorithms. The QR factorization can be computed by the modified
Gram-Schmidt algorithm with iterative refinement. Then thestability of whole procedure is held. For more
information, see [3, paragraph 5.4.4].

3.3. Golub-Kahan algorithm without reorthogonalization [GK]

In the rest of this section, we study several implementations of the Golub-Kahan algorithm. All follow-
ing implementations produce the partial bidiagonal reduction. In general, these algorithms do not get the
decomposition ofA, because they decompose only the projection ofA on a Krylov subspace of growing
dimension. The first simple implementation corresponds exactly to the algorithm presented in Section 2.2.

Advantages.The fastest implementation mentioned here; memory requirements are smaller than for the
Householder method (if a small part of bidiagonal matrix is computed, we work only with several columns
of the matricesP andQ ); very simple implementation.

Disadvantages.Total lost of orthogonality in the columns ofP andQ ; the bidiagonal elements are com-
puted inexactly, this implementation is in fact inapplicable.

3.4. Golub-Kahan algorithm with reorthogonalization [GK R]

Better results for the Golub-Kahan bidiagonalization is obtained if the currently computed vectorswL (line
06) andwR (line 08) are reorthogonalized against previous vectorsvj−1 , vj−2 , . . . , or uj , uj−1 , . . . ,
respectively.

Really stable implementation is obtained only if the vectorswL andwR are reorthogonalized against all
previous vectors two times, see [9]. One time reorthogonalization or reorthogonalization against onlyi
previous vectors is not sufficient. More than two times reorthogonalization is not necessary. It has been
observed that two full reorthogonalizations is sufficient to achieve results comparable with the Householder
method. We refer to this algorithm [GKR].

Advantages.The orthogonality and stability is as good as in the Householder approach; computational time
is comparable with the Householder approach; the memory requirements can be significantly smaller than
in the Householder approach (especially if a small part of bidiagonal matrix is computed).

Disadvantages.Computation cost grows with iteration number.

4. Bidiagonalization of ill-posed problem

Consider the matrix

A = SHAW (100) ∈ R100×100 ,

and the corresponding right-hand-side vectorb ∈ Rn, from Regularization Toolbox [6]. The systemAx = b
is ill-posed, singular values ofA decay fast to zero [5] andA is strongly ill-conditioned. Although this
matrix is nonsingular, its numerical rank (number of singular values greater than100 ‖A‖2 ǫM ) is equal to
20. We try to bidiagonalize this matrix using the above discussed procedures. All methods are implemented
such that they return the same bidiagonal elements in exact arithmetic, i. e. the Householder procedures
compute upper bidiagonalization of the extended matrix[ b |A ] , the Golub-Kahan procedures starts from
the vectorb and compute lower bidiagonalization, see Section 2.3.
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Figure 2 shows the elements of the vector

[β1 = ‖b‖2 , α1 , β2 , α2 , . . . , β100 , α100 ] .

obtained by different bidiagonalization algorithms. It shows the large difference between elements com-
puted by [HH] and [GK]. Further, we can see four notable peaks(places of total lost of orthogonality be-
tween generated vectors) in data computed by [GK] with one time reorthogonalization against onlyi = 20
previous vectors, but only one notable peak ifi = 50 . This total lost of orthogonality disappears if [GK]
with full reorthogonalization is used. It is obvious, that [GK] without full double reorthogonalization is
useless here. The results of [GKR] algorithm (with full double reorthogonalization) are not plotted here
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Figure 2: Bidiagonal elements of matrix SHAW(100) computed by different bidiagonalization algorithms.
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Figure 3: The double reorthogonalization effect used in [GKR] procedure.

because they are very close to [HH]. In fact, the difference between [HH] and [GKR] is approximately
5.9494 × 10−13 (note that the difference between [HH] and [GK] with five fullreorthogonalizations is
approximately5.4101 × 10−13 ). For better illustration of the influence of double reorthogonalization,
see Figure 3, where the results of [GK] algorithm with one andtwo reorthogonalizations againsti = 50
previous vectors is presented.

The matrix SHAW has very poor numerical properties and thus the differences between the presented algo-
rithms are so large. For matrices having better numerical properties, [GK] with one full reorthogonalization
and sometimes also with non-full reorthogonalization can be used. Then the differences between computed
bidiagonal forms may not be so significant.
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5. The core problem revealing test

Consider an orthogonally invariant linear approximation problemAx ≈ b . In [4] it was proved that the
upper bidiagonalization of the matrix[b, A] determines the so called core approximation problem that con-
tains all necessary and sufficient information for solving the original problem. If the bidiagonalization is
stopped at the firstβq+1 = 0 orαq+1 = 0 , then it determines the core problemBq y = β1 e1 (compatible)
orBq+ y ≈ β1 e1 (incompatible), respectively, see (5). In this section, weconsider linear systems which
contain the compatible core problem of known dimensionq and thus we expect thatβq+1 = 0 . All the
following testing problems are solved by [HH].

5.1. Testing problem A

Consider the matrix and the right-hand-side

A = Π1

[
diag (σ1, . . . , σq) 0

0 rand(n-q)

]
ΠT

2 ∈ Rn×n , b = Π1

[
rand(q,1)

0

]
∈ Rn ,

whereΠ1 , Π2 are “random” orthogonal matrices computed byqr(rand(n)) command (see MATLAB
manual [11] for description ofqr() , rand() ).
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Figure 4: Testing problem A, experiment 1 (left): Core problem of dimensionq = 20 is revealed,β21 ≈ 10−11.
Experiment 2 (right): Core problem of dimensionq = 100 is not revealed.
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Figure 5: Testing problem A, experiments 1 (left) and 2 (right): Singular values ofA11 = diag (σ1, . . . , σq) followed
by singular values ofA22 = rand(n-q) .
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In the first experimentn = 300, q = 20, (σ1, σ2, σ3, . . . , σ20) = (2000, 1900, 1800, . . . , 100). Bidiagonal
elements obtained for this example are plotted in the left graph in Figure 4. In the second experiment
n = 400, q = 100, (σ1, σ2, σ3, . . . , σ100) = (10, 9.9, 9.8, . . . , 0.1). Obtained results are plotted in the
right graph in Figure 4. In the first case, the core problem reveals,β21 is evidently smaller than the others
bidiagonal elements. In the second case, the results are notsatisfactory.

In fact, the wrong results obtained for Experiment 2 are the consequence of an inappropriate choice of
testing problem. The random matrixA22 = rand(n-q) has one very large singular value, approx-
imately σmax(A22) ≈ 0.5 (n − q) and the remaining singular values decay linearly, see Figure 5. If
σmax(A22) ≫ σ1, by influence of rounding errors, the dominant singular value of A22 is quickly ab-
sorbed into the bidiagonal submatrix. This is the consequence of large sensitivity of this problem, despite
the stability of computation is held (this will be obvious from the following testing problem).

Remark 4 We hope, that it will be possible to explain this effect through the connection between the Golub-
Kahan bidiagonalization and the Lanczos tridiagonalization, using the properties of Jacobi matrices, see
[7], [8].

5.2. Testing problem B

Consider the matrix and the right-hand-side

A = Π1



α1

β2 α2

. . .
. . .


 ΠT

2 ∈ Rn×m , b = Π1



β1 = 20* rand

0
...


 ∈ Rn .

Form < n , sequences{αj}mj=1 , {βj}
m+1
j=2 are generated by the command

-10 * sort(-rand(m,1)) + rand(m,1);

and similarly form ≥ n (see MATLAB manual [11] for description ofsort() ). Both these sequences
contain random numbers from the interval(0, 10) approximately sorted from the largest to the smallest
number (all numbers are positive). MatricesΠ1 , Π2 are generated in the same way as in the testing problem
A. Then we putβq+1 = 0 . Summarizing, then bym rectangular system with compatible core problem of
dimensionq is created. Moreover, the bidiagonal form of the core problem is known beforehand.
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Figure 6: Testing problem B, experiment 1: Core problem is revealed,β51 ≈ 10−13.

In the first experimentn = 1000 , m = 200 , q = 50 , in the second experimentn = m = 1000 ,
q = 50 . The core problem reveals without any complication in both cases, for results obtained in the first
experiment see Figure 6. Because the bidiagonal form of these problems was predetermined, the absolute
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error of the whole process (orthogonal transformation byΠ1 , Π2 and the following bidiagonalization) can
be computed. DenoteBj ∈ Rj×j the upper left principal part of the original bidiagonal matrix andB̃j the
same block of the computed matrix, then

‖Bq − B̃q‖2
.
= 8.704253× 10−14 , in the first experiment and

‖Bq − B̃q‖2
.
= 5.908292× 10−14 , in the second experiment,q = 50 .

The bigger absolute error in the first (smaller) problem is probably caused by the inner QR factorization.

Remark 5 The absolute error must be computed only from the core problem part of bidiagonal matrix. In
finite arithmeticβ̃q+1 6= 0 , but it is very close to zero. The computation does not stop and data obtained
during the following computation are strongly influenced byerrors.

6. Calling procedures in MATLAB

All presented procedures were implemented in MATLAB such that they return (theoretically) the same
bidiagonal form.

6.1. Householder-based procedures

The [HH] algorithm is called by the commands

[P,B,Q] = bidiag hholder(A,b,k,p,tol,qrf);

B = bidiag hholder(A,b,k,p,tol,qrf);

whereA is a rectangular matrix,b is a vector (e. g., right-hand-side of the problemAx = b). The procedure
computes the upper incomplete decomposition of[ b |A ] (and returns the lower decomposition ofA). Here
k is the number of iterations andp equals 0 or 1. Ifp = 0 , then the algorithm produces a square bidiagonal
matrix of dimensionk × k, if p = 1, then it produces a rectangular matrix of dimension(k + 1)× k.

Default values fork andp arek = min{n,m} , p = 0 if n ≤ m , or p = 1 if n > m. With this default
values the full decomposition is computed. If onlyk is prescribed then the default value isp = 0 and the
square bidiagonal form is returned.

The procedure notifies on each bidiagonal element smaller thantol , default value is2−52 .
= 2.22×10−16.

By the parameterqrf we can forbid or enforce the QR factorization of[ b |A ] , or LQ factorization ofA ,
default (and recommended) is automatic detection. The decision is based on the dimensions ofA , and on
the demand to compute only the bidiagonal matrixB , or all matricesP , B ,Q .

6.2. Golub-Kahan-based procedures

The Golub-Kahan-based methods [GK], [GKR] are called by the command

[P,B,Q] = bidiag lgk(A,b,k,p,tol,i,t);

This procedure computes a lower partial bidiagonal reduction ofA starting from the vectorb . The param-
etersk, p andtol and their default values are same as inbidiag hholder() . This procedure returns
also thek-th or (k+)-th lower partial bidiagonal reduction ofA wherep = 0 or p = 1, respectively.

The parameteri specifies the number of vectors against which we want to reorthogonalize, the parametert
specifies how many times the reorthogonalization is performed. The choice

i = 0 or t = 0 corresponds [GK] without reorthogonalization,
i > 0 and t = 1 corresponds [GK] with reort. againsti previous vectors,
i = −1 and t = 1 corresponds [GK] with full reorthogonalization,
i = −1 and t = 2 corresponds [GKR] = [GK] with full double reort. (default values).
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Another combinations are possible too, but they are not so interesting, e. g., choice

i = 50 and t = 2 corresponds the method presented in Figure 3,
i = −1 and t = 5 corresponds the method with five times full reorthogonalization.

All numerical examples were carried out on computer Hewlett-Packard Compaq nx9110, Intel Pentium 4
CPU, 2.80 GHz, 448 MB RAM, in MATLAB 6.5 release 13.
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Abstract

This paper discusses the well-known cluster analysis and visualisation tool, the self-organizing map
(SOM), and its application in image browsing. For this purpose, colour histogram feature vectors are
proposed. The pros and cons of different network sizes are discussed, in particular how they are suited
to the purposes of direct browsing and also cluster analysiswith U-matrices. The tree-structured SOM
[6, 7] is proposed as a method of acquiring multi-resolutionmappings of a given input space.

1. Introduction

Self-organizing maps (SOM) are a type of artificial neural network that uses unsupervised learning. They
were developed by Kohonen [3] in the eighties and have since been employed successfully in a number of
applications; in particular they have been used for clusteranalysis and visualising high-dimensional data.
One example of such an application is the WEBSOM project [3, 4], which uses SOM to map, organize
and browse large document files in a two-dimensional content-addressable space (see figure 1). Another is
PicSOM [8, 9], which uses multiple SOM to facilitate content-based image retrieval. Both of these projects
allow direct browsing of data described by multi-dimensional feature vectors, which is the chief topic of
this paper.

In the author’s previous work [1] SOM were used to browse bitmap images sorted according to colour
content in mappings of varying dimensionality. This paper shows some of the more interesting results of
this study, as well as newer results using high-resolution tree-structured self-organizing maps (TS-SOM)
[6, 7], which are used extensively in the above-mentioned PicSOM project.

2. Self-Organizing maps

Simply put, a SOM reduces a high-dimensional input-space (set of vectors fromRN ) to a two-dimensional
ordered grid of codebook vectors (neurons){nij |i = 1..N1, j = 1..N2; typicallyN1 = N2} that quantify
it. In a successfully adapted map adjacent grid nodes will quantify similar data, i.e. data points that have a
small Euclidean distance. The principle may be seen in figure2, which shows a typical SOM in a 2D input
space. A simple description of the basic algorithm may be found in [5].

The algorithm

The self-organization process is achieved as follows:
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 1: a) A WEBSOM visualization of a large file of documents. The colour represents the file density, yellow/light
being a higher density and red/dark being a lower one. Automatically generated labels show topics discussed
in documents in different parts of the map. b) A closer view ofpart of the map. c) A list of documents located
at a specific node. These pictures were taken from an online demonstration of WEBSOM at [15].

a) b) c)

Figure 2: a) 2-dimensional input vectors in 3 clusters. b) A SOM, topologically ordered in a grid of10×10 neurons c)
The SOM adapts itself to match the input space, each neuron’scodebook vector quantifying a set of inputs.
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1. Initialise the codebook vectorsnij(0) at random (usually by setting them to randomly chosen input
vectors).

2. Select a random inputi(t) and find the best matching neuron (BMN)nbest(t) (i.e. the neuron with
the closest codebook vector). Every input sample has the same probability of being selected.

3. Move the BMN and its topological neighbours within a certain neighbourhood distance towards the
selected input vector. Units located topologically further from BMN are moved less.

nij(t+ 1) = nij(t) + η(t) · φ(i, j, t) · [i(t)− n(t)], (1)

where
η(t) : N0 → < 0; 1 > monotonously decreasing, (2)

φ(i, j, t) : N0 ×N0 ×N0 → < 0; 1 >,

φ decreases monotonously with the topological distance ofnij from nbest and witht. The topolog-
ical distance is the length of the shortest path from one neuron to the other in the graph (grid) that
represents the network’s topology.

4. Proceed to iterationt+1. Repeat2 and3 iteratively, reducing the proportion of the distance movedη
and the neighbourhood distanceφ each iteration, until they reach a certain predetermined threshold.

As a result the codebook vectors will be attracted to large clusters of input vectors as these will have a
higher probability of being selected than sparsely populated areas of input space.η andφ must be selected
with care if the algorithm is to achieve good results [5]. See[1] for an in-depth heuristic analysis and
optimization of these functions.

3. Input space

It is necessary to pre-process input space so that the individual data items are described by feature vectors.
Typically, when visualising an N-dimensional input space with a SOM (anm×m grid), we are faced with
the task of displayingm2 N -dimensional codebook vectors as 2D graphical images in such a way that each
image describes the type of data characterised by the given codebook vector. Alternately, we may use the
image to describe the input data that has been allocated to the codebook vector through vector quantization.
This may be done by finding the mean vector of all the allocateddata and working with it rather than the
codebook vector. Further possibilities might include using the convex envelope of the data or otherwise
describing data distribution at the area of the codebook vector. However, this paper deals with the other
simpler alternative, that of describing the actual codebook vectors.

Graphics and colour features

To use SOM visualisation effectively, it is first necessary to convert the image database to feature vectors.
If we are using RGB coded (Red, Green, Blue) colour pictures then this conversion F may be defined as
follows:

F : A→ RN , (3)

where
A is a matrixm× n,A ≡ (aij ∈ RGB)i=1...m,j=1...n (4)

RGB ≡ [0 . . . 255]3

F should be such a transformation that the resulting feature vector describes how a human perceives the
picture. For example, if we take a holiday photo, then a humanmight describe it as a sandy beach with deep
blue water and sky. While the information that the picture containsa beach, waterandskymay be difficult
to obtain automatically without the use of meta-data, the dominant colours and their respective quantities
can be easily obtained from the RGB coding of the picture.
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Figure 3: Colour palettes of8, 64 and512 colours. These are all cubes of2, 4 and8 respectively, which guarantees
they will divide colour space (2563 colours) into bins of equal size.

One simple yet effective method of feature classification [1] is the use of colour histograms. The RGB
colour space is segmented into equal-sized bins. Each element of an image’s feature vector counts the
number of pixels in the picture of a given colour bin. Simply put, the vector says how much of each colour
is contained in the picture.

Depending on how many bins we segment colour space into, we can make the feature vector more or less
discriminative. Too many bins differentiate images of similar appearance, while too few group dissimilar
images together. Heuristically, we have found that 64 colour bins achieve the best results, as they create a
palette of colour sets, the mean colours of which are different enough to be registered as separate colours,
while the colour variance tolerated in a given set may be considered to be varying shades of the given mean.
More bins cause similar colours to be classed differently, while fewer bins produce so little discriminability
as to forgo usefulness. See fig. 3.

4. Network resolution

When using a SOM to visualise a data set, it is important to choose a network of the correct size. This may
be best described by the neuron/input (NI) ratio.

NI = N/I (5)

whereN is the number of neurons or nodes in the network andI is the number of input vectors being
visualised. In this section we will show the differences between using a high or a low input ratio and
discuss which are more suitable for different tasks.

4.1. Low NI ratio

For the purposes of this paperNI < 1 is considered low. A lowNI ratio assures that most or all neurons
will quantify at least some input vectors. This will hold truer the lower the ratio and in the extreme case of
NI = 1/I will be guaranteed. On average each neuron will quantify1/NI input vectors. If used for data
browsing, then we select such a ratio that1/NI is the number of data elements we would typically like to
browse at a given moment. IfNI is too low, the user may be confronted with too many elements at once
causing him to miss the one he was looking for. If it is too highthen searching may be difficult, as many of
the nodes will quantify only a few elements. Nodes that quantify no elements at all are not useful because
they waste the user’s time and may be confusing to navigate through.

The goal of the optimisation procedure is to achieve as even adistribution as possible while preserving
topology and minimising the average quantisation error (AQE). AQE is the average distance of an element
in input space from its BMN. The more we demand a rigid topology, the harder it is to achieve a low AQE.
Usually, good topology preserving tends towards a more evendistribution [1].

If used correctly, this method allows us to view data in chunks organized by similarity into a map. It is most
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a) b)

Figure 4: a) A 5× 5 SOM visualising a set of bitmap images characterised by colour-histogram vectors. Each square
is coloured in the mean colour of the codebook vector’s histogram. b) Thumbnails of the images quantified
by a selected node, in this case the centre node.

Figure 5: The colour map, U-matrix and U*-matrix of a64×64 SOM mapping of 121 data elements in approximately
4 clusters. In each of these clusters further sub-clusters may be found. The U-matrix is made up of the
average distances of the neurons from their immediate neighbours, black signifying very close and white
very distant. Neurons within a cluster will be close to each other while at the edges they will be further
apart. The U*-matrix is a U-matrix that has been processed toemphasize the clusters.

suitable for direct browsing. On the downside, the low network resolution does not show clusters very well
and is unsuitable for analysing input space as a whole. Figure 4 shows a typical mapping.

4.2. High NI ratio

As discussed in [10], large-scale networks with many neurons may be used to bring out the emergent qual-
ities of the SOM. We observe the overall structure of the SOM rather than the data quantified by individual
neurons. One method is to calculate the average distance of each unit from its immediate topological neigh-
bours, creating what is called a U-Matrix.

U ≡ [uij ], (6)

uij =
1

| Xij |

∑

k,l∈Xij

| nij − nkl |,

where

Xij ≡
{
k, l | k ∈ {1 . . .N1}, l ∈ {1 . . .N2}; | k − i | + | l − j |= 1

}

If we display a U-matrix graphically as in figure 5, we can see how clusters are being mapped by noting
which areas of the matrix have low values. Graphically, these will appear as ‘valleys’ of nodes inside
clusters divided by ‘ridges’ of borderline nodes. For more information on U-matrices (and their improved
variant, the U*-matrix) see [11].

It should be noted that with highNI ratio networks most neurons will not quantify any inputs. Thus, such
networks are unsuitable for direct browsing purposes, as a user would have a difficult time finding inputs
sparsely distributed across the map.
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Figure 6: A U*-matrix and the resulting cluster map. These clusters were selected by hand according to the borders
visible on the U*-matrix. Ideally, an automatic process would be used to determine the clusters.

Figure 7: A gallery of pictures displayed in a quantum tree-map with Photomesa image browser. Each partition
represents a folder. Here, the algorithm is optimised to useavailable space as efficiently as possible, while
enforcing rectangular partitioning.

When using a U- or U*-matrix to locate clusters, we take sets of closely-packed nodes (low U-matrix
values) bordered by nodes that are far from their immediate neighbours (high U-matrix values). See figure
6. These clusters, however, are unordered and do not form a regular map.

It would be possible to supply the user with information regarding adjacent clusters or alternatively, the
clusters could be displayed using a quantum tree-map with zoomable navigation [12]. Figure 7 shows a
large set of images displayed in a quantum tree-map byPhotomesaimage browser.

Unfortunately, larger networks take longer to adapt, as more neurons must be searched when finding the
best-matching neuron (BMN). This may be an issue if the SOM ispart of a user-application where adapta-
tion speed is paramount.

5. Tree-structured SOM

One way we can simultaneously analyse input space with high and low input ratios is to use a tree-structured
self-organizing map (TS-SOM), [6, 7]. This is a hierarchical structure of SOMs of exponentially increasing
size. Each level of the TS-SOM adapts separately, but in the lower levels, the search for the best-matching
neuron is limited to those hierarchically connected to the BMN of the previous layer. See figure 8.
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Figure 8: A 3-layer TS-SOM with 4 neurons at top layer and 64 at the bottom

Figure 9: 4 layers of a TS-SOM show colour distribution of an input space of images at different resolutions

5.1. The basic algorithm

The algorithm works as follows:

1. Perform one iteration of the SOM algorithm on the top layer.

2. Perform one iteration of the SOM algorithm on the next layer, but limit the search for the BMU to
the neurons located under the winning neuron of the previouslayer.

3. Repeat 2 until all layers have been updated.

4. Repeat 1 to 3 until the SOM thresholds have been met.

The advantages of such a structure are obvious. Instead of performing a full-search for the BMN at the
lower layers, we restrict ourselves to a constant number of neurons per a given layer, thus greatly increasing
the adaptation speed. The complexity of the algorithm isO(logN), whereN is the number of neurons on
the bottom layer [7]. Also, due to the hierarchical structuring, all the SOMs will be orientated similarly in
input space and the TS-SOM as a whole may be considered a multi-resolution mapping of the given data
set. See figure 9.

5.2. Wide-search TS-SOM

One unfortunate property of the TS-SOM is the propagation oferrors to the lower layers. Inputs bordering
between two neurons on a higher layer may gradually become more and more poorly quantified as the BMN
becomes more and more restricted. During our experiments wefound that on the lower layers, inputs had
a tendency to group together rather than spread themselves evenly over the map as is typical in correctly
tuned SOMs. As noted in [9], better results may be achieved byallowing searching for the BMN in a wider
scope, which includes neurons adjacent to those directly under a higher layer (figure 10).
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Figure 10: wide-search for the BMN in neighbouring neurons

5.3. Multi-resolution correction

The unfortunate side effect of the wide-search improvementof the TS-SOM algorithm is that the separate
layers become desynchronised. This degrades the quality ofthe TS-SOM as a multi-resolution mapping.
In [2] we describe a simple and effective method for rectifying this problem and removing the desynchro-
nisation effect. It should be noted that good synchronisation also improves the quality of the search for the
BMN and brings the TS-SOM closer to the quality of the standard full-search methods.

5.4. Alternative models

The TS-SOM is not the only hierarchical model of the SOM. In [13] a Multi-layer SOMis proposed. It
differs from the TS-SOM in that the higher levels adapt to thepositions of the codebook vectors of the level
directly beneath them. This means that there is no synchronisation between layers. Also this method does
not have the benefit of the TS-SOM’s acceleration when seeking the BMN.

Another model is theEvolving Tree, which has an indefinite structure that evolves and grows to fit the
presented data. It has good data-fitting qualities and retains the speed of the TS-SOM, but due to the
unpredictable nature of its structure is unsuitable for direct-browsing applications as described in this paper.
See [14].

6. Conclusions and discussion

Self-organizing maps can be used effectively for the purpose of visualising large galleries of colour bitmap
images (in [1, 2] we tested mappings of several thousand images). The image pre-processing need not
be overly complex, provided that the resulting feature vectors describe the images in a way that a human
would perceive them. It is important to take into consideration the neuron/input ratio when designing SOM
applications. Small maps are suitable for direct browsing applications, whereas large ones are better for
analysing the overall data structure.

By using tree-structured SOM we can achieve both goals at once by creating a synchronized multi-
resolution mapping that includes both high and low resolution mappings. However, the lower high-
resolution layers will be even less suitable for direct-browsing purposes than standard single-layer SOM
of equal dimensions. TS-SOM are, however, advantageous because they greatly accelerate the search for
the BMN in large-scale SOM.

Using SOM gives us an advantage over more conventional meansof browsing in that they allow us to
sort data according to similarity, which facilitates associative searching and may be useful when analysing
it. The methods and algorithms described in this paper have been shown mainly in the context of image-
browsing, but they could be used just as well for any other kind of data that can be described in terms of
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feature vectors.

Future work will consist of developing and exploring new original models and model variants based on
self-organizing maps for the purposes of data browsing and analysis.
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Abstract

In the paper, we introduce the application of the mathematical model of piezoelectric resonator. It
solves the real problem of thickness-shear vibration of in-plane parallel quartz resonator. The results,
compared with the measurement, will be given in the article.

The finite element (FEM) model of the piezoelectric materials, based on linear piezoelectric state
equations, leads to a large generalized eigenvalue problem. Resonance frequencies are subsequently
found by solving this algebraic problem. Typically, we are not interested in all eigenvalues (resonant
frequencies), only for those corresponding to so-called dominant resonant frequencies. For solving the
algebraic problem, we use implicitly restarted Arnoldi method implemented in Arpack library. For the
coarser meshes, we compute complete spectra and find the frequencies of dominant oscillation modes
(according to the electromechanical coupling coefficient). Then we focus on the part of spectra near to
the chosen dominant frequency and repeat the computation for refined meshes. From the results, we can
also find out the intervals between dominant resonance frequencies (which is other important parameter
describing the behavior of resonator).

1. Physical description

We very briefly sketch the physical properties of the piezoelectric materials. The detailed description was
given in [2] and [3].

The piezoelectric oscillation oscillation is governed Newton’s law of motion and the quasi static approx-
imation of Maxwell’s equation. These two equation are accomplished by two linear piezoelectric state
equations. The partial differential equation for displacementu and electric potentialϕ result,

̺
∂2ũi

∂t2
=

∂

∂xj

(
cijkl

1

2

[
∂ũk

∂xl
+
∂ũl

∂xk

]
+ dkij

∂ϕ̃

∂xk

)
i = 1, 2, 3, (1)

0 =
∂

∂xk

(
dkij

1

2

[
∂ũi

∂xj
+
∂ũj

∂xi

]
− εkj

∂ϕ̃

∂xj

)
. (2)

Quantitiescijkl, dkij andεij represent symmetric material tensors, playing role of the material constants.
Additional, tensorscijkl andεij are positive definite.
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Initial conditions, Dirichlet boundary conditions and Neumann boundary conditions are added:

ũi(., 0) = ui, x ∈ Ω, (3)

ũi = 0, i = 1, 2, 3, x ∈ Γu,

Tijnj = fi, i = 1, 2, 3, x ∈ Γf ,

ϕ̃(., 0) = ϕ,

ϕ̃ = ϕD, x ∈ Γϕ

Dknk = q, x ∈ Γq,

where
Γu ∪ Γf = Γ, Γu ∩ Γf = ∅, Γϕ ∪ Γq = Γ, Γϕ ∩ Γq = ∅.

Right-hand sidefi represents mechanical excitation by external mechanical forces,q denotes electrical
excitation by imposing surface charge (in the case of free oscillations, they are both zero). Equations (1)-
(2) define the problem of harmonic oscillation of the piezoelectric continuum under given conditions (3).

2. Numerical solution

2.1. Weak formulation and discretization

We derive the weak formulation of the problem (1)–(3)in the standard way, using the Green formula and
boundary conditions. Then we discretize the problem in space variables, using tetrahedron finite elements
with linear base functions. The process of weak formulationand discretization is explained in more details
also in [2]. The system of ordinary differential equations for values of displacement and potential in the
nodes of division results. It has block structure,

MÜ + KU + PTΦ = F, (4)

PU− EΦ = Q. (5)

After introduction of Dirichlet boundary conditions, sub-matricesM, K andE are symmetric and positive
definite.

2.2. Generalized eigenvalue problem

The core of the behavior of the oscillating piezoelectric continuum lies in its free oscillation. Free os-
cillations (and computed eigenfrequencies) tell, when thesystem under external excitation can get to the
resonance. For the free harmonic oscillation, the system (4) can be transformed to

(
K− ω2M PT

P −E

)(
U
Φ

)
=

(
0
0

)
, (6)

whereω is the circular frequency of oscillation. Eigenfrequencies can be computed by solving the general-
ized eigenvalue problem

AX = λBX (7)

with

A =

(
K PT

P −E

)
, B =

(
M 0
0 0

)
, λ = ω2,

whereA is symmetric andB is symmetric and positive semi-definite matrix. Resonance frequencyf can
be computed from the relation

ω = 2πf.

Computed eigenvectors (resp. partU) describe the modes of oscillations. For solving the generalized
eigenvalue problem (7), we use implicitly restarted Arnoldi method implemented in Arpack library [4] (in
Fortran language). Inner steps in the process use direct solver from Skypack library [6] for solving the
symmetric indefinite linear systems. It is suitable for solving partial eigenvalue problem (computing of
several eigenvalues with high precision) with possibilityof the shift and it allows to deal with the sparsity
of the matrices. Using of the shift enables to obtain the eigenvalues from desired part of the spectrum with
better accuracy.
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GMSH

1. Geometry of resonator
2. Setting boundary conditions
3. Building mesh

GMSH

manually

1. Computation of global matrices
2. Introduction of boundary conditions
3. Solving the eigenvalue problem

c++ code

Arpack c++ code&

*.msh file boundary_conditions.dta file

freq.dta file
coupling_coefficient.dta file

*.pos file

GMSH

c++ code1. Selection of dominant modes
2. Vizualization of selected modes

Figure 1: Scheme of computer implementation of the model and its stages.

2.3. Computer implementation

The realization of the model consists of three parts: preprocessing, processing and postprocessing (Fig. 1).
In pre- and postprocessing parts, we use the free software GMSH [5] for mesh generation and visualization
of the results. For building the global matrices, we developed our own code written in C++ language. For
solving the generalized eigenvalue problem, we use the Arpack [4] implementation of implicitly shifted
Arnoldi method (in Fortran code). All parts are debugged under Windovs XP.

The preprocessing part consists of building the geometry (according to the engineering assignments) and
mesh of the resonator, see Fig. 2. We use the GMSH [5] code. Theprocessing part computes the global
matrices and the consecutive eigenvalue problem (using text file with parameters - accuracy, number of
computed eigenvalues, shift, etc...). It gives several output files, which are used in the postprocessing.
Computed eigenvalues and eigenvectors define the oscillation modes, which are sorted according their
electromechanical coupling coefficients. The electromechanical coupling coefficientk is defined by the
relation [1]

k2 =
E2

m

EstEd
,

where

Em =
1

2

(
UT PΦ

)
, Est =

1

2

(
UT KU

)
, Ed =

1

2

(
ΦT EΦ

)

are (sequentially): mutual energy, elastic energy and dielectric energy. The higher the value ofk, the better
the possibility of excitation of the oscillation mode.

3. Application on the real problem - vibration of in-plane parallel quartz resonator

The model was applied on the thickness-shear oscillation ofthe in-plane parallel quartz resonator. This
resonator is manufactured in the company Krystaly, a.s., resident in Hradec Králové [7]. We looked for
dominant modes inx direction.

The geometry and the illustrative mesh of the resonator are shown on the Fig. 2. It is a circular wafer with
radiusR including two circular electrodes with radiusr placed in the middle of upper and bottom side. The
resonator is fixed in two opposite spots inx direction. The thickness of the resonator ish. All parameters
are listed in the Tab. 1. The resonator is made from quartzAT − cut35.25◦ .
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R (mm) r (mm) h (mm)
7 4.5 0.333

Table 1: Proportions of resonator sample.

Resonance frequency Measured (kHz) Computed (kHz) Relative difference
basic 4962 4210.843 15.1%

1. harmonic 5067.5 = 1.02f1 4246.481 = 1.01f1 16.2%
2. harmonic 5102.5 = 1.03f1 4331.652 = 1.03f1 14.7%

Table 2: Comparison of measured and computed dominant resonant frequencies of thickness-shear vibrational modes.

h

R

rr
mountingmounting

u=0u=0
electrodes

Figure 2: Geometry and illustrative mesh of plan parallel resonator.

For listed results, parameters of the computation were1:

Mesh: number of nodes = 7360, number of elements =31860
Matrices:
matrixA 9771× 9771, 100430 nonzero elements of upper tringular part,
matrixB 47038 nonzero elements of upper tringular part
Computational time:
preprocessing part∼ 3 min, processing part (for 400 eigenvalues)∼ 55 min,
postprocessing part∼ 1 min

Memory demands (for 400 eigenvalues)∼ 0.8 GB
Computer equipment: PC, Celeron CPU 2.6 GHz, 1 GB RAM

Experimental measured results were obtained from the development department of Krystaly, a.s. The mea-
surement output (shown on Fig. 3) describes the phase and shift phase dependance on the excitation fre-
quency, with marked resonant frequencies.

3.1. Results

Table 2 shows the comparison between measured and computed three dominant resonant frequencies of
thickness-shear vibration. The average deviation of computed results form the measurement is rather high,
about15%, but the relative distances between particular frequencies are well-kept.

1The spatial reduction to thex-direction was used.
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Graph of electromechanical coupling coefficients, from which the dominant frequencies can be located
easily, is shown on the Fig. 5.

On the next several pages, the visualized experimental results are compared to the ideal theoretical state.
The Fig. 6 shows the ideal state: active vibrational sections, amplitudes distribution on axisy at the upper
plate of the resonator and vertical cut. Aside from this, theFigures 7–11 show the measured results: whole
resonator with displayed amplitudes, schematic amplitudes distribution on axisy at the upper plate of the
resonator and vertical cut.

The presented results were obtained from the computation with the parameters mentioned above. For
finer meshes (leading to larger dimension of the eigenvalue problem), the computational time considerably
increases, which is caused by the limited memory capacity. This fact can be partially avoided e.g. by several
repetitions of computations for a smaller number of eigenvalues.

The computed modes contain certain amount of the computational noise (mostly evident in the third domi-
nant mode), but their types can be uniquely identified with the ideal states.

Possible use of the results in the design process.: The model allows to follow up the resonators
behavior depending on the changes in its shape properties. As an example, the graph on the Fig. 4 shows
the dependance of the resonant frequencies on the change of the resonator thickness and the separation of
the particular frequencies. The dependance of the resonantfrequencies on the thickness should be linear.
This fact is well represented by the model.

Such results can be used in the design process of the resonator, e.g. in the optimization process, when
we look for such shape of the resonator, that would have the large distances between particular dominant
resonant frequencies.

4. Conclusion

The computer implementation of the model brings the comprehensive programme module, which is suitable
for determination of the dominant resonant frequencies in real oscillation problems, including the various
shaped resonators.

The previous testing confirmed the applicability of the model, with computed results corresponding to the
analytic solutions. The model, applied to the real task of the thickness–shear oscillation of the plan–parallel
quartz resonator, brings qualitatively demonstrable agreement with the measurement and keeps the fre-
quency separation in the right proportions. The shift between computed and measured dominant resonant
frequencies shows the limitations of the model, but after the calibration to a reference instant, the imple-
mentation of the model can be used for practical computations. The model embodies accurate response to
the change of the input parameters (e.g., it records the linear dependance of the resonant frequencies on the
resonator’s thickness).

There are some areas of interest for the future work. The mainincoming task is to develop the optimization
programme module, which would be suitable for the use in shape design process of new resonators. This
involves to repeat the solution of the eigenvalue problems many times. With this objective, the need of a
computer implementation running faster than the present–day one may arise – e.g. with the help of parallel
computation.

Towards the quickness of computation stays the need of very fine meshes to express the complicated oscil-
lation modes. This fact leads to algebraic problems with very large dimensions. The numerical algebraic
methods, used in the model, have a good computational performance, but are limited by the memory size on
the PC. The possible way to solve more extensive algebraic problems with keeping the good computational
performance is using the implementation of multilevel eigenvalue methods.
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Figure 3: Phase dependance (upper line) and shift phase dependance (bottom line) on the excitation frequency. The
maximal phases correspond to the resonances.
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Figure 5: Graph of electromechanical coupling coefficients for first 400 resonant frequencies with marked three
dominant oscillation modes.

Figure 6: Schematic draft of theoretical shape of the first three dominant modes and distribution of the amplitudes (in
thex-direction) on the axisy (left curve) and in theyz-plane median cut.
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Figure 7: Computed first dominant mode.

Figure 8: Curve of the amplitudes (in thex-direction) on the axisy (left curve) and in theyz-plane median cut.
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Figure 9: Computed second dominant mode.

Figure 10: Curve of the amplitudes (in thex-direction) on the axisy (left curve) and in theyz-plane median cut.
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Figure 11: Computed third dominant mode.

Figure 12: Curve of the amplitudes (in thex-direction) on the axisy (left curve) and in theyz-plane median cut.
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Abstrakt

Odhad struktury dat zı́skaných napřı́klad z webových zdrojů lze využı́t jednak pro uloženı́ dat,
tak pro netriviálnı́ dotazovánı́ nad těmito daty.Článek rozšiřuje metodu odhadu struktury dat
zı́skávajı́cı́ odpovı́dajı́cı́ schéma relačnı́ho modelu ze vstupnı́ch dat a popisuje metodu uloženı́ dat po-
mocı́ jednoduchého asociativnı́ho úložiště dat právě na základě odhadnutého modelu.Článek diskutuje
dvě možné implementace úložiště: prvnı́ uchovávajı́cı́ data jako instance funkčnı́ch závislostı́, druhou
uchovávajı́cı́ pouze instance funkčnı́ch závislosti mezi jednoduchými atributy rozšı́řenou o podporu kom-
plexnı́ch atributů pomocı́ metainformace.

1. Úvod

Struktura dat představuje soubor všeobecně platných vztahů nad danou množinou dat, což následně vede
k popisu každého prvku z této množiny jednotným způsobem na základě zvoleného modelu dat. Tento
model může napřı́klad vycházet z teorie relačnı́ch databázı́, přičemž vztahy mezi atributy jsou popisovány
pomocı́ funkčnı́ch závislostı́.
Odpovı́dajı́cı́ množinu funkčnı́ch závislostı́ lze z´ıskat postupným testovánı́m, např. pomocı́ naivnı́ho al-
goritmu, přičemž se testuje vztah mezi každým prvkem zpotenčnı́ množiny atributů a jednı́m konkrétnı́m
atributem, což vede na algoritmus s nepolynomiálnı́ sloˇzitostı́.
Odpovı́dajı́cı́ data mohou být následně uložena jako množina instancı́ nalezených funkčnı́ch závislostı́,
navrhované úložiště tedy musı́ umožnit pokrýt i instance funkčnı́ch závislostı́ s komplexnı́m atributem, což
vede na komplikovanějšı́ mechanismus práce s úložištěm.

Článek popisuje návrh zjednodušenı́ výše nastı́něného úložiště inspirované formátem RDF (Resource
Description Framework) [1], který je použı́vaný v prostředı́ sémantického webu [2]. Výhodou tohoto
formátu je jeho jednoduchost a vysoká popisovacı́ schopnost; data jsou uložena ve formě uspořádaných
trojic < objekt, vlastnost, hodnota >, nebo alternativně pomocı́ trojic< objekt, vztah, objekt >,
odpovı́dajı́cı́ binárnı́mu predikátu. Data uložená vtomto formátu ze své podstaty nemusejı́ být funkčnı́ho
charakteru.

Podobné úložiště založené na popisu funkčnı́mi z´avislostmi bude organizováno pomocı́ asociačnı́ch
pravidel mezi dvěma atomickými entitami včetně pojmenovánı́ tohoto vztahu. Takové úložiště bude dále
pomocı́ metainformacı́ rozšı́řeno o podporu popisu vztahů mezi komplexnı́mi atributy bez nutnosti ukládat
i odpovı́dajı́cı́ instance, což vede na redukci paměťových nároků úložiště.
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Článek mimo jiné ukazuje, že takové řešenı́ je možn´e použı́t za předpokladu, že vstupnı́mi data již obsahujı́
nebo budou rozšı́řena o atomický atribut, který představuje primárnı́ klı́č všech objektů.

2. Odhadov́anı́ struktury dat

Motivacı́ proodhadov ánı́ struktury dat [3] je efektivnı́ uloženı́ dat zı́skaných pomocı́ specializo-
vaných nástrojů [4, 5] automaticky extrahujı́cı́ch data z webové stránky. Vhodným zdrojem dat pro tyto
metody bývajı́ takzvanéproduktov é katalogy ; webové stránky prezentujı́cı́ technické informace,
přičemž formát většinou odpovı́dá nějakému implicitnı́mu popisu dat.

Připomeňme, že úloha odhadu struktury dat má význam pouze naextension áln ı́ úrovni , tedy
výsledek úlohy je vždy svázán s konkrétnı́mi vstupn´ımi datyC (extensionálnı́ úroveň výsledku je značena
hornı́m indexem, např.MC). Naopak, definovánı́ úlohy na intesionálnı́ úrovni jeprincipielně nemožné.

Různé metody pro odhad struktury dat jsou založeny nanaivn ı́m algoritmu uvedeném napřı́klad
v [7]: algoritmus postupně procházı́ všechny prvky z množiny atributůA ∈ A C (cyklus 1) implikovanou
vstupnı́mi datyC a pro každý prvek z potenčnı́ množiny atributůX ∈ P(A C − {A}) (cyklus 2) testuje
existenci funkčnı́ho zobrazenı́f : DC

α (X) → DC
α (A) (test 3), přičemž symbolDC

α (A) značı́ aktivnı́
doménu atributuA vzhledem kC. Na základě existence této funkce (na extensionálnı́ ´urovni vzhledem
k danémuC) predikuje možnost existence funkčnı́ závislosti(X → A) na úrovni intensionálnı́.

MC = ∅

for ∀A ∈ A
C (1)

for ∀X ∈P(A C −A) (2)

if ∃I : D
C
α (X)→ D

C
α (A) then (3)

MC := MC ∪ {X → A}

Označı́me-lin počet atributů v cyklu (1) am počet objektů ve vstupnı́ kolekci, složitost tohoto algoritmu je
dána převážně velikostı́ potenčnı́ množiny2n−1 (cyklus 2), někdy bývá diskutována [9] i složitost testu (3)
funkčnı́ závislostiO((nm) ·m). Celková složitost naivnı́ho algoritmu tedy je:

O(n · 2n−1 · nm2) = O(2n−1n2m2) (4)

Předmětem výzkumu v této oblasti, často označovanéjako functional dependency
discovery [3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11], je redukce počtu testovaných funkčnı́ch závislostı́. Formálně
hledáme množinuP ′ ⊂ P = P(A C − A), která bude implikovat shodný model jako původnı́P .
Převážně se jedná o zavedenı́ postupné dekompozice vedoucı́ k modelu bez triviálnı́ch funkčnı́ch závislostı́
MT .

Ai1 → Aj ∈M ; Ai2 → Aj ∈MT ∀Ai2 ⊃ Ai1 (5)

Někdy bývá zohledněno i hledánı́ minimálnı́ množiny [3] funkčnı́ch závislostı́MS ⊂M implikujı́cı́ stejný
model dı́ky transitivitě funkčnı́ch závislostı́.

Ai → Aj ∈MS ∧Aj → Ak ∈MS ; Ai → Ak ∈M (6)

3. Asociativnı́ úložǐstě dat

Předpokládejme, že pomocı́ zvolené metody odhadneme strukturu dat na základě vstupnı́ch datC. Disku-
tujme nynı́ nejjednoduššı́ možný způsob, jak data uložit [12].

Pro začátek neuvažujme funkčnı́ závislosti s komplexnı́mi atributy. Za tohoto předpokladu množina
možných levých stran funkčnı́ch závislostı́ se redukuje pouze naP ′ = A C . Dı́ky tomuto omezenı́
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zı́skáváme polynomiálně složitý algoritmus pro odhad modelu, navı́c bez nutnosti testovánı́ funkčnı́ch
závislostı́ s komplexnı́mi atributy.

O((n · n) · (m)m) = O(n2m2) (7)

Navrhněme úložištěΦ popisujı́cı́ instance funkčnı́ch závislostı́MΦ. Základnı́m modelovacı́m prvkem
zvolı́me element představujı́cı́ dvojici atribut-hodnota(A; a). Na základě vstupnı́ch dat přiřadı́me
množinu elementů:

E = {e = (A; a) : A ∈ A
C , a ∈ D

C
α (A)} (8)

|E| ≤ nm (9)

Úložiště představuje množinu instancı́ funkčnı́chzávislostı́, na něž můžeme nahlı́žet jako na asociativnı́
pravidla mezi elementy

Φ = {ei → ej : ei, ej ∈ E} (10)

Tato representace je nápadně podobná organizaci RDF dokumentů (proei = (Ai; ai′), ej = (Aj ; aj′ )) a je
na ni převeditelná.

< Ai rdf:about=’ai′ ’ >
< Aj rdf:resource=’aj′ ’/ >

< /Ai >
(11)

ÚložištěΦ je konzistentn ı́ , pokud

∀aj′1∀aj′1∄aj′2 6= aj′1 : (Ai; ai′)→ (Aj ; aj′1) ∈ Φ ∧ (Ai; ai′)→ (Aj ; aj′2) ∈ Φ (12)

Analogicky množina elementůX ⊆ E je konzistentnı́, pokud

∀aj′1∀aj′1∄aj′2 6= aj′1 : (Aj ; aj′1) ∈ X ∧ (Aj ; aj′2) ∈ X (13)

Pokud úložištěΦ obsahuje pouze instance funkčnı́ch závislostı́MΦ, je vždy konzistentnı́. Pak je možné
z úložiště odvodit strukturu dat na základě pravidla:

∀Ai, Aj ∈ A
C ∃ai′ ∈ D

C
α (Ai), aj′ ∈ D

C
α (Aj) : (Ai; ai′)→ (Aj ; aj′) ∈ Φ ; Ai → Aj ∈M

Φ (14)

Zpětně, struktura dat implikuje pozice v úložišti, které mohou nést informaci.

∀Ai, Aj ∈ A
C : Ai → Aj /∈M

Φ
; ∀ai′ ∈ D

C
α (Ai), ∀aj′ ∈ D

C
α (Aj) : (Ai; ai′)→ (Aj ; aj′ ) /∈ Φ (15)

Ze vztahu (14) vyplývá, že nenı́ nutné externě udržovat informaci o množině funkčnı́ch závislostı́ platných
na úložištiΦ, nebǒt ji lze zı́skat nejvýše vO(n2m2).

3.1. Odvozov́anı́ - generalizace

Nadefinujme nynı́ generalizačnı́ odvozovacı́ mechanismus jako zobrazenı́G:

G(Φ) : E → E (16)

Toto zobrazenı́G(Φ) na zadanou množinu elementů (ve smyslu omezujı́cı́ch podmı́nek dotazu)X ⊆ E
vrátı́ množinu elementůY ⊆ E, které jsou podmı́nkami na základěΦ implikovány. Pro úložiště respektujı́cı́
popis pomocı́ množiny funkčnı́ch závislostı́ platı́:

X ⊆ Y (17)

Vztah (17) platı́ dı́ky tomu, že úložiště pokrývá i triviálnı́ funkčnı́ závislosti typuA → A ∀A ∈ A C

(definice viz (5)). Důsledkem je fakt, že mechanismus generalizace je v takovém přı́padě monotónnı́.
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Odvozovacı́ mechanismus je založen na pravidle

(Ai; ai′) ∈ X ∧ (Ai; ai′)→ (Aj ; aj′ ) ∈ Φ ; (Aj ; aj′) ∈ Y (18)

Odvozovánı́ dalšı́ch (implikovaných) faktů pomocı́ pravidla (18) zX je realizováno přes vlastnost tranzi-
tivity (6) funkčnı́ch závislostı́.

Protože úložiště pokrývá pouze instance funkčnı́ch závislostı́ (14), je zaručena konzistence úložiště (12).
Generalizačnı́ mechanismus zaručuje, že na konzistentnı́ vstup (13) bude vrácen konzistentnı́ výstup.

Toto tvrzenı́ vycházı́ z předpokladu, že množinaX je konzistentnı́. Nebǒt dle (17)X ⊆ Y , pak část
odpovı́dajı́cı́X je rovněž konzistentnı́. Stačı́ tedy ukázat konzistenci množinyY −X . Aby došlo k aktivaci
nějakého dalšı́hoy na základě pravidla (18) aplikovaném na nějaké konkr´etnı́x ∈ X , dı́ky konzistenci
úložištěΦ odvozenéy musı́ být rovněž konzistentnı́ vůči všem elementůmv Y .

4. Komplexnı́ atributy a úložiště

Uvažujeme funkčnı́ závislost atributuAr na komplexnı́m atributu{Al1 . . . Aln′}:

{Al1 . . . Aln′ } → Ar ∈M (19)

Diskutujme nynı́ dvě varianty vyjádřenı́ vztahu mezi komplexnı́mi atributy (funkčnı́ závislost s komplexnı́m
atributem na levé straně).

• Uloženı́ instance funkčnı́ závislosti s komplexnı́m atributem.

• Uloženı́ metainformace o existenci funkčnı́ závislosti s komplexnı́m atributem.

4.1. Komplexnı́ atributy v úložišti

Tato varianta předpokládá, že úložiště je schopnopojmout informaci o komplexnı́m atributu a jeho instanci.
Prakticky takové úložiště lze implementovat jako množinu uspořádaných trojic

{< id, {(Al1 ; al1) . . . (Aln′ ; aln′ )}, (Ar; ar) >} (20)

kdeid je identifikátor instance,{(Ali ; ali)} ⊆ P(E) je hodnota komplexnı́ho atributu (tj. hodnoty repre-
sentujı́cı́ podmı́nku aktivace instance komplexnı́ho atributu) a(Ar; ar) ∈ E je fakt reprezentujı́cı́ důsledek
aktivace.

Na takové úložiště implementované pomocı́ atomick´ych atributů (tj. splňujı́cı́ požadavky 1NF) bude potřeba
n′ + 1 instancı́ dvojic mezi identifikátoremid a elementy(Ai; ai′)∀i ∈ {l1 . . . ln′} ∪ {r}.

Funkčnı́ závislost mezi jednoduchými atributy je (jakotriviálnı́ důsledek) namapována na2 dvojice.

4.2. Komplexnı́ atribut jako metainformace

Způsob uvedený v předchozı́ sekci vede na poměrně komplikovaně organizované úložiště. Pokusme se tedy
navrhnout jednoduššı́ způsob. Modelovánı́ funkčnı́závislosti s komplexnı́m atributem (19) se rozpadá na
dva přı́pady. Pokud:

• existuje atributAk takový, žeAk → Ali ∈ MΦ pro ∀i = 1 . . . n′, pak taková závislost bude
v asociativnı́m úložištiΦ interpretována jako soubor instancı́ funkčnı́ch závislostı́ s atributemAk

na levé straně a atributyAli aAr na straně pravé. Tedy:

∀i = 1 . . . n′ ∃Ak : Ak → Ali ∈M ; Ak → Ali ∈M
Φ ∧Ak → Ar ∈M

Φ (21)

Informace o existenci funkčnı́ závislosti s komplexnı́matributem vM je zachycena jako metainfor-
mace pomocı́ faktu

{Al1 . . . Aln} → Ar ∈M
Φ
⊙ (22)
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• takový atributAk neexistuje, asociativnı́ úložiště nemá žádný prostředek, jak svázat hodnotu kom-
plexnı́ho atributu{Ali} na levé straně s hodnotou atributuAr na pravé straně a tedy tento vztah
nebude úložištěm pokryt.

Existence atributuAk je tedy podmı́nkou nutnou, aby vůbec došlo k zachycenı́ vztahu mezi atributy. V praxi
tuto podmı́nku triviálně zaručı́me, pokud každému z´aznamu ve vstupnı́ kolekci přiřadı́me jednoznačný
identifikátorAI . Z definice funkčnı́ závislosti vyplývá, žeAI → A pro ∀A ∈ A C , tedy druhá varianta
nemůže nastat, neboť v takovém přı́padě minimálněAk = AI .

4.3. Instance funǩcnı́ch źavislostı́ s komplexnı́m atributem

Diskutujme nynı́ úpravy asociativnı́ho úložiště (20) ve smyslu (21) tak, aby bylo možné rozšı́řit general-
izačnı́ mechanizmus (17 -18) o podporu komplexnı́ch atributů na základě metainformace vMΦ

⊙ .

Předpokládejme, že podmı́nka existence klı́če (21) jesplněna. Ukažme, že za tohoto předpokladu nenı́
potřeba ukládat instance funkčnı́ závislosti s komplexnı́m atributem (19), neboť generalizačnı́ krok lze
provést na základě znalosti hodnoty/hodnot společného atributuAk, která je odvozena ”zpětně” z hodnoty
komplexnı́ho atributu.

{Al1 . . . Al′n} → Ar ∈M
Φ
⊙ ∧ ∀(Ali ; ali) ∈ X ; (Ar; ar) ∈ Y (23)

Zavědme aktivaci komplexnı́ho atributu.́Uložiště obsahuje instance

(Ak; ak)→ (Ali ; ali) ∈ Φ i = 1 . . . n′ (24)

(Ak; ak)→ (Ar ; ar) ∈ Φ (25)

Generalizačnı́ krok spočı́vá v nalezenı́ množiny možných elementů(Ak; ak) relevatnı́ch k(Ar; ar) tak, že
ak ∈ K(X,Ak), přičemž

K(X,Ak) = {ak :

{
{Al1 . . . Al′n} → Ar ∈MΦ

⊙ ∧Ak → Ar ∈MΦ

∀i = 1 . . . n′ : (Ali ; ali′ ) ∈ X ∧ (Ak; ak)→ (Ali ; ali′ ) ∈ Φ
} (26)

Nynı́ se generalizačnı́ mechanismus rozpadá na tři př´ıpady. Pokud:

• |K(X,Ak)| = 0, pak nenı́ funkčnı́ závislost{Al1 . . . Al′n} → Ar pokryta instancemi bǔdto vX nebo
v úložištiΦ a tudı́ž nemůže být aktivována.

• |K(X,Ak)| = 1, neboli{Al1 . . . Al′n} → Ak ∈ M , pak hodnotuar ze vztahu (23) určı́me pomocı́
instance (25). V tomto přı́padě atributyAr aAk mohou splývat.

• |K(X,Ak)| > 1, neboli {Al1 . . . Al′n} → Ak /∈ M , tedy předchozı́ mechanismus nelze použı́t.
Za této situace ovšem{Al1 . . . Al′n

} → Ar ∈ MΦ
⊙ a Ak → Ar ∈ MΦ, pak ale musı́ nutně

(Ak; ak) → (Ar ; ar) ∈ Φ ∀ak ∈ K(X,Ak) vést na jedinou hodnotuar (nebǒt v opačném přı́padě
by {Al1 . . . Al′n} → Ar /∈M ).

Tedy, instance funkčnı́ch závislosti s komplexnı́m atributem nenı́ potřeba ukládat za předpokladu existence
nějakého společného klı́čového atributuAk, nebǒt se podle výše zmı́něného postupu dajı́ odvodit z instancı́
funkčnı́ch závislostı́ mezi jednoduchými atributy.

Pokud bychom mı́sto generalizace dotazu volili jeho specializaci (tj. chtěli bychom zı́skat seznam ob-
jektů splňujı́cı́ podmı́nky dané dotazem), je uvažov´anı́ komplexnı́ch atributů v odvozovacı́m mechanizmu
bezpředmětné, neboť zaručeně dojde k aktivaci atributuAk, který je vždy specializovanějšı́m nežli libovolný
z atributůAli . V okamžiku, kdy budeme chtı́t pomocı́ generalizace atributů určujı́cı́ch objekty zı́skat jejich
popis (tj. konkrétnı́ množiny dvojic(Ai; ai′)), dojde nejprve k aktivaci atributuAk a v následném kroku
pak k aktivacı́m atributůAli i Ar, tj. v tomto přı́padě nenı́ nutné uvažovat rozšı́řenı́ (23) generalizačnı́ho
mechanismu.

Naopak rozšı́řenı́ (23) je nutné uvažovat v přı́padě, žeX obsahuje instance všech atributůAli , avšak neob-
sahuje aktivaciAk, což v praxi nastává poměrně často.
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4.4. Úložiště s metainformacemi

Diskutujme nynı́ možnost, jak implementovat úložištˇe s vlastnostmi odpovı́dajı́cı́mi předchozı́m dvěma
odstavcům.

Nebǒt MΦ obsahuje funkčnı́ závislosti pouze mezi jednoduchými atributy, nenı́ nutné uchovávat identi-
fikátor instance, postačuje přı́mo uchovávat jen dvojice elementů(Ai; ai′) → (Aj ; aj′ ) ∈ Φ napřı́klad
pomocı́ množiny uspořádaných dvojic

{< (Ai; ai′), (Aj ; aj′) >} (27)

Funkčnı́ závislosti s komplexnı́mi atributy jsou uloženy v MΦ
⊙ , způsob uloženı́ je analogický k (20) s tı́m

rozdı́lem, že se uchovává informace pouze o funkčnı́ z´avislosti, nikoliv o jejı́ch instancı́ch.

{< id, {Al1 . . . Aln′ }, Aj >} (28)

4.5. P̌rı́padová studie - porovńanı́

Porovnejme závěrem obě navržené implementace úložiště podle počtu záznamů nutných k uloženı́ infor-
mace, prvnı́ popisujı́cı́ instance potencionálně komplexnı́ch atributů a druhý, obsahujı́cı́ pouze instance
funkčnı́ch závislostı́ s jednoduchými atributy. Pro jednoduchost uvažujme, že již na začátku ukládanı́ máme
k dispozici model popisujı́cı́ vstupnı́ kolekci dat.

Pro přı́padovou studii byla zvolena data reprezentujı́c´ı n′-árnı́ součet hodnot atributůA1 . . . An′ , hodnota
součtu je pak uložena pod atributemAS . Každý záznam je rozšı́řen o primárnı́ klı́čAk z důvodů uvedených
u (21).

Ak A1 A2 · · · An′−1 An′ AS

0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 1 1
2 0 0 0 2 2
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

9 0 0 0 9 9
10 0 0 1 0 1
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

19 0 0 1 9 10
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

10n′

9 9 9 9 9n′

(29)

Model implikovaný vstupnı́ kolekcı́ dat je

Ak → AS (30)

Ak → Ai ∀i = 1 . . . n′ (31)

{A1, . . . , An} → AS (32)

Každý záznam ze vstupnı́ch dat (29) implikuje

• 1 instanci funkčnı́ závislosti (30),

• n′ instancı́ funkčnı́ch závislostı́ (31) a

• 1 instanci funkčnı́ závislosti (32) s komplexnı́m atributem.
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Tedy počet instancı́ se během jednoho kroku změnı́ o:

∆|IB| = n′ + 1 (33)

∆|IC | = 1 (34)

Pokud budeme uvažovat uloženı́ předmětného záznamuze vstupnı́ dat do úložiště pokrývajı́cı́ přı́mo in-
stance komplexnı́ch atributů pomocı́ (20), je potřeba nauloženı́ jedné instance funkčnı́ závislosti s kom-
plexnı́m atributem aritya na levé straně potřeba celkem(a+1) záznamů. V tomto konkrétnı́m přı́padě (29)
se internı́ struktury úložiště rozšı́řı́ om záznamů, přičemž

m = ∆|IB | · 2 + ∆|IC | · (n′ − 1 + 1) = 3n′ + 2 (35)

Budeme-li uvažovat úložiště pokrývajı́cı́ pouze instance funkčnı́ch závislostı́ s jednoduchými atributy
zı́skaných podle (21) uložených jako (28), každou takovou instanci pokryje1 záznam v internı́ struktuře
úložiště, tedy přı́růstekm′ pro tento přı́pad je

m′ = ∆|IB | · 1 = n′ + 1 (36)

Nebǒt se jako metainformace ukládá seznam funkčnı́ch závislostı́ s komplexnı́mi atributy, zůstává velikost
|MΦ

⊙ | nezměněna.

Srovnánı́m (35) a (36) zı́skáme
m′

m
=

n′ + 1

3n′ + 2
≃ 33% (37)

5. Závěr

Článek se zabývá uloženı́m vstupnı́ch dat do úložiště pomocı́ odhadnuté struktury. Ukazuje, že intuitivnˇe
nejjednoduššı́ možný návrh úložištěΦ jako asociativnı́ paměti(Ai; ai′) → (Aj ; aj′) primárně popisujı́cı́
vztahy mezi jednoduchými atributy je postačujı́cı́, neboť obsahuje veškeré informace nutné pro podporu
vztahů platných mezi komplexnı́mi atributy za předpokladu (21), že existuje nějaký atribut jednoznačně
definujı́cı́ každý záznam ve vstupnı́ kolekci dat. Tentofakt vede k nutnosti uloženı́ pouze instancı́ funkčnı́ch
závislostı́ s jednoduchými atributy, přičemž vztahymezi komplexnı́mi atributy jsou vyjádřeny externě po-
mocı́ metainformaceM⊙.

Ukazuje se, že analýzu těchto vztahů je nutné použı́tpouze při generalizaci, generalizačnı́ mechanismus je
nutné rozšı́řit o pravidlo (23).

V článku prezentovaný výsledek vede ke značným paměťovým úsporám, jednoduššı́mu návrhu úložiště
a v neposlednı́ řadě k odstraněnı́ přı́padných duplicit a nekonzistenci dat v úložišti. Vzhledem k metodám
odhadu dat se jedná o rozdělenı́ výpočetnı́ složitosti algoritmu (4) na dvě části, prvnı́ polynomiálně sloˇzitou
pro odhad struktury (7) a uloženı́ dat (bez uvažovánı́ komplexnı́ch atributů) a druhou, nepolynomiálně
složitou generujı́cı́ přı́slušná metadata vMΦ

⊙ . Proto tuto část je ale možné přejmout výsledky z [3, 6, 7, 8,
9, 10, 11]

V závěru článku je uvedeno porovnánı́ dvou popisovan´ych přı́stupů k úložišti dat, prvnı́ je implementované
s přı́mou podporou instancı́ funkčnı́ch závislostı́ s komplexnı́mi atributy a druhá bez této podpory. Obě
implementace jsou navrženy tak, aby splňovali podmı́nku1NF. Dı́ky tomuto faktu je nutné ukládat jednu
instanci funkčnı́ závislosti s komplexnı́m atributem pomocı́ několika záznamů. Přı́padová studie v jednom
konkrétnı́m přı́padě (n-árnı́ součet čı́sel) ukazuje, že úložiště bez pokrytı́ vztahů mezi komplexnı́mi atributy
vykazuje asi66% úsporu pamě̌tových nároků úložiště. Jinými slovy přı́padov´a studie potvrzuje výhodu
pokrytı́ informace pomocı́ jednoduchých asociačnı́ch pravidel a v přı́padě nutnosti uvažovánı́ metainfor-
mace o vztazı́ch mezi komplexnı́mi atributy.

Závěrem poznamenejme, že z korespondujı́cı́ch důvod˚u nebyla do formátu RDF zavedena podpora kom-
plexnı́ch atributů.
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Praktické závěry tohoto článku jsou nasnadě, v přı́padě potřeby uloženı́ velkého počtu dat, které lze
předpokládat i u extrakce dat z webových stránek, je hledisko pamě̌tových úspor velmi důležité. V tomto
konkrétnı́m přı́padě ani neznamená nutnost ztráty informace, ba právě naopak zabraňuje přı́padné nekonzis-
tenci dat vznikajı́cı́ duplicitou mezi instancemi funkčnı́ch závislostı́ s komplexnı́mi atributy a odvozovacı́m
mechanismem pro tyto instance.
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Abstract

Machine learning techniques are methods that given a training set of examples infer a model for the
categories of the data, so that new (unknown) examples couldbe assigned to one or more categories by
pattern matching within the model. The data from follow-up studies with repeated collection of the same
type of data are very suitable for this analysis. Machine learning algorithms belonging to a variety of
paradigms have been applied to knowledge discovery on medical data. All the used algorithms belong
to the supervised learning paradigm. Several algorithms have been tested, trying to cover most of the
kinds of supervised learning. Two kinds of experiments havebeen carried out. The first is intended
to discover associations between attributes. The second kind is intended to test prediction of future
disorders. For the experiments in this paper the data used was from the twenty years lasting primary
preventive longitudinal study of the risk factors (RF) of atherosclerosis in middle aged men. Study is
named STULONG (LONGitudinal STUdy). The results show that some methods predict some disorders
better than others, so it is interesting to use all the algorithms at a time and consider the result confidence
based upon the known tendency of each method. The machine learning algorithms have been also used
in the prediction of death cause, obtaining poor results in this case, maybe due to the small amount of
information (entries) of this type in the dataset.

Keywords: knowledge discovery, supervised machine learning, biomedical data mining, risk factors
of atherosclerosis

1. Introduction

Machine learning techniques [1] are methods that given a training set of examples infer a model for the
categories of the data, so that new (unknown) examples couldbe assigned to one or more categories by
pattern matching within the model.

Machine learning techniques have been applied successfully to a high variety of problems and data for
prediction tasks. The main objective is to research how to apply machine learning algorithms to this data in
order to discover relationships between attributes and to make predictions that could be useful for decision
support. Medical data is a special kind of data, because manydifferent kinds of features are involved in
the collections. Moreover, the medical data have several known problems: missing, incorrect and sparse
information and temporal data. Machine learning methods are very suitable for this kind of data [2]. There
exists several KDD works attempting to deal with large-scale medical information. In [3], authors try to
detect type of hepatitis by extracting short sequential patterns from the temporal features. In [4], simple
rules are discovered using 4ft-miner (i.e. statistical tables of two rows and two columns), in order to
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temporally characterize, by differences, the hepatitis types B and C. Authors in [5] attempt to discover
rules of singles boolean features that can be able to predictthe liver fibrosis stage. The same application
appears in [6] but, in this case, extracted patterns are clustered and then these clusters are assigned to
fibrosis stages depending on the covered examples. They alsoapplied this technique to atherosclerosis
risk [7]. The data from follow-up studies with the repeated collection of the same type of data are very
suitable for this analysis. Additional examples of data mining on biomedical data are presented in [8] and
[9]. For the experiments in this paper the data used was from the twenty years lasting primary preventive
longitudinal study of the risk factors (RF) of atherosclerosis in middle aged men. The study is named
STULONG (LONGitudinal STUdy) [10]. The main target of this study is to validate machine learning as a
way of association mining and to validate classification performance as a measurement of the salience for
the discovered association. It is also intended to test machine learning algorithms in the prediction of far
future disorders.

In the next section, the STULONG dataset is briefly presented. In section 3, the machine learning algorithms
tested are described. Section 4 presents the measures for evaluation and Section 5 describes validation
experiments. Finally, concluding remarks and future work is presented in Section 6.

2. Description of the Study and Data Set

The STULONG (http://euromise.vse.cz/challenge2004/index.html) [10] [11] [12] data were collected by
the 2nd Department of Internal Medicine, 1st Faculty of Medicine and General University Hospital, Prague
and transferred to the electronic form and analysed by statistical methods by the European Centre of Medical
Informatics, Statistics and Epidemiology of Charles University and the Academy of Science of the Czech
Republic, Prague.

The main aims of the study were:

1. To identify the prevalence of risk factors (RF) of atherosclerosis in a population generally considered
as the most endangered by possible complications of atherosclerosis, i.e. middle aged men.

2. To follow the development of these RF and their impact on the examined men health, especially with
respect to atherosclerotic cardiovascular diseases.

3. To study the impact of complex intervention of RF on their development and cardiovascular morbidity
and mortality in men.

Men were divided according to presence of risk factors (RF),overall health conditions and ECG result into
three groups: Normal (NG), Risk (RG) and Pathologic (PG). These group will be referred in this paper as
level groups [12].

Four data files have been used for the analysis:

1. The file ENTRY contains values of 244 attributes obtained from entry examinations for each man;
these attributes are either codes or results of size measurements of different variables or results of
their transformations (identification of man, family and personal history, social factors - education,
physical activities, smoking, eating habits, alcohol, after them anthropometric measurements - height,
weight, skin folds, physical examination with measurementof blood pressure, pulse, laboratory val-
ues and coding of ECG).

2. The file CONTROL contains results of observation of 66 attributes recorded during control exam-
inations. There are attributes corresponding to identification, to habit changes, to personal history,
physical examination and biochemical values, and data about hypertension, hypercholesterolemia,
hypertrigliceridemia and other coronary and oncological diseases. This file consists of 10,572 records
of long observation.
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3. Additional information about health status of 403 men dropped out in the time of the study was
collected by the postal questionnaire. Resulting values of62 attributes are stored in the LETTER file.

4. There are 5 attributes concerning death of 389 patients. Values of these attributes are stored in the
DEATH file. It contains attributes for the identification of the patients and the date and cause of death.

3. Description of the Used Methods

All the used algorithms belong to the supervised learning paradigm. That is, a learning stage is needed
in order to build a model over the training examples and then use this model to predict the category of
unknown examples. Several algorithms have been tested, trying to cover most of the kinds of supervised
learning. Each of the used methods is very briefly explained next:

3.1. Naive Bayes

Naive Bayes [13] calculates, for each pair attribute-value, for example (education, university), the probabil-
ity of belonging to each category, by dividing the number of examples of the target category where the pair
appears by the total number of examples where the pair appears. Thus, each pair will have a probability for
each tentative category. Naive Bayes is based on the assumption that every pair attribute-value within an
example is independent on each other. Thus, when an unlabeled example is classified, the probability for
each category of the example is the multiplication of the probability for the corresponding category of each
of the pairs that form the example. The predicted category isthe one with the highest probability.

3.2. Multilayer Perceptron

The classification model of the Multilayer Perceptron Neural Network [14] is composed of a certain number
of layers of neurons interconnected between them. The architecture used for this dataset is presented in
Figure 1.

Figure 1: Architecture of the Multilayer Perceptron Neural Network used.

Each connection has an associated weight. The input to each neuron is the weighted sum, using the asso-
ciation weights, of all the incoming values. The output of each neuron is the result of applying a function.
In this case, a typical sigmoid function is implemented in all the neurons. Figure 2 shows the function
expression and representation.

Thus, each of the attribute values from a sample of the dataset is entered in the corresponding neuron of the
input layer, and the values spreads through the network to the output layer, where the output value of the
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Figure 2: Expression and representation of sigmoid function.

neuron is the predicted class.

The training phase consists of, given a set of initial weights values, entering each of the labelled examples
of the training dataset into the model and comparing the output value with the expected class. Depending
on the error of the predicted class, the back propagation algorithm changes weights from the output layer to
the input layer, in order to make the predicted value to be more similar to the expected one. This process is
carried out a certain number of epochs or iterations. In thiscase, this number is equal to 500. The amount
the weights are changed in back propagation, so called learning rate, is 0.3, and the momentum applied to
the weights during updating is 0.2. If the back propagation algorithm does not reach a good approximation
to the expected output after one iteration, then it resets the model and causes the learning rate to decrease.

3.3. Support Vector Machines (SVM)

Support Vector Machines [15] try to separate examples, based on their category, in the n-dimensional space,
being n the number of attributes or features, by hyper planesof the form w + b, so that

xw + b ≥ +1 → category = true (1)

xw + b ≥ −1 → category = false (2)

x being the example represented as a vector of n components. Here, w is the support vector, perpendicular
to the hyper plane, and correspond to examples that are beyond or over the limits of their category (see
Figure 3).

Figure 3: Support vectors scheme.

The support vector also defines, by its module, a margin of onebetween the hyper plane and the first positive
and negative examples (that the reason for +1, -1 thresholds). For each category, the algorithm tries to find
w maximizing the margin. To classify an unlabeled example the algorithm simply applies the expression
above. This is a simple implementation of the method and the one used in the experiments, but there are
other more sophisticated implementations and techniques.
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3.4. K-Nearest Neighbour

KNN is a memory-based algorithm [16], with the background idea that past experiences can help us to
solve present ones by analogy. It considers each example as avector ofn components, beingn the number
of attributes or features. It does not need a learning stage.To predict the class of an unlabeled example,
the algorithm compares the input example with each of the examples in the training data or memory, by
calculating the distance between them. Then, the majority class of theK most similar training examples
is the one predicted for the input example. The distance usedin the experiments is the Euclidean distance
between vectors. However, there are more possibilities in the literature.

3.5. ID3 and C4.5 Decision Trees

The model produced by this algorithm is a tree [17], where each node corresponds to an attribute and each
arc of the node corresponds to a possible value of the node attribute.

The learning algorithm constructs the tree from the training data. The selection of the attribute that will
form a node, at each moment, is carried out by calculating theentropy of the data after the selection of the
node. That is, for each attribute, the entropy of the remaining data without the attribute, separated by the
different values of the node attribute, is calculated. Thus, the attribute that produces the minimum entropy is
the selected for the node. The process goes on until there is no more attributes or the number of remaining
examples under a node is lower than a certain threshold. In the former case, the majority class of these
remaining examples is the one settled under the node. In Figure 4, we can see an example:

Figure 4: Example of decision tree.

In the example there are 4 attributes: flies, body covering, habitat and breathes air, and four possible cat-
egories, m, b, f and r . Here, the first attribute is flies because it is the one that produces the division on
the data with minimum entropy at that level, and so on. To classify an unlabeled example you only have to
follow the tree top-down, and the final leaf is the predicted category. The pathways from the root node to the
leaf node can be viewed as rules, where the condition is formed by AND operation of the terms (node=arc).

C4.5 is an extension of ID3 that allows continuous numericalattributes, accounts for missing values and
carries out a pruning process in order to reduce the tree sizefor dealing with larger amount of data. The J48
tree used in the experiments is an implementation of C4.5.
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3.6. Ridor Rules Learner

Ridor stands for the RIpple-DOwn Rule learner [18]. It generates the default rule first and then the ex-
ceptions for the default rule with the least (weighted) error rate when it is used to classify the training
data. Then it generates the ”best” exceptions for each exception and iterates until pure. Thus it performs a
tree-like expansion of exceptions and the leaf has only the default rule but no exceptions. The exceptions
are a set of rules that predict the classes other than class inthe default rule. IREP is used to find out the
exceptions. IREP algorithm constructs rules by gradually adding one term in the condition at a time so that
the error rate is minimized. The rule condition terms are like (attribute{=, 6=,≤,≥} value).

4. Evaluation

The evaluation processes and measures are the same for all the experiments. Given the data, a part of the
collection is considered as a training set and the remainingas a test set. So the models learn from the
training set and try to predict the values of examples in the test set. Since the category of test set examples
is known, we can check the predictions. Three different typical measures are calculated for each category:
precision, recall and F-measure [19]. Precision is the percentage of predictions of one category that were
correct. Equation 3 presents the precision expression.

Precision =
number of correct predictions as categoryi

total number of predictions as categoryi
. (3)

Recall is the percentage of all the examples of the test set belonging to a category that were correctly
predicted. The expression is presented in Equation 4.

Recall (categoryi) =
number of predictions as categoryi

total number of examples of categoryi
. (4)

F-measure is a combination of the former measures. It accounts, someway, the intersection between the
examples involved in precision and recall, normalized by the sum of both. Equation 5 shows the F-measure
expression.

Fmeasure =
2 · Precision ·Recall

Precision+Recall
. (5)

Thus, these three measures are calculated for each categoryof the test set. As said before, given the
collection it is needed to divide the data in training and test sets. A common way of evaluation is cross-
validation. The collection is divided inton equally sized parts. Then, eachn − 1 part combination is
considered as training and the remaining part as test, so thealgorithm is runn − 1 times, and the final
results are the average of thisn − 1 executions. For all the experiments described below,n has a value
of 3, so training is always 66 % of the data and test stands for 33 %, running each algorithm three times.
Usually, the value ofn is greater than 3, typically of 10, but in this case we have very few examples of
some categories, and a greater value ofn could produce test sets with no representation of the mentioned
categories, what is not desirable.

5. Experiments

Two kinds of experiments have been carried out. The first is intended to discover associations between
attributes by considering the classification performance as an indicator of the association strength. The
second kind is intended to test the prediction of future disorders.

It is needed to remark that the observations in the data set with missing values were not removed nor
imputed, because the implementations of the learning algorithms are able to deal with missing data. These
implementations are the ones included in the WEKA environment [20], used with default parameters to
perform the experiments above.
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5.1. Finding Answers

The first experiments are related to the analytical questions proposed for the Discovery Challenge of
ECML/PKDD 2004 conference, specifically the ones related tothe Entry collection. These tasks consist
of finding relations in three different groups of patients: normal group, risk group and pathologic group.
These groups correspond to the risk level of atherosclerosis - see above, and will be referenced as level
groups. Specifically, the target relationships are betweensocial factor features and physical activities fea-
tures, alcohol features, smoking features, body mass index, blood pressure and HDL cholesterol, and then
between physical activities and the remaining and between alcohol and the remaining. So, machine learning
algorithms are applied to the data of each different group, trying to predict the value of each of the features
of one group given the features of the other, viewing the possible values as the considered categories. Thus,
for example, given the four social factor attributes as training factors the algorithms are run in order to
predict the value of each of the four physical activities attributes and so on with the other features groups.
For each relationship, the maximum values over all the different algorithms results are calculated in order
to compare between level groups. So, if the prediction accuracy is good, we could say that there is a strong
relationship, in a degree equal to the accuracy, between thefeatures used for training and the feature whose
values are predicted, and also we can compare prediction measures between features and level groups to
state which relations are stronger than others.

Due to paper length limitations, only some of the most representative results are presented. In Figure 5,
the maximum precision, recall and F-measure predictions results for ”Smoking”, given social attributes, are
showed for each of the level groups, a) Normal, b) Pathologicand c) Risk, respectively, and given physical
activity attributes for each of the level groups, d) Normal,e) Pathologic and f) Risk, respectively. As can be
seen, in the Normal group, either from social factors or physical activity, the best prediction is reached for
non-smoking people, being not significant for the remainingvalues of the ”Smoking” attribute. It seems that
the relationship between social factors and smoking is slightly stronger than physical activity and smoking,
because it produces better results for all the values of the ”Smoking” attribute. In both Pathologic and Risk
groups, the relationship between the training factors and the non-smoking value is stronger for physical
activity factors, being in particular high in the Pathologic group. In the latter groups, people who smoke
15 or more cigarettes a day are better predicted than in the Normal group but non-smokers are much worse
detected than in the Normal group.

Let us see another representative example. Figure 6 presents the results of the prediction of cholesterol
level from social factors, a), b), and c), and from physical activity factors, d), e) and f), for each of the level
groups, respectively. In this case, the prediction resultsare very similar for the relationship between social
factors and cholesterol, and physical activity and cholesterol, in all level groups, so we can conclude that
the strength of the relationships is similar, too. However,it varies among level groups. In the Normal group,
the mean absolute prediction error is about 24, being about 50 and 40 in Pathologic and Normal groups,
respectively, concluding that it is easier to predict cholesterol, from both social factors and physical activity
as training, for people in the Normal group. This fact denotes a strong relationship between the training
factors and the cholesterol level in the latter group.

Finally, Figure 7 shows the results for the prediction of alcohol attribute values, separately from social
factors and physical activity factors as training, for eachlevel group, analogous to above.

The results in Figure 7 show that there is a clear relationship in all levels of groups between the training
factors and the people who drink alcohol occasionally. People who drink regularly are more difficult to
detect and predict from the training factors, resulting in alight relationship that is a little bit stronger in
the Pathologic group. The same can be said about people who never drink alcohol in relation to physical
activity factors. However, the prediction precision is significantly increased for social factors in Normal and
Risk groups. People who never drink are accurately identified from their social factors in the latter groups,
what denotes a significant relationship between the involved attributes.

The training features groups are taken with all the attributes at once. From the medical point of view it is
also interesting to separate these attributes and to try subsets of them. So, it was tried to predict the value
of the physical activity in the job attribute given all possible combinations of social factors attributes, for
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a) b)

c) d)

e) f)

Figure 5: Maximum precision, recall and F-measure values over all thealgorithms for the prediction of ”Smoking”
attribute, given only the social factors on a) Normal group,b) Pathologic group and c) Risk group, and given
only the physical activity factors on d) Normal group, e) Pathologic group and f) Risk group.

example. The results show that, for Normal and Risk groups, the ”Education” feature alone obtains much
better prediction results than any other combination of social factors attributes. In the Pathologic group
it is similar, but the difference is not so high as in the othergroups, being ”Age + Education” the best
combination.

5.2. Predicting Future Disorders

The main objective of the next experiments is to test the prediction accuracy of the algorithms. The Entry
collection is not the only one used but also the Control collection is considered. First of all, the patients who
have a control record in the Control collection, after ten years from their entry in the study, were selected.
Then using their Entry attributes it was tried to predict whether they will have some disorders in ten years.
These disorders correspond to systolic-diastolic hypertension, systolic hypertension, diastolic hypertension,
hypercholesterolemia and hypertriglyceridemie. The possible values for these disorder attributes are true or
false. The same has been done for twenty years records. The results show that the multilayer perceptron
was the best algorithm, reaching values near 85 % of precision and 65 % of recall in the detection of all
the disorders. The risk of future hypertension in the Risk group is 0 for many men, while some patients
in this group were hypertensive since the beginning of the study. From the medical point of view it is
more interesting to carry out the experiments only on the Normal group. The same process has been done
separately for this group, for ten and twenty years. The results for the different mentioned disorders are
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a) b)

c) d)

e) f)

Figure 6: Average and maximum mean absolute error, root mean square error, relative absolute error and root relative
square error values over all the algorithms for the prediction of cholesterol level attribute, given only social
factors on a) Normal group, b) Pathologic group and c) Risk group, and given only the physical activity
factors on d) Normal group, e) Pathologic group and f) Risk group.

presented in Figure 8, a) to e), for ten and twenty years prediction respectively. For each disorder, the
maximum values over all the different algorithms results are presented. In this case, results show that
there is not one best algorithm. Depending on the disorder topredict and also on certain categories, one
algorithm fits better than others (the maximum values presented correspond to different algorithms), so it
will be interesting to use all the algorithms and make decisions based on the results from all of them. As a
comment, we pointed that the prediction accuracy is much higher than when entries of the three levels of
groups are considered all together, confirming the early interest in the Normal group.

The values of Figure 8 show that it is more accurate to predictdisorders in twenty years than to predict
them in ten years, specifically the prediction of the presence of the disorders, which is accurately inferred
in twenty years but very poorly predicted in ten years in all the disorders but diastolic hypertension. The
non-presence of the disorders is equally well-predicted for both ten and twenty years. Among all the
disorders the best detected is diastolic hypertension, obtaining prediction values near to 100 % accuracy for
the presence and non-presence of the disorder. The worst predicted disorder is systolic hypertension, with
the presence of the disorder non-detectable at all in ten years.

It was also tried to predict some other diseases, like anginapectoris, myocardial infarction, cerebron-
vascular accident and so on, but there is a small number of observations with these features, so the results
are not relevant.
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a) b)

c) d)

e) f)

Figure 7: Maximum precision, recall and F-measure values over all thealgorithms for the prediction of the ”Alcohol”
attribute, given only the social factors on a) Normal group,b) Pathologic group and c) Risk group, and given
only the physical activity factors on d) Normal group, e) Pathologic group and f) Risk group.

5.3. Predicting Death Cause

This experiment is analogous to the last one, but now what is tried is the prediction of the cause of death
rather than diseases or disorders. Thus, the Death collection is used. The algorithms were trained with
the data in the Entry collection for the patients of the Deathcollection. The experiments were carried out
for the three levels of groups separately and for all the entries of all the groups together. The results are
presented in Figure 9. In the Normal group, Figure 9 b), the best predicted causes were tumour disease
and other causes. In the Risk group, Figure 9 d), the best prediction was for other causes but also for
myocardial infarction and coronary heart disease, that were not predicted at all in the Normal group. In the
Pathologic group, Figure 9 c), the best predicted causes were tumour disease and myocardial infarction, but
stroke and general atherosclerosis could be poorly predicted, too, obtaining much lower results for these
latter causes in the other groups. In general, Figure 9 a), the results of prediction of death cause are very
poor, concluding that data from the Entry collection has notenough information to predict death and/or also
maybe more observations are needed. But, what is sufficient for it?

6. Conclusions

Machine learning algorithms belonging to a variety of paradigms have been applied to knowledge discovery
on medical data in two different ways: firstly, the methods have been used in order to predict the value of
one attribute of the patient database, given a subset of other attributes as training features, proposing the
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a) b)

c) d)

e)

Figure 8: Maximum precison, recall and F-measure values for the 10 and20 years predictions of a) systolic-diastolic
hypertension, b) systolic hypertension, c) diastolic hypertension, d) hypercholesterolemia and e) hyper-
triglyceridemie.

maximum accuracy among all the algorithms as a measure of thestrength of the relationship between those
training features and the target attribute. This measure has been proven useful also for comparing the
relationships between attributes in different groups of patients.

Secondly, the learning techniques have been applied to the prediction of future disorders. The results show
that some methods predict some disorders better than others. Then, it is interesting to use all the algorithms
at a time and consider the result confidence based upon the known tendency of each method. All the
tested methods perform better for twenty years prediction than for ten years predictions, reaching excellent
results for some of the disorders that make the methods suitable for decision support. The machine learning
algorithms have been also used in the prediction of death cause, obtaining poor results in this case, maybe
due to the small amount of information (entries) of this typein the dataset.

It would be interesting for the future to finely tune the parameters of the algorithms and to test more tech-
niques. It is also intended to integrate all methods with thedegree of significance and usefulness discovered
in this work in order to build an expert system, and the derivation of rules understandable by humans from
the results of the system will be also researched.
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a) b)

c) d)

Figure 9: Maximum values of precision, recall and F-measure, in the prediction of death causes, for a) all the level
groups as one, b) Normal group, c) Pathologic group and d) Risk group.
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Abstract

This paper reviews different combinations between the mostwidely used type of neural networks –
a multi-layer perceptron – and evolutionary algorithms. Methods to train the neural network are tested
using a real-world classification problems from Proben1 benchmark suite. It is shown, that combining
evolutionary algorithms with neural networks can lead to better results than relying on neural networks
alone. Searching for a suitable architecture can help to findneural networks with improved performance.

1. Introduction

Artificial neural networks (ANNs) are a computational paradigm modeled on the human brain that have
been applied to a variety of classification and learning tasks for a few reasons. Despite their simple structure,
they provide very general computational capabilities and they can adapt themselves to different tasks, i. e.
they are able to learn.

Evolutionary algorithms can be viewed as an alternative to classical optimization techniques, based on
a biological metaphor: over many generations, natural populations evolve according to the principles of
natural selection and ”survival of the fittest”, first clearly stated by Charles Darwin in The Origin of Species
[1]. The basic principles of Evolutionary algorithms were first laid down rigorously by Holland [2].

In this paper, we present a comparison of different approaches to ANN learning problem. We will focus on
combination of gradient and evolutionary techniques, and we will try to find optimal weights and topology
of neural networks. Several experiments will be carried outon data taken from Proben1 [3] benchmark
collection.

The organization of this paper is as follows. First we brieflydescribe perceptron networks and the core
of genetic we have used. Then, the two main approaches — evolutionary learning of the weights, and
evolution of network architecture — are presented. Finally, the experiments are reported and discussed.

2. Multilayer perceptron network

An ANN is an interconnected network of simple computing units calledneurons[4]. Each neuron hasn real
inputs, and each inputxi has assigned a real weightwi.

The outputy(x) of a neuron is defined in equation 1:

y(x) = g

(
n∑

i=1

wixi

)
, (1)
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wherex is the neuron withn input dendrites (x0 ... xn), one output axony(x), (w0 ... wn) are weights and
g : ℜ → ℜ is the activation function that determines how powerful theoutput (if any) should be from the
neuron, based on the weight sum of the input.

One of the most common activation function is a logistic sigmoid function 2

σ(ξ) = 1/(1 + e−ξt), (2)

wheret determines its steepness. Very important property of the sigmoid function is smoothness and the
fact, that it has an easily calculated derivative.

In amultilayer feedforwardANN, the neurons are ordered in layers, starting with aninput layerand ending
with an output layer. Between these two layers there can be a number ofhidden layers. Connections in
this kind of networks only go forward from one layer to the next. Neurons in input layer are calledinput
neurons, similarly neurons in output layer are calledoutput neurons. Let us denotenI , nO, nH number of
input, output and all hidden neurons, respectively.

Multilayer feedforward ANNs work in two different phases: In a training phase(learning phase) the ANN
is trained to return a specific output given a specific input. In theexecution phasethe input is presented to
the input layer, propagated through all the layers (using equation 1) until it reaches the output layer, where
the output is returned. Thearchitectureof ANN defines the number of layers, number of neurons in each
layer and connections between neurons.

We will focus on a learning situation known as asupervised learning, in which a set of input/desired-
output patterns is available. The training process can be seen as an optimization problem, where we wish
to minimize themean square error(EMSE) of the entire set of training data.EMSE is defined as the squared
error of the ANN for a set of patterns:

EMSE =

p∑

k=1

Ek(w) (3)

Ek(w) =
1

2

∑

j∈Y

(yj(w, xk)− dkj)
2, (4)

whereY is a set of output neurons,p is the number of patterns in the set,yj is an output of neuronj given
weight vectorw andk-th input patternxk, anddkj

is desired output of output neuronj for input patternk.

Theclassification problemis that of assigning an input vector to one ofM classes. Each pattern from the
training pattern set contains an input vector and its desired output vector. The output of the network must
be interpreted as a class. Such interpretation can be performed in different ways. One of them consists in
assigning an output neuron to each class — when an input vector is presented to the network, the network
response is the class associated with the output neuron withthe largest output value. This method is known
as thewinner-takes-allapproach.

For classification problems,ECLAS reports — in a high-level manner — the quality of the trained ANN and
is defined as a percentage of incorrectly classified patterns.

3. Evolutionary algorithm

Evolutionary algorithmhas been investigated by John Holland [2], with a marked increase of interest within
the last few years. Evolutionary search refers to a class of stochastic optimization techniques — loosely
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based on processes believed to operate in biological evolution — in which a population of candidate solu-
tions (chromosomes) evolves under selection and random “genetic” diversification operators. The problem
is to find minimum or maximum offitness function. Every member of population is calledindividual and
represents a potential solution to a problem.

The algorithm 1 reveals skeleton of genetic algorithm used in our experiments. To fully describe genetic
algorithm, it is needed to define how each solution will be represented, how initial population will be created
and what genetic operators will be used in the Reproduction step.

Input : number of individuals in populationN , number of elitsE, maximum number of populationsGmax.
Output: the best found solution of a problem.

1. Start: Create initial population ofN individualsP (0) = {I1, ..., IN}, i = 0.

2. Evaluation of individuals: To compute fitness function for every individualI, build ANN correspond-
ing to I and computeEMSE for a training set. LetF(I) = EMSE.

3. Stop-condition: Ifi = Gmax, finish and return solution represented by individual with minimal value
of fitness function.

(a) Creation of new populationP (i+ 1) from populationP (i): Create empty populationP (i+ 1).

(b) Selection: ChooseE best individuals from populationP (i) and move them to populationP (i+
1). With chosen operator of selection chooseN − E individuals and insert them to population
P ′(i).

(c) Reproduction: Apply chosen operators on populationP ′(i), the result is populationP (i+ 1).

i. Application of binary operators: If populationP ′(i) contains odd number of individuals,
insert chromosome of the first individual from populationP ′(i) into populationP ′′(i).
From populationP ′(i) choose pairs of chromosomesC andD and apply on them repro-
duction operators, new chromosomesC′ andD′ insert to populationP ′′(i).

ii. Application of unary operators: On every chromosome from populationP ′′(i) apply cho-
sen unary operator, new chromosome insert to populationP (i+ 1).

4. New generation:i = i+ 1, Continue by step 2.

Table 1: Skeleton of the genetic algorithm.

We have used theroulette wheel selectionin all experiments. The selection operator performs the equivalent
role to natural selection — it chooses individuals for next population proportionally to their fitness values.
As we wanted to minimize the error function in all our experiments, the probabilitypi of selectioni-th
individual is defined by the equation 5

pi =
(1 + ε) ∗ C −F(Ii)

N ∗ (1 + ε) ∗ C −
∑N

j=1 F(Ij)
, (5)

whereN is the number of individuals andC is the maximal fitness value in the population, andε is a small
positive constant, which ensures that probability of selection the worst individual will be non-zero.

4. Evolution of weights

Weight training in ANN is usually formulated as a minimization of error function, and is carried out by
some gradient descent algorithm such as Back-Propagation,or one of its many variants[5]. Due to its
use of gradient descent, these algorithms often get trappedin the local minimum of the error function,
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Figure 1: Example of ANN with seven hidden units in two hidden layers, three input and two output neurons.
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Figure 2: Example of encoded ANN from the previous figure.

and are incapable of finding global minimum. As the evolutionary algorithm need not to use the gradient
information and works with population of potential solutions, it has a better ability to avoid local minimum
trap. What more, evolutionary algorithm can be applied in situations, when gradient information is not
available at all, it can handle global search problem in a vast, complex and non-differentiable surface.
The evolutionary approach also makes it easier to generate ANNs with some special characteristics. For
example, ANNs complexity can be decreased and its generalization ability increased by including a special
term in the fitness function penalizing large networks.

4.1. Representation

The standard genetic algorithm uses binary strings to encode alternative solutions. In a such representation
scheme, each connection weight is represented by a number ofbits of certain length. The advantages of this
representation are mainly simplicity and generality. It ispossible to use well known crossover (such as one-
point crossover) or mutation operators for binary strings.Although there are several encoding methods, that
encode real numbers with different range and precision, trade off between precision and range often has to
be made. Real-world experiments demand big precision, whatcauses too long chromosome for which the
evolution process becomes non-efficient. Therefore, different encoding method is used. The chromosome
is interpreted as a matrix of dimensionsnH × n, wheren = nO + nH . In thei-th row and thej-th column
there is either a special symbol⊗, if neuronsi andj are not connected, or the weight of connection fromi
to j. The following connection matrix from figure 2 encodes the ANN from the figure 1. The chromosome
is then created by concatenating all the rows from the matrix. In case of feedforward ANNs, the entry on
i-th row andj-th column can be non-zero only fori < j. This reduces the length of the chromosome and
the evolutionary process becomes more effective.

4.2. Initial population and operators

Initial population consists of fully connected neural networks with randomly initialized values. To each
connection a weight from[−1.0, 1.0] interval is assigned.

For training the weights of ANN, we experimented with operator Biased-Weights-Mutation[6], which adds
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Figure 3: Schema of evolutionary algorithm searching optimal architecture of ANN.

to the weights of randomly selected connections in the parent network with values chosen randomly from
the same probability distribution used for initialization. Weights-Crossoverperforms uniform crossover
with the basic units exchanged being the set of all incoming weights of a particular node.

5. Evolution of architecture

In the previous section, we have assumed that the evolved ANNhas a fixed architecture. Selection of a
good architecture is state of art — although it has significant impact on network’s information processing
capabilities, there are not known satisfiable rules, on how to choose a good one for a particular task. ANN
with only a few connections may not be able to satisfiable learn the task because of its limited capacity, while
ANN with large number of connections and neurons may over fit and fail to have a good generalization
ability.

Similarly to previous section, the problem of determining optimal architecture for a particular task can be
formulated as an optimization problem. As stated in [7], evolutionary algorithms are a good method for
searching in such a complex surfaces. In the case ofsimultaneous evolution of weights and architecture
both weights and characteristics of architecture are encoded in the chromosome. As shown on figure 3, this
method contains the previously solved problem of determining optimal set of weights as a subtask. On the
other side, the problem ofseparated evolution of weights and architecturesis the noisy fitness evaluation,
caused by random initialization of weights. Only architecture is encoded in chromosome, weights have to
be learned later. The fact that an individual gained better fitness value does not mean that this individual
is really better — in is necessary to repeat the evaluation and average the obtained values. This way, the
computation time increases dramatically.

5.1. Representation

We used theindirect encoding schemein our experiments [7]. Chromosome consists of several sections,
which hold information about some important characteristic of ANN’s architecture. In the first section is
stored the number of hidden layers, follows section with information about the number of neurons in each
hidden layer and in the case of simultaneous evolution of weights and architecture, the section with connec-
tion matrix is appended. The operators used in evolutionaryalgorithm must be aware of this representation
— operators from previous section are allowed to modify onlythe last section of the chromosome. To
modify the remaining parts, new operators are introduced.

5.2. Operators

There are two operators that work on the level of units. TheRemove-Neuronoperator removes randomly
selected neurons. Creation of new neurons is done by theDuplicate-Neuronoperator, which selects ran-
dom neuron and duplicates it. Similarly, there are two operators working on connections, theRemove-
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Number of hidden layers.
Number of neurons in the first hidden layer.

...
Number of neurons in the last hidden layer.

Connection matrix.

Table 2: Chromosome for evolving architectures of ANN.

Connectionoperator removes random number of connections from each neuron,while theAdd-Connection
operator randomly adds connection between two neurons.

6. Experiments

A set of experiments has been carried out on several data setsfrom the Proben1 [3, 8, 9] benchmark. This
way we are able not only to provide relative comparison, but also to explore the efficiency of the algorithms
with respect to the best results obtained by other methods and authors. In the following we briefly describe
several experiments and try to generalize the results.

We have chosen four classification problems: The goal of ANN is to classify tumor as either benign or
malignant in the Cancer problem, diagnose diabetes of Pima indians in Diabetes problem, predict the heart
disease in Heart problem and recognize one of 19 different diseases of soybean in Soybean problem. Char-
acteristics of each data set are shown in table 3.

Classes Examples b c n Tot. b c m Tot.
Cancer 0 9 0 9 0 9 0 9 2 699

Diabetes 0 8 0 8 0 8 0 8 2 768
Heart 1 6 6 13 18 6 11 35 2 920

Soybean 16 6 13 35 46 9 27 82 19 683

Table 3: Problems and the number of binary, continuous, and nominal attributes in the original dataset, number of
binary and continuous network inputs, number of network inputs used to represent missing values, number
of classes, number of examples.

The results of experiments are reported in terms of the values of the two errors,EMSE andECLAS measured
both on the training set and previously unseen test set. In the following tables we use symbolsMt (orMs)
for EMSE over training (or testing) set, andCt (andCs) for ECLAS over training (testing, respectively) set.

6.1. Searching for suitable connections

This experiment tested the separated evolution of architecture and weights. Thus, the algorithm consists
of two steps - in the first one the direct architecture encoding described in Tab. 2 is used and evolved. To
determine a fitness of such an individual, several (30 in our case) randomly initiated runs of rprop algorithm
are carried. In the second step, the evolved architecture istrained by full-fledged run of a back propagation
algorithm (10 times for different random weights initializations). Results can be compared to Tab. 4, which
gathers results of the classical back propagation, the rprop gradient learning algorithm and GA using the
Biased-Weights-Mutation and Weights-Crossover (cf. Tab.4). Typically we ran the gradient algorithm for
5000-25000 epochs, while the GA ran for 1000-2000 generations (with population of 300 individuals).

Results of this experiment were quite satisfiable (cf. Tab. 5): GA was able to find better architectures,
containing less connections, and achieving better training error. As a side effect, these specialized architec-
tures usually achieved worse generalization error, in comparison to fully connected architectures, which is
understandable (compare Tab. 4 and Tab. 5).
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Diabetes Cancer
BP RP GA BP RP GA

Mt 0.2675 0.2473 0.2882 0.0463 0.0390 0.0484
Ct 0.2645 0.2616 0.2083 0.0280 0.0438 0.0286
Ms 0.3217 0.3154 0.3268 0.0242 0.0180 0.0159
Cs 0.2645 0.2615 0.2266 0.0280 0.0438 0.0057

Soybean Heart
BP RP GA BP RP GA

Mt 0.0150 0.2112 0.7416 0.1840 0.0904 0.2372
Ct 0.2536 0.3080 0.5585 0.2033 0.2079 0.1536
Ms 0.1196 0.2907 0.7474 0.2574 0.2559 0.2904
Cs 0.2536 0.3078 0.5513 0.2033 0.2077 0.1913

Table 4: Error comparison for back propagation (BP), rprop (RP) and genetic algorithm (GA) used for weights
learning.

Diabetes Cancer Soybean Heart
Mt 0.4541 0.0436 0.0069 0.0566
Ct 0.3516 0.0157 0.1615 0.1764
Ms 0.4568 0.0238 0.1369 0.2501
Cs 0.3516 0.0157 0.1615 0.1764

Table 5: Search for connections: Error results for architectures recommended by GA.

6.2. Searching for a suitable architecture

The goal of the second experiment was to combine the search for architecture with the evolution of weights
in one GA. We have started with individuals with random number of hidden layers (between 1–4), which
remained constant during the algorithm. However, the number of neurons and connections were varying, as
well as the values of weights. The following genetic operators we used:

operator pm

Duplicate-Neuron 0.05
Remove-Neuron 0.05
Add-Connection 0.05

Remove-Connection 0.05
Biased-Weights-Mutation 0.1

Table 6: Operators probability.

The overall results were very satisfiable (cf. Tab. 7, compare with Tab. 4). The GA was able to evolve
suitable architectures for a given task. It is interesting,that most of the solutions had just one hidden layer,
some of them had two. In some papers authors use penalizationfor more complex solutions, which was
not necessary here, because the evolution tends to exclude more complex networks based on their fitness
anyways. The architectures recommended by the GA provided even better results than the ones reported as
best (found by human) in [3].

7. Conclusions

As shown, evolution can be introduced into ANN learning problem at different levels. Suggested algo-
rithms were tested on real-world problems from Proben1 benchmark suite. The evolutionary algorithm is a
complex and robust method, which can be used to search both optimal weights and architecture of ANN.
Although the evolutionary process can be easily parallelized, computation is always very time consuming.
The results obtained by simultaneous evolution of weights and architecture were surprisingly good. Not
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Diabetes Cancer Soybean Heart
Mt 0.2679 0.0382 0.0176 0.1025
Ct 0.1927 0.0190 0.0088 0.0551
Ms 0.3108 0.0184 0.0989 0.2342
Cs 0.2266 0.0057 0.0616 0.1435

Table 7: Search for an architecture and weights: Error results for genetically evolved network architectures.

only the resulting ANNs gained excellent results on the training set, they showed a good generalization
ability. The complexity of found architecture for a particular task mirrored it’s real difficulty.

The combination of evolutionary techniques and ANNs can lead to better intelligent systems, than relying
on ANNs alone. With the increasing power of parallel computers, the evolution of large ANNs becomes
feasible.
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Abstract

The paper presents a new approach for treating security issues in various environments with special
accent on Mobile databases, Semantic web and Grids. Target environments’ specifications imply that
a security model should have at least low space complexity, some level of autonomy and should be
implementable in a distributed manner. To achieve all theserequirements we propose a security model
based on virtual organization that has ability to preserve and manage the trust between users. The model
is build up on mathematical background based on hypergraphsthat are the way how to reduce space
complexity of the model and how to improve and simplify the implementation. To verify proposed model
an experimental implementation SecGRID was programed and some results are presented.

1. Introduction

Rapid evolution in many computing areas brings up many useful aspects, but also many problems and issues
to be addressed. In this paper we will concentrate on tree distributed environments namely:

• Mobile databases

• Semantic web

• Grid computing

Although all three have some different features, they also have a lot of in common. Before we proceed to
these common features, let us briefly overview all three environments.
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Mobile databases[1], [2], [3], offer the ability to access and exchange information anywhere, at any time.
The possible network architectures can be summarized as:

• cellular networks

• multihop wireless networks - broadly known as ad hoc networks

• sensor networks

In the first case ofcellular networks, some specialized nodes, called base stations, coordinateand control
all transmissions within their coverage area -a cell. The base station grants access to the wireless channels
in response to service requests received from the mobile nodes currently in its cell.

The primary characteristic of anad hoc networkarchitecture [4], [5], [6], [7] is the absence of any stationary
structure. Ad hoc nodes can communicate directly with the nodes in their transmission range in a peer-
to-peer fashion. Communication to distant nodes is achieved in multi-hop fashion. Therefore each ad
hoc node acts also as a router, storing and forwarding packets on behalf of other nodes. The result is a
generalized wireless network that can be rapidly deployed and dynamically reconfigured to provide on-
demand networking solutions.
Besides the fact that mobile databases have a lot of advantages, they also have some challenges to cope with.
Taking issues like power supply limits, limited bandwidth and unreliability of wireless lines, the security is
one of the most important. Were an efficient and strong security solution not to be available, it would be
very hard to achieve all advantages of ad hoc networks.

Sensor networkcan be characterized as networks build up from tiny sensing units having some communica-
tion and computation capabilities. The whole sensor network lifetime comprises three main phases. During
the first,deployment phase, sensors are deployed in the sensor field. In the second phase, post-deployment
phase, sensors have to build up a topology and then they have to copewith potential changes in it. This
phase is in particular important as the topology changes continually for available energy, malfunctioning,
etc. During the last phase,redeployment phase, some additional sensors may be deployed to replace mal-
functioning nodes. Nodes in sensor network sense their vicinity for desirable phenomena and in a positive
case sensors cooperate in multi-hop communication fashionto deliver data to a unit responsible for its
further processing. As sensor networks are a bit specific, wedo not addressed them in the paper anymore.

TheSemantic Webis often believed to be the successor of the current web. Its main idea is to describe re-
sources in the form of machine processable meta-data allowing automation of the requested tasks connected
with the retrieval and usage of these resources. Although the main focus of previous work was aimed at the
creation of knowledge representation languages (RDF-S, DAML+OIL [8], OWL [9]), reasoning systems,
and also at the tools helping to embed web pages with semanticmarkup, the emerging commercial applica-
tions such as e-commerce, banking or travel services face a lot of security issues. Without a secure solution,
it would be very hard to exploit all promising features of semantic web vision. The first possible approach
is to extend the current security mechanisms used in distributed systems (Kerberos [10], PGP [11], SPKI
[12] etc.). These technologies, however, cannot be seamlessly transferred due to the fully decentralized
nature of the web, extremely large number of resources, services, agents and users, and their heterogeneity.
Moreover, the number of entities accessing resources and interacting with themselves can be very large and
can rapidly change.

The Grid computingparadigm can be characterized by a large number of interconnected users and sites
cooperating on a common task. Users in a Grid are usually organized inVirtual Organizations(VOs). A
Virtual Organization is a temporary or permanent coalitionof geographically dispersed individuals, groups,
organizational units or entire organizations that pool resources, services and information to achieve common
objectives. The Dynamic Virtual Organizations Membershipand structure of such a VO may evolve over
time to accommodate changes in requirements or to adapt to new opportunities in the business environment.
Considering this, it is straightforward that grid computing strategies can be used in the web environment
for security improvements.
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Even thought the mentioned areas do have some specificationstypical for them, such as huge amount of
pages in the case of semantic web, mobility of users in mobilecomputing paradigm, or heterogeneity of
connected sources in grids, they also have some common specifications. Further, while all of them offer
ability to share resource, support communication and cooperation between users (but not only the human
users), the security is the crucial issue being common for all mentioned areas. Therefore it is natural to
expect solutions that try to solve the problem with the security for all of them.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: section 2 briefly introduces the related security models. Our
security model is then described more in details in the next section. Section 4 contains some experimental
results. The paper is then concluded.

2. Security Models and Approaches

The security is one of the key concerns in many areas. The security level is usually one of the key factors
influencing the usability of any proposal not only in computer science. Therefore, it is natural that security
has been given attention by researches and many solutions and proposals for improving the security have
been introduced. In general, two main levels of the securityare:

• cryptography level

• trust level

It is important to note that these levels are not isolated onefrom another, but they are very often used
complementary. A brief description of both levels follows.

2.1. Cryptography

On the first level strong cryptography algorithms are the basis, taking responsibility for shielding trans-
mitted data against man-in-the-middle attack, threat of tap, etc. Cryptography plays also important role
in certificates (Public Key Infrastructure - PKI [13]) enabling users to communicate, share resources and
information, etc. Cryptography, however, is enough only when considering tasks like sending messages,
sharing files, etc. with accent on secure transmission of sent data. This approach, nevertheless, suffers by
lack of additional abilities required by human users, like when to share data, when to trust the sender, etc.
Therefore the next level is responsible for the trust management.

2.2. Trust Models

The trust management approaches build an enhanced securitylevel on underlying cryptography level. The
main task is to build, preserve and manage relationships between users. The relationship are usually build
up on the trust.

The trust of a party A to a party B for a service X is a measurablebelief of A in that B behaves dependably
for a specified period within a specified context (in relationto service X)

This approach is similar to the well known term of creating Virtual Organization in the grid environment.
The necessary condition for practical evolution of VOs is tohave a strong mechanism preserving their
overall security.

2.3. Related Work

In the following a brief overview of the trust management approaches proposed for VO is given. Two main
approaches are currently available for thetrust management:

The policy-basedapproach has been proposed in the context of open and distributed services architectures
[14], [15], [16], [17], [18] as well as in the context of Grids[19] as a solution to the problem of authoriza-
tion and access control in open systems. Its focus is on trustmanagement mechanisms employing different
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policy languages and engines for specifying and reasoning on rules for trust establishment. In addition, it
is possible to formalize trust and risk within rule-based policy languages in terms of logical formulae that
may occur in rule bodies. Currently, policy-based trust is typically involved in access control decisions.
Declarative policies are very well suited for specifying access control conditions that are eventually meant
to yield a boolean decision (the requested resource is either granted or denied). Systems enforcing policy
based trust typically use languages with well-defined semantics and make decisions based on ”nonsubjec-
tive“ attributes (e.g., requester’s age or address) which might be certified by certification authorities (e.g.,
via digital credentials). In general, policy-based trust is intended for systems with strong protection require-
ments, for systems whose behavior is guided by complex rulesand/or must be easily changeable, as well as
for systems where the nature of the information used in the authorization process is exact.

The reputation-basedapproach has emerged in the context of electronic commerce systems, e.g. eBay.
In distributed settings, reputation-based approaches have been proposed for managing trust in public key
certificates, in P2P systems, mobile ad-hoc networks, and recently, in the Semantic Web, such as [20],
[21], [22], [23], [24], [25]. Typically, the reputation-based trust is used in distributed networks where any
involved entity has only a limited knowledge about the wholenetwork. In this approach, the reputation is
based on recommendations and experiences of other users/sites.

In the following we will put a strong emphasis on creating theunderlying VO by “evolution”. In order
to describe it we need a model which can efficiently capture VOchanges. This model is described in the
subsequent section.

3. Security Model Based on Virtual Organization

As was mentioned previously, VO can be useful model for treating the trust between users in all related
environments (mobile databases, semantic web, grids). On the other hand, VO model can be limited by
some specific features of the environment:

• mobile databaseenvironment in addition to mobility of users also poses severe limitations to storage
and computation capabilities of devices

• semantic webenvironment with almost unlimited number of users poses requirements on storage
complexity

• gridswith heterogeneity and geographic diversity of resources

this list of additional limitations showns that a model having the following specification is required:

1. The model should be able to store large amount of users in low storage complexity. VOs are very
often modeled and depicted as (oriented) weighted graphs. But the complexity of storing information
about all members in VO might be very high. The given complexity isO(n2), where n is the amount
of vertexes. This is, however, unacceptable in case of mobile database environment and also semantic
web might very quickly exceed storage capacity of particular node.

2. The model should have some level of autonomy in building relationships and the trust among users.
The autonomous feature of the model is crucial when considering environments where users’ relation-
ships became complicated or agent technologies are used. Such feature is highly useful when users
would like to create strongly connected groupson-the-fly. Nowadays approaches usually assume
that such groups are created by somebody and usually manually. We consider such creation as a
bottleneck of these models.

3. The model should be implementable in a distributed (heterogeneous) environment. A distributed
implementation is the key factor influencing model capabilities and usefulness.
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Our approach is therefore build up on the previous list of requirements. The next section describes the very
base of our proposal.

3.1. The Security Model

We believe that the security model that fulfill all listed requirements from the previous section should have
an appropriate mathematical background. The reason is, that the background can simplify the implemen-
tation and also improve efficiency by offering a set of well known techniques for storing, organizing and
optimizing implementations. As a consequence, let us shortly describe the used mathematical model of
hypergraphs.

Hypergraph is quadruple(V,E,Wv,We), where V is a set of vertexes, E is set of edges (E ∈ 2V ),Wv is a
set of vertexes’ weights and finallyWe is a set of edges’ weights. The main difference between graphs and
hypergrahs is that an hyperedge can be incident to more then two vertexes. A hypergraph is in Figure 1. It
is example of hyperpraph containing 5 hyperedges and 8 vertexes.

Figure 1: An example of hypergraph.

In Figure 2 the same situation is sketched, but now using graphs instead of hypergraphs. The edges in
Figure 2 are shown in different colors and styles according to hyperedges from Figure 1.

Figure 2: An example of graph showing groups of vertexes.

It is clear that hypergraphs are generalization of graphs. It is also clear that hypergraphs are richer structures
than graphs. On the other hand, the richness of hypergraph brings some implementations issues (but these
issues are out of scope of the paper).
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Let now return to the list of three additional limitations from the previous section.

• The first item on the list was the low space complexity. In the case of graphs the space complexity
is O(n2), which is unacceptable. On the other hand, in Figure 1 one cansee how VO can be stored
as hypergraph. In such a case VO is not stored as sets of vertexes, edges and their incidences, but
simply by a membership of hyperedges. Therefore hypergraphs can be very useful for modeling VO
reducing the space complexity.

• The second requirement is a kind of autonomy. One of possiblesolutions is to have set of rules that
take care of all edges and also vertexes in the VO. Hence, we proposed a set of rules for reevaluating
edges’ and vertexes’ weights (see [26].

• Third item on the list requires implementation in distributed environment. When trying to build up a
list of all possible distributed implementation, one should start with implementations based onRemote
Procedure Call(RPC), like CORBA[27] or JavaRMI [28]. Another technology worth mentioning are
services. As an example let us mention web services based on WSDL[29] and SOAP[30]. One of the
last possibility is to usemessage passing. The main advantage of message passing is simple and envi-
ronmentally independent implementation. With respect to our needs and also to target environments
the best choice is message passing with its simple, straightforward and efficient implementation.

4. Experimental Application SecGRID

An experimental implementation SecGRID was programed in ANSI/C and its aim was to verify that pro-
posed algorithms for edge reevaluation preserve consistency of the VO. By the consistency of the VO we
mean that the structure will:

• not degenerate to one huge VO containing all nodes

• not degenerate to huge amount of very small VOs

• preserve relationships (expressed by an edge weight) between users

Figure 3: Experimental implementation output.
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To verify the model the simulation comprised two phases:

1. random generation of edges

2. intentional edge generation with special accent on problematic situation in the VO evolution

One of the resulted graphical representation, which was obtained using NetDRAW [31], is shown in Figure
3. The Figure shows a situation after few steps of adding edges into the structure have been done. Users
are depicted as circles in the color according to group membership, apart from the reds that are members
of nongroup. Every group has also a leading member that has additional responsibilities, e.g. outer group
communication support. The leaders are shown as squares in the color corresponding to group membership.
For the sake of lucidity, the edges weights are not shown.

¿From the figure it can be seen that the consistency is preserved and the vertexes are uniformly distributed
into groups. Note that group corresponds to a hyperedge in our hypergraph model and that the implemen-
tation uses hypergraphs with hyperedge incidence 2.

5. Conclusions

The aim of the paper was to propose a new security model for mobile databases, semantic web and grids.
The paper gave a brief overview on two separate levels of the security (cryptography and the trust) followed
by a list of features specific to the target environments. Having summarized all requirements we described
our proposal based on Virtual Organization model for the trust security level. Our model uses hypergraph
theory as its mathematical basis, as the hypergraphs have abilities to reduce the space complexity of the
model. The results obtained through the experimental implementation are given to verify the “evolution”
phase of the proposed model demonstrated that it does not degenerate to any of the limiting cases. Although
the model is based on hypergraphs with full cardinality of hyperedges, the experimental application is based
on hypergraph with hyperedges’ cardinalities reduced to 2.
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Abstract

Combining classifiers has been given more and more importance in the recent years. The experiments
show that a team of several different classifiers can performbetter than any individual classifier in the
team. This is why the combination of multiple classifiers canbe used to improve the quality of classifica-
tion. This arcticle tries to summarize and describe the commonly used approaches found in the literature
and to give a basic overview over this field.

1. Introduction

Combination of multiple classifiers is an effective method for improving the quality (i.e. accuracy, pre-
cision, separability, sensitivity etc.) of classification. Whenever we are solving a classification task, we
can construct several different classifiers, let them predict independently, and then combine their outputs
somehow. The combination can be such that the strong points of the classifiers are amplified, while the
deficiencies are reduced. After the combination, the final classifier can predict better than any of the single
classifier in the team. This idea is known in the literature under different names, such as ”classifier combin-
ing”, ”classifier aggregation”, ”classifier fusion”, ”classifier selection”, ”mixture of experts”, etc. Basically,
there are two main types of classifier combination:

• classifier selection, where we use some rule to determine which classifier to use for the current
pattern; only this ”expert” classifier is then used for the final decision

• classifier aggregation, where all the classifiers in the team are used to construct the final decision

In this paper, we will deal with classifier aggregation only.A special case of classifier aggregation is
combining of several classifiers of the same type, which differ only in their parameters or use different
training sets. This approach is known under the nameensemble methodsin the literature.

The paper is structured as follows: in Section 2, we formalize the term classifier and introduce some models
that can be used for classifier combination, Section 3 describes some of the commonly used methods for
creating an ensemble of classifiers, and in Section 4 we describe some commonly used aggregation rules.
Section 5 then concludes the paper.

2. Classification

Classification is a process of dividing objects (or patterns) from some input spaceX into several disjoint
sets, called classes. For example, we may try to recognize handwritten letters using a computer programme.
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The software (or mathematical mapping) which realizes thistask is called a classifier. We can formally
describe a classifier as a mapping

φ : X → {1, . . . , N}, (1)

whereX ⊆ Rn is then-dimensional feature space and{1, . . . , N} is the set of class labels (we denote the
respective classes byC1, . . . , CN ). An optimal, error-free classifier should also satisfy

∀x ∈ X : φ(x) = i ⇐⇒ x ∈ Ci (2)

Construction of a classifier such that (2) holds is nearly impossible, so this condition is usually violated.
Some requirements on train or test error of the classifier areused instead. To train the classifier to correctly
classify previously unseen patterns, patterns from training setT ⊆ X are used. SetT contains patterns,
which are already classified correctly by an expert and we want our classifier to somehow generalize this
knowledge to unseen patterns fromX .

Most widely-used classification methods are for example neural networks, decision trees, Bayesian clas-
sifier, k-nearest neighbour (k-NN), or support vector machines (SVM). All these methods can provide a
succesfull approach to classification, but sometimes higher quality of the classification is needed. If we
decide to combine different classifiers to improve the quality, we see that classifiers defined using (1) give
us too little information. We could use a information of the type ”what is the ’weight of classification’ to
each class?”. To realize this, we define a classifier as a mapping

φ : X → [0, 1]N , (3)

whereφ(x) = (µ1(x), . . . , µN (x)) is the vector of ’weights of classification’ ofx to each class.

This type of classifier is usually denoted (for example in [1]) measurementclassifier, while (1) is usually
calledcrispclassifier. Sometimes other types of classifiers are used, for examplerankclassifier ([1]), which
outputs a sorted list of all possible class labels (i.e. the most ”probable” class is first, the second most
”probable” is second and so on), orpossibilisticclassifier (see for example [2]), for whichµi(x) ∈ [0,∞).
In this paper, whenever we speak of a classifier, we mean measurement classifier.

Measurement classifier can be converted to crisp and vice versa:

φcrisp(x) = argmax{µi(x)|i = 1, . . . , N} (4)

φmeasurement(x) = (δ(1, φ(x)), . . . , δ(N,φ(x))),

whereδ(i, φ(x)) = 1 if φ(x) = i, 0 otherwise.

The interpretation ofφ(x) depends mainly on the classifier used; possible interpretations can be:

• posterior probability , µi = P (x ∈ Ci|x), for example for Bayesian classifier

• µi = degree ofmembershipof x to a fuzzy setCi

• µi = normalizeddistanceto the nearest representant of classi, for 1-NN classifier

• µi = number of nearest representantsof classi (divided byk), for k-NN classifier

• . . .

Sometimes additional conditions onµi are demanded, for example
∑

i µi(x) = 1 for probabilistic inter-
pretation ofφ(x). However, these conditions are not important for classifiercombining itself, so we only
requireµi ∈ [0, 1]. Since we aim to present a general approach to classifier combining, we also do not care
about the interpretation ofµi, and we only interpret these values as some general ’weightsof classification’
to classCi.
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BaggingCreate an ensemble of classifiersφ1, . . . , φk using training setT = {xi ∈ X|i = 1, . . . ,m}:

1. Setj = 1.

2. Samplem-times with replacement from the training setT , using uniform distribution, i.e.P (xi) =
1/m ∀i, creating a new training setTj .

3. Create a classifierφj using training setTj .

4. If j < k, increment j and return to (2), otherwise end with outputφ1, . . . , φk.

Figure 1: The bagging algorithm

3. Ensemble methods

It is straightforward that if we want to build a team of several classifiers, these classifiers should all perform
well. However, we should care not only about the train and test error of the classifiers in the team, but
also about the diversity of the classifiers. A team of mutually independent and diverse classifiers can
perform quite well in comparison to any of the single classifiers. However, if the classifiers in the team are
”negatively dependent”, i.e. they make dependent errors (when one of the classifiers predicts wrong, then
also many of the other classifiers predict wrong), the team ofthe classifiers can be worse than the single
best classifier. On the other hand, the team can be such that only a few classifiers in the team predict wrong
and the rest of the team predicts well for each pattern. In that case, classifier combining can significantly
improve quality of the prediction over the single best classifier.

Of course, diversity of the team is not the only quality determining the improvement of the performance,
but it is an important feature. The diversity of a classifier team can be measured by various measures. Many
diversity measures are analyzed and compared to each other in [3]. Also the role of diversity of the team on
the final error rate is discussed here. An entropy based diversity measure is introduced in [4]. The role of
diversity on the quality of the final aggregated classifier isstill a subject of research.

Several methods for building a diverse team of classifiers were developed. Among them, ensemble methods
are used frequently. These methods construct a set of classifiers of the same type, which differ only in their
parameters or have different training sets. Here we will describe bagging and boosting, which work with
modifying the training set. Other methods, constructing for examplek-NN classifiers with different metrics
([5]), SVM with different kernels, or neural networks with different architectures, can also be developed.

The idea of bagging (Bootstrap AGGregatING) was introducedby Breiman in [6]. Bagging takes bootstrap
samples (random uniformly distributed sample with replacement of the same size as the training set) and
uses this set as a new training set for the individual classifier. Some patterns are selected more than once,
some of them are not present in the new training set. The bagging algorithm is summarized in Fig. 1.

Another approach, presented for example in [7], is called boosting. Boosting is a general machine learning
method for improving the performance of a weak (i.e. simple,not complex) classifier, which works by
repeatedly running a given weak algorithm with different distributions over the training set. In this paper,
we present the AdaBoost algorithm by Freund and Schapire ([7]). AdaBoost also uses bootstrap technique,
with the only difference that the probability of selecting apattern is not uniform and also changes in time.
The first classifier is created by uniform bootstrap sampling, then its train error rate (using the original
training set) is measured and those patterns which are classified incorrectly are given greater probability of
selection. If the train error of the classifier is too high (for example higher than 0.5 for binary classifier),
the classifier is discarded and the probabilities are set back to uniform. Then the whole process is repeated.
After all classifiers are constructed, the aggregation is usually done using a weighted average, where the
individual weights correspond to the appropriate train errors. Of course, any other aggregation rule can be
used.
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AdaBoost.M1Create an ensemble of classifiersφ1, . . . , φk using training setT = {xi ∈ X|i = 1, . . . ,m};
for each training patternxi we know the corresponding class labelyi:

1. Setj = 1.

2. Initialize the discrete probabilitiesPj(xi) = 1/m ∀i.

3. Samplem-times with replacement from the training setT , using the discrete distributionPj , creating
a new training setTj .

4. Create a classifierφj with training setTj .

5. Calculate the weighted error ofφj :

errj =
∑

i:φ(xi) 6=yi

Pj(xi)

6. If errj ≥ 0.5, discard the classifierφj and return to (2).

7. Setβj = errj/(1− errj).

8. UpdateP :

Pj+1(xi) =
Pj(xi)

C
·

{
βj for φ(xi) = yi

1 otherwise
,

whereC =
∑

i Pj(xi) is a normalizing constant.

9. If j < k, incrementj and return to (3), otherwise end with outputφ1, . . . , φk. If weighted average is
used for aggregation of the classifiers, use the weightsωj = log 1

βj
.

Figure 2: The AdaBoost.M1 algorithm

Here we present the AdaBoost.M1 algorithm, which can be usedfor binary classification. In [7], there is
also described a modification for multi-class classification, AdaBoost.M2. These two methods are the same
for binary classification and differ only in the handling of problems with three or more classes; for the sake
of simplicity, we will describe AdaBoost.M1 only. It is described in Fig. 2.

Boosting and bagging are experimentally compared in [7], where in the most cases boosting performs better
than bagging. In [8], theoretical aspects of bagging and boosting are dealt with and a new class of methods,
called arcing (the special case of which is AdaBoost), is introduced. Also a decomposition of classifier
error to bias and variance and the effect of reducing variance by classifier combining is discussed here.

4. Classifier aggregation

After we have constructed an ensemble consisting ofk classifiersφ1, . . . , φk, we need to aggregate them to
get the final classifier. The output of the ensemble can be structurred to ak ×N matrix:




φ1(x)
φ2(x)

...
φk(x)


 =




µ1,1(x) µ1,2(x) . . . µ1,N (x)
µ2,1(x) µ2,2(x) . . . µ2,N (x)

. . .
µk,1(x) µk,2(x) . . . µk,N (x)


 , (5)

whereµi,j(x) is the ’weight of classification’ ofx ∈ Cj assigned by classifierφi. In [3], this matrix is
referred to as adecision profile.
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To aggregate the results of the classifiers, we use some aggregation ruleF :

Φ(x) = F(φ1(x), . . . , φk(x)), (6)

whereΦ is the final classifier. Usually,Φ is a measurement classifier, and for the final prediction, itsoutput
is converted to crisp answer using (4).

A very good overview and experimental comparison of different aggregation rules can be found in [2]. We
will present some of the commonly used aggregation rules found in the literature. The rules can be divided
into four main types — arithmetic, probabilistic, fuzzy, and hierarchical classification. Also other methods,
for example Dempster-Shafer fusion ([2], [9]) can be used.

4.1. Arithmetic rules

The simplest rules use only some simple arithmetic operations to combine the classifier outputs. We can
use for example:

• voting (for crisp classifiers) – each classifier has one vote, and theclass with maximal votes is taken
for result. Ties are broken arbitrarily.

• maximum – for each column of the matrix (5), we use the maximal value only, in other words:

µj(x) = max{µi,j(x)|i = 1, . . . , k}, j = 1, . . . , N

• minimum – same as the previous, only the minimal value is chosen instead:

µj(x) = min{µi,j(x)|i = 1, . . . , k}, j = 1, . . . , N

• mean– this approach tries to approximate the ”typical weight of classification” for each class through
all the classifiers:

µj(x) =
1

k

k∑

i=1

µi,j(x), j = 1, . . . , N

• weighted mean– suppose that we have defined a weightωi for each classifier (for example the
weights from AdaBoost.M1 algorithm). Using these weights,we can add more importance to the
classifiers that predict better than the others:

µj(x) =

∑k
i=1 ωiµi,j(x)
∑k

i=1 ωi

, j = 1, . . . , N

• product – ”weight of classification” to classj is computed as a product of theith column of matrix
(5):

µj(x) =

k∏

i=1

µi,j(x), j = 1, . . . , N (7)

4.2. Probabilistic rules

Here we present two different aggregation rules which use probability theory to combine the classifiers –
behavior knowledge space, and product rule. The former creates all possible combinations of crisp class
labels, and in each combination, the most probable class is selected. The latter tries to estimate the posterior
probability that the current pattern belongs tojth class for a givenj.

• behavior knowledge space (BKS)– this approach works with crisp classifiers. Every possiblecom-
bination of crisp outputs is generated, and in each partition (combination of the crisp outputs), the
most frequent class (among patterns from the training set, for which the ensemble classifiers give the
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same combination of crisp outputs) is taken for the final classification of the team. If in any parti-
tion there are no training patterns, or tie occurs, a random choice (using uniform distribution) among
the appropriate classes is made. For example, if we havek = 5 classifiers andN = 3 classes, the
possible crisp outputs are:

[1, 1, 1, 1, 1][1, 1, 1, 1, 2][1, 1, 1, 1, 3][1, 1, 1, 2, 1] . . . [3, 3, 3, 3, 3]

If in the first partition[1, 1, 1, 1, 1](which means that every classifier predicts classC1) of the training
set (i.e. patterns, for which every classifier predicts class C1), there arer, s, t representants of the
classesC1, C2 andC3 respectively,argmaxC1,C2,C3{r, s, t} is the final result in this partition. Ties
are broken at random (using uniform distribution).

• product – if we can interpret the outputs of the ensemble classifiers as estimates of posterior proba-
bilities, i.e. µi,j(x) = Pi(x ∈ Cj |x), and the classifiersφ1, . . . , φk are mutually independent, then
the product aggregation rule (7) has also probabilistic interpretation (conjunction of all the proba-
bilities). We can also take into account the prior probabilities of the classesP (C1), . . . , P (CN ),
P (Cj) =

#{x∈T |x∈Cj}
#T , resulting in the final Bayes approximation:

µj(x) =

∏k
i=1 µi,j(x)

P (Cj)k−1
, j = 1, . . . , N

4.3. Fuzzy rules

If we can interpret the classesC1, . . . , CN as fuzzy sets and the classifier outputsµi(x) as fuzzy member-
ship ofx to classCi, we can use fuzzy logic approaches to aggregate the outputs.Comparison of fuzzy
versus nonfuzzy methods for classifier combining can be found in [10].

• fuzzy integral – let the universal set be the set of all classifiersU = {φ1, . . . , φk}, g fuzzy measure on
U (representing the importance, or quality, of the classifiers), andAj(x) = (µ1,j(x), . . . , µk,j(x))T

the jth column of matrix (5) (representing the membership ofx to classj for all the classifiers).
Aj(x) can be treated as a fuzzy set onU . The fuzzy measureg can be computed fromk point-wise
values of the measureg(1), . . . , g(k) (called fuzzy densities). We can then use Sugeno or Choquet
fuzzy integral to aggregateAj(x) using the fuzzy measureg. The aggregation using fuzzy integral
(as described in [10]) is ilustrated in Fig. 3.

• decision templates– this technique was developed by Kuncheva et al. in [2]. For each classCj , a
decision template (which expresses a ”typical” ensemble output for this class) is defined as ak ×N
matrixDT , which elements are averages of the ensemble outputs through all the training patterns
belonging toCj :

(DTj)r,s =

∑
x∈T :x∈Cj

µr,s(x)

#{x ∈ T : x ∈ Cj}
(8)

We interpret the matrices (5) andDTj as fuzzy sets on a universal setU of k × N elements. When
x is submitted for classification, ensemble output (5) is computed and some kind of similarity of
this output and decision template for each class are measured. These similarities can be for instance
fuzzy similarities of these sets, fuzzy inclusion indices,consistency measures or any matrix norm of
the difference of the two matrices. In [2],11 different similarities are proposed, and also the effect of
using different ”similarity” measures is discussed. According to the experimental results in [2] and
[10], we can recommend the Euclidean distance, or theS3 similarity measure: letA,B be fuzzy sets
onU , andµA, µB their membership functions. Then we define

S3(A,B) = 1− ||A△B||,

where ||A|| denotes the relative cardinality of fuzzy setA and µA△B(u) =
max{µA∩B̄(u), µĀ∩B(u)}, where∩ is a fuzzy intersection and̄· is a fuzzy complement.
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Fuzzy integral

1. Fix thek fuzzy densitiesg(1), . . . , g(k). These values can be for example estimates of the classifier
accuracies.

2. Calculateλ as the only real root greater than−1 of the equation:

λ+ 1 =

k∏

i=1

(1 + λg(i))

3. Whenx is submitted for classification, perform steps (4)-(7) forj = 1, . . . , N .

4. Sort the jth column of matrix (5) in ascending order, obtaining the membership values
µi1,j(x), . . . , µik,j(x).

5. Sort the fuzzy densities correspondingly:g(i1), . . . , g(ik) and setg(1) = g(i1).

6. For eacht = 2, . . . , k calculate

g(t) = g(it) + g(t− 1) + λg(it)g(t− 1)

7. (a) For Sugeno integral, the final value is

µj(x) = max
t=1,...,k

{min{µit,j(x), g(t)}}

(b) For Choquet integral, the final value is

µj(x) = µi1,j(x) +

k∑

t=2

(
µit−1,j(x)− µit,j(x)

)
g(t− 1)

Figure 3: Fuzzy integral

4.4. Hierarchical classification

The output (5) of the ensemble can be treated as a vector of features∈ [0, 1] of lengthkN . We can use
this space as an input for a top-level classifier and train a crisp classifierΦ : [0, 1]kN → {1, . . . , N}. This
approach has one drawback, that if the classifiersφ1, . . . , φk predict ”nearly crisp labels” (i.e. only one
member of the vectorφ(x) is close to one and the remaining are close to zero), then the covariance matrices
of the training patterns are close to singular. Therefore, whenever we use normal distribution for modelling
the pattern distribution in the classes (for example in Bayesian classifier, linear and quadratic discriminant
analysis and many others), the results may be inaccurate.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we described different approaches to classifier combination. Possible mathematical models
of classifiers that can be used for classifier combining were introduced. Also two methods for creating an
ensemble of classifiers, bagging and boosting, were described. Then some of the commonly used methods
for aggregation of the outputs of multiple classifiers were described. In the future, I would like to study the
fuzzy integral aggregation rule, and also try to use other types of fuzzy integral than Sugeno and Choquet
type. I would also like to try aggregating the classifiers using a Mamdani-Assilian fuzzy controller.
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